Sigmund Freud’s Discovery of Psychoanalysis  
explores links between Freud’s development of his thinking and theory and his personal emotional journey. It follows his early career as a medical student, researcher and neurologist, and then as a psychotherapist, to focus on the critical period 1895–1900. During these years Freud submitted himself to the process that has become known as his ‘self-analysis’, and developed the core of his psychoanalytic theory. Drawing on Freud’s letters to his friend and confidant Wilhelm Fliess, and on selected psychoanalytic writings, in particular his ‘dream of Irma’s injection’, Paul Schimmel formulates psychoanalytic dimensions to the biographical ‘facts’ of Freud’s life.

In 1900 Freud wrote that he was ‘not a thinker’ but ‘a conquistador’. In reality he was both, and was engaged in a lifelong emotional struggle to bring these contradictory sides of his personality into relationship. His psychoanalytic discoveries are conceptualized in the context of his need to achieve integration within his psyche, and in particular to forge a more creative collaboration between ‘conquistador’ and ‘thinker’.

Sigmund Freud’s Discovery of Psychoanalysis will be of interest to psychoanalysts, psychoanalytic psychotherapists, academics and teachers of psychoanalysis, and to all serious students of the mind.
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Conquistador and thinker

Paul Schimmel
Man can embody truth but he cannot know it.

WB Yeats

Like a long-legged fly upon the stream
His mind moves upon silence.

WB Yeats
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Vienna, 19 Berggasse. Freud, wired at work on his *Project*, pacing into the night. A house of complete silence; only, his own nerves electric hum.

Now, past midnight, the 6th of May he lights, after months of abstinence, a cigar. It is his birthday. Smoke curls around antiquities; the riddle of his sphinx.

His thoughts fly, not to the children dreaming in silent rooms, or the warm space beside Martha deeply asleep; they fly first to another city, leaping borders, Pegasus at light speed; quanta, traveling above farmyards, fields, houses, hilltops, a land warming after winter, crashing all the contact barriers across the centre of Europe, to Wilhelm; friend, alter ego, other self. Who else can help him now?
INTRODUCTION

Throughout Freud’s writings we sense the presence of an unacknowledged
case study; that of Freud himself. As a body of work his psychoanalytic writ-
ings record the evolution of his theoretical ideas, but they can also be read as
an expression, or manifestation, of the personal emotional journey he was
pursuing; a journey which made the formulation of those ideas possible. The
scientist is never a wholly disinterested observer, and, intellectually at least,
Freud was well aware that a theory is never a purely ‘objective’ construction
from the ‘facts’. Theories, psychological ones in particular, reveal much about
the mind of the theorist. They may capture elements of accurately intuited
‘psychic reality’, but may also reveal elements of projection and distortion
imposed by the mind of their author. When attacking defectors from his psy-
choanalytic ‘cause’, particularly Adler, Stekel and Jung, Freud would at times
resort to interpreting their theories as determined and distorted by their own
personal conflicts or complexes.

Drawing on Freud’s writings, including his letters to Wilhelm Fliess, as the
primary source, this study attempts to explore links between Freud’s discov-
ery of psychoanalysis and his lifelong emotional journey, in particular his
struggle towards integration within himself; that is integration between the
different parts of his own mind. In Freud’s thinking the parts of his mind most
in opposition, and which call loudest attention to themselves, he characterized
as ‘conquistador’ on the one hand, and the ‘thinker’ and ‘man of science’ on the
other. On February 1, 1900, Sigmund Freud, the man who had just published
The interpretation of dreams, wrote to his friend Wilhelm Fliess:

if often he was wrong and, at times, absurd,
to us he is no more a person
now but a whole climate of opinion
under whom we conduct our different lives

W. H. Auden In Memory of Sigmund Freud (d. Sept. 1939)
For I am actually not at all a man of science, not an observer, not an experimenter, not a thinker. I am by temperament nothing but a conquistador – an adventurer, if you want it translated – with all the curiosity, daring, and tenacity characteristic of a man of this sort. Such people are customarily esteemed only if they have been successful, have really discovered something; otherwise they are dropped by the wayside.

(Masson 1985b: 398)

The ‘conquistador’ Freud had never intended to allow posterity to drop him by the wayside, and in 1900 he was aware that the strength of the conquistador’s arm had been essential in making his first great voyage of discovery, and his landfall in the ‘New World’ of the unconscious. In reality it was an old and timeless world, with its own population of ‘primitive’ indigenous inhabitants, which Freud, unlike the conquistadors, was approaching with due respect. Having undertaken an exploratory survey, he had set out a preliminary map of the territory in *The interpretation of dreams*. The voice in his letter to Fliess was that of a confident Freud, identified with the ‘conquistador’, and rather dismissive in turn of the ‘observer’, ‘experimenter’, ‘thinker’.

Freud always considered the ‘dream book’ to be his masterpiece. ‘Insight such as this falls to one’s lot but once in a lifetime’, as he wrote in his preface to the 1911, third English edition of *The interpretation of dreams* (see Freud 1900: xxxii). The dream of Irma’s injection, Freud’s so-called ‘specimen dream’ and the subject of Chapter II of his book, was, as far as we know, the first of his own dreams Freud subjected to systematic analysis. Freud had the dream at Bellevue, the family summer holiday house. In June 1900, Freud wrote to Wilhelm Fliess,

Do you suppose that someday one will read on a marble tablet on this house:

Here, on July 24, 1895,
the secret of the dream
revealed itself to Dr. Sigm. Freud.

So far there is little prospect of it.

(Masson 1985b: 417)

It was, of course, these words of Freud’s which ensured just such a plaque would eventually be placed at Bellevue. The dream-wish of the conquistador was fulfilled on May 6, 1977. There is no doubt that from early on Freud both actively pursued greatness and had a realistic sense of his own genius. With an eye to the future, Freud wanted what he knew he had achieved to be acknowledged by posterity.
INTRODUCTION

But Freud also tried, as far as possible, to cover the tracks of his own emotional journey. On a number of occasions throughout his life, he systematically destroyed personal documents, old papers and correspondence. The first occasion he did so was as early as 1885. Already anticipating fame, he wrote at the time to his fiancée Martha Bernays,

As for the biographers, let them worry, we have no desire to make it too easy for them. Each one of them will be right in his opinion of “The Development of the Hero”, and I am already looking forward to seeing them go astray.

(Freud, E. 1961: 153)

When, much later in life, Freud discovered that his letters to Wilhelm Fliess, many of which were written over the same period he was writing *The interpretation of dreams*, had survived, and not been destroyed as he had assumed and hoped, he was disturbed and anxious, and tried everything he could to gain possession of the letters in order to destroy them. Freud was to be thwarted in this aim, and his letters to Fliess provide an intimate window into his personal emotional journey through the period of their correspondence. Likewise, if Freud came to have any reservations about what he might have revealed of himself in *The interpretation of dreams*, it was too late; the work was in print. Freud would eventually come to the realization that his writing *The interpretation of dreams* had ‘a significance which I only grasped after I had completed it. It was, I found, a portion of my own self-analysis’ (see Freud 1900: xxvi).

For the conquistador the purpose of discovery is mastery through conquest; subjugation and conversion are everything. In 1900, confident of his success, Freud attributed this to, and identified himself with, the ‘conquistador’. But what are we to make of his claims: not an observer; not a thinker; motivated by curiosity but not a man of science? Just as Freud would come to recognize the significance of negation, as an affirmation of a denied reality (Freud 1925a: 235), the characteristics being repudiated clearly belonged to Freud.

Up until the period of what has come to be known as his self-analysis, which can be dated from 1895, ‘conquistador’ and ‘thinker’ had existed in a somewhat uneasy alliance within Freud. It is often the case that emotional awareness coincides with the beginning of emotional change. By the time of the letter to Fliess of February 1, 1900, Freud’s progress in his self-analysis had made awareness of this ‘conquistador’ side of himself possible, and while it is not obvious from the content of the letter, Freud had made progress in bringing his thinking to bear on the divided state within his mind. Despite his stated repudiation of the ‘thinker’, the letter can be seen as part of his ongoing attempt to understand the state of unintegration within, and as part of his ongoing struggle to harness the energy of his ‘conquistador’ more constructively. In fact, Freud needed both aspects of his mind, the daring of the
'conquistador' and the realism of the 'thinker', and it was the intercourse between them which had proved, and would continue to prove, so fertile for the discovery of psychoanalysis. Far from simply being, as Freud seemed to suggest, mutually exclusive, these two currents in his personality must be conceptualized as differing, potentially in opposition, but also needing to become linked. The path towards integration of the 'split' in his 'ego' was the establishment of a relationship between these parts of his mind; Freud was in the process of forging these two sides of his self into a potent alliance.

It is important to consider what Freud himself may have meant by these different attributes. 'Conquistador' is probably straightforward enough. Freud would have been well aware of the exploits of the Spanish conquistadors in the New World, although he would not have wanted to identify himself with the cruelty perpetrated by many. Perhaps the steely Cortes, a brilliant military strategist, able to plan and execute the conquest of the Aztecs and much of Mexico, was the model Freud had in mind. After making landfall in Mexico Cortes burnt his own ships; for Cortes and his men there would be no going back. Freud the 'conquistador' identified with, and aspired to, the single-mindedness of a man like Cortes, who could prevail against overwhelming odds.

By 1900 Freud already had a long history of observation and experiment behind him, and an established reputation as a man of science. Much of The interpretation of dreams was based upon his careful observation and recording of his own dreams. Why then, was he repudiating what he so obviously was, and had been; a man of science? The key word seems to be, 'thinker'. Freud's thinker here is a 'rational' and deductive one, linked to science, observation, and experiment; linked that is to a more systematic side, but also a more cautious and inhibiting side, of his personality.

The psychoanalyst today is likely to have a different, and more complex, conception of the 'thinker' than Freud seemed to imply in his designation. Since Bion elaborated his 'theory of thinking', and formulated thinking as a synthetic and creative act, indivisible from emotional experience, we are unlikely to simply equate thinking with a rational and deductive process. Bion's formulation $P_s \rightarrow D$, 'The bringing together of elements that have apparently no connection in fact or in logic in such a way that their connection is displayed and an unsuspected coherence revealed' (Bion 1963: 37), has become central to our psychoanalytical conceptions of thinking. Such an experience of coherence comes about through the apprehension of what Bion called the 'selected fact'. 'The selected fact is the name of an emotional experience, the emotional experience of a sense of discovery of coherence; its significance is therefore epistemological and the relationship of selected facts must not be assumed to be logical' (Bion 1962: 73). Apprehension of the 'selected fact' is associated with an experience of coherence emerging from a body of 'facts' previously experienced as incoherent.

Bion suggested that, before a 'scientific deductive system' can be created utilizing a number of 'selected fact' experiences, 'the selected facts have to be
worked upon by conscious rational processes. Only then can the representation be formulated that will bring together the elements of coherent selected facts in a scientific deductive system’ (Bion 1962: 73). The hypotheses of a ‘scientific deductive system’ are, Bion states, held together by rules, and these rules are the rules of logic: ‘The relationship amongst the hypotheses of a scientific deductive system, namely the logical connection between them that has been brought into prominence by the deductive system, is characteristic of conscious rational thought’ (Bion 1962: 73). Bion clearly defined these two modes of thinking, distinguishable from one another; one being conscious rational thought incorporating the rules of logic, and the other the experience of the realization of a ‘selected fact’ leading to the emergence of coherence and meaning from apparent disorder (Bion 1962: 73).

The ‘thinker’ identified by Freud in 1900 would appear to have been more the rational thinker of the scientific deductive system. This was a capacity well developed within him, but towards which he felt highly ambivalent; as reflected, I think, in his well-recognized ambivalence towards philosophy as a formal discipline. His letter to Fliess clearly expressed this ambivalence. The dichotomy identified by Freud was between the bold adventurous ‘conquistador’ and the more cautious ‘thinker’, constrained we might say by the ‘reality principle’. Freud seemed to anticipate that this ‘thinker’ could prove a restriction upon his bold adventurous side which he felt was so vital in order to be able to take the risks necessary for discovery and conquest; necessary in order to leap ahead and over obstacles, including the obstacle constituted by his own more cautious and systematic side. But if the conquistador wanted to leap ahead, there was always the possibility of balance being lost. Freud’s leaps would often carry him far ahead of his ‘thinker’; that is ahead of the capacity for systematic conceptual analysis that would be necessary to consolidate his position. Questions of contradiction and coherence tended to be left to later, not infrequently until they became troublesome. At such times the ‘conquistador’ would tenaciously try to hold the new theoretical ground, while it was left to the ‘thinker’ to consider whether the theory had overreached itself; to face the seeming improbabilities, or unresolvable contradictions. While such a back and forth oscillation is characteristic of the process of scientific discovery and the growth of knowledge, it would seem to have taken on a particular force in Freud’s mind, as a consequence of the singular intensity of his drive to conquer. The conquistador’s drive for solutions would, at times, lead him to compress apparently incoherent elements together in such a way as to impose the desired order, rather than discovering it. The risk was creating a delusion rather than discovering a truth.

It would take time for another ‘thinker’ to develop as a reliable presence within Freud’s mind; one capable of waiting for meaning to emerge out of apparent disorder, through sustained observation and intuition of the ‘selected fact’. Freud would initially begin to grasp the central importance of this capacity for the process of scientific discovery during his time studying with
the neurologist Charcot in Paris. Following his return to Vienna he would turn his attention to the apparent incoherence presented by the ‘hysterical’ patient, in an attempt to use what he had learned from Charcot to come to a deeper understanding; an understanding which he then documented in *Studies on hysteria*. We might reflect that the letter to Fliess of February 1, 1900, gave evidence of the developing presence of this new thinker. There are not just two Freuds, ‘conquistador’ and scientific ‘thinker’, present in the letter, but three; Freud’s self-characterization ‘conquistador’ appears in itself to represent a ‘selected fact’ experience, thus reflecting the emergence of a new and different kind of thinker within his mind.

There were occasions throughout Freud’s life when the conquistador’s drive for solutions would lead to the imposition of a premature formulation. The systematic and deductive ‘thinker’, the ‘man of science’, might then, eventually, be forced to call a strategic retreat, and I have identified two of these occasions as being of particular importance. These were both early on in the development of his psychoanalytic formulations: the abandonment of his *Project for a scientific psychology*, or ‘Psychology for Neurologists’, in 1895; and the abandonment of his seduction theory, in 1897. On both these occasions Freud was able to recognize that his imaginative leaps had taken him far, but ended in a cul-de-sac. Having grasped this reality, he was capable of turning the situation to advantage; pulling back, revising, reformulating a better theory.

A third important ‘retreat’ will also be considered, but is more difficult to define. It was not from a specific theory as such, but from a world view that had underpinned much of Freud’s thinking up until the First World War. The events of the war forced him to reappraise his ideas about permanence and transience, and human destructiveness, and this reappraisal would have far-reaching effects. A phase of conceptual reformulation began, which led to the precipitation of critical intuitions, particularly those developed in Freud’s essay *Mourning and melancholia* (Freud 1917a). Written in the first year of the war, *Mourning and melancholia* represented the most immediate and fullest realization of this shift. In the longer term, Freud appears to have remained ambivalent about his new direction, and was never quite able to fully realize its potential.

I will argue that the task of integration between differing parts of his mind, and in particular between ‘thinker’ and ‘conquistador’, was one that Freud pursued, or perhaps pursued him, throughout his life. He appears to have been engaged, whether consciously or not, in an on-going struggle to bring these parts of himself into relationship, and the ‘working through’ of this conflict was particularly intense during two phases: the first between 1895 and 1900, covering the most intense period of his self-analysis, which also coincided with the formulation of the core elements of his psychoanalytic theory; the second during the First World War, and linked to later theoretical revisions. I have tried to identify emotional currents within Freud’s mind that seem to have been influential in determining his direction of travel, and have
attempted to explore links to his discovery of psychoanalysis, leading up to and focusing on the crucial period from 1895 to 1900, and then briefly the period following the onset of the First World War. I have also attempted to follow the development of a new ‘thinker’ within Freud’s mind, one capable of creative synthesis through the intuition of the ‘selected fact’. I will argue that the struggle to find an integration and accommodation between ‘conquistador’ and ‘thinker’, or rather thinkers, offers a compelling way to conceptualize the need for, and the process of, Freud’s self-analysis.

The ‘self-analysis’

The beginning of Freud’s ‘self-analysis’ can be dated from the ‘dream of Irma’s injection’, in July 1895, and his initial attempts to analyse the dream. Following the death of his father in 1896, Freud’s experience of his self-analysis deepened, and reached a pitch of intensity in 1897, the year he abandoned his seduction hypothesis. By 1900 the gains were substantial. There is no doubt that, if not ‘cured’, the Freud who emerged from this period of intense self-analysis experienced a significantly more robust sense of himself, and it would seem a degree of integration within his mind had been achieved. Freud developed the core of his psychoanalytic theory concurrently with the period of most intense self-analysis, between 1895, the date of publication of Studies on hysteria, and 1900, the official date of publication of The interpretation of dreams; that is, at the midpoint of his life, between 39 and 44 years of age.

The development of Freud’s thinking during these early years of psychoanalytic discovery culminated in the crucial shift that took place in 1897, with his abandonment of the ‘seduction hypothesis’. This will be taken as the marker for the birth of psychoanalysis proper. Perhaps other markers could be chosen for this auspicious event, but the abandonment of the seduction hypothesis was of a singular significance, in that it reflected Freud’s having begun to grasp the active and creative nature of the mind. It represented a rupture with the deterministic linear stimulus-response model that had largely underpinned Freud’s thinking to this point: in the case of the seduction hypothesis a traumatic stimulus, seduction, had been envisaged as causing the symptomatic response, a neurosis. Abandoning this mechanistic model allowed psychoanalysis to begin to develop as an intrapsychic theory of mind, and orient itself to the investigation of the mind in its own terms. Inherent in this shift was recognition of the mind as an agent in the creation of meaning, although, as Meltzer (1978) has suggested, Freud never quite seemed able to allow the creation of meaning to become central to his conception of the mind, and therefore central to his project. His emphasis would remain divided between his drive and conflict model as explanatory of psychic functioning, and the exploration of emotional meaning as the pathway towards understanding.
The abandonment of the seduction hypothesis can also be understood as a marker of a profound change that was taking place in Freud’s own mind. It represented an outcome of the process of self-analysis that began with the dream of Irma’s injection, and, I will argue, was intimately linked to the dream. It prefigured Freud’s later abandonment of his ‘seduction’ with Wilhelm Fliess, the necessity for which was implicit in the dream of Irma’s injection. I will suggest that a latent meaning in the dream was that separation from his identification with Fliess would be necessary for Freud to find greater independence of mind.

* * * * *

While this study is not primarily intended as a biographical account, in order to establish a context for consideration of the critical period, 1895–1900, it is necessary to understand how Freud came to be in the position in which he found himself at the time of the dream of Irma’s injection, in 1895. The first three chapters attempt to trace the vicissitudes of ‘thinker’ and ‘conquistador’ throughout Freud’s early career. They cover his university study and his research work in the pre-psychoanalytic period, alongside the scientific ‘climate of opinion’ in which he undertook this work; the shift of his interest from brain to mind, and the hypnotic, but also liberating, influence upon him of a fellow conquistador, the great neurologist Charcot; and the evolution of his early clinical technique, as documented in Studies on hysteria. These first three chapters follow the development of Freud’s beginning theories and psychoanalytic technique, in an attempt to link these developments to shifts within Freud himself, and to his growing awareness of what might be called a ‘psychoanalytic reality’.

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 attempt to explore more fully Freud’s struggles, both emotional and intellectual, over the period immediately prior to and during his self-analysis. Chapter 4 addresses the question of Freud’s philosophy of mind and the shift from the apparently biological framework of the Project for a scientific psychology towards the essentially psychological framework that he subsequently adopted. Freud’s gradual relinquishing of the hope he had placed in his Project, and his final ‘abandonment’ of it, are seen as the beginning of a crucial inner shift making way for subsequent developments.

Chapters 5 and 6 consider the development of a psychology less fettered by biological preconceptions, and Freud’s radical shift towards conceptualizing the aetiology of neuroses in purely psychological terms. Chapter 5 offers an interpretation of the dream of Irma’s injection, and considers the dream as a window opening a view into Freud’s mind, and his own ‘neurosis’. Chapter 6 considers Freud’s self-analysis and the abandonment of the seduction hypothesis, along with the beginning of Freud’s abandonment of the seduction with his friend Wilhelm Fliess.
Finally, Chapter 7 concerns Freud’s experience of the First World War, the immediate impact upon his thinking, as evident particularly in *Mourning and melancholia*, and how the experience may have shaped his subsequent theory.

‘Discovery’ of psychoanalysis

The title of this book also refers to Freud’s ‘discovery’ of psychoanalysis, and the emphasis will be on this concept of discovery. Authors often refer to the ‘creation’ of psychoanalysis, and in his recent book *A dream of undying fame*, Louis Breger (2009) describes it as something ‘invented’ by Freud. Breger’s intention seems to be to suggest arbitrariness; lies and distortions are by nature ‘inventions’.

Something can be discovered only if it exists, and the position taken here is that psychoanalysis is a given; it was a reality awaiting discovery, and of course still is. ‘Truth’, as Wilfred Bion has suggested, is pre-existing, and can be approached indirectly through an attempt to get to know (K) in the phenomenal world (Bion 1962: 47). The concept of ‘creation’ is also relevant to the discovery of psychoanalysis, because any real discovery requires a creative act. Psychoanalytic knowledge, then, must be discovered through a creative act. Such a view precludes the possibility of invention, because what is ‘invented’ would be something other than psychoanalytic knowledge. In practice, however, any particular psychoanalytic theory is likely to contain elements of both truth and invention, and all theories impose an element of invention and distortion upon reality.

The idea of a psychoanalytic reality awaiting discovery might be conceived of, in Bion’s terms, as an ‘ultimate reality’; in essence unknown and unknowable. Although not something to simply be found and taken possession of, the existence of an ‘ultimate reality’ determines the direction of inquiry, and indirect knowledge of this reality can be approached through the activity Bion designated as ‘K’ (Bion 1962: 47). Because psychoanalytic knowledge begins as personal knowledge, each person who wants to know what it is must discover psychoanalysis all over again, for, and in, themselves. The perspectives offered in this study, therefore, are in the nature of imaginative constructions which take Freud’s writings as their starting point. They are not offered as ‘truths’ about Freud, but rather, it is hoped, as formulations with a potential to lead towards understanding; an attempt to get to know (K) an aspect of psychoanalytic reality.

From the perspective offered here, Freud did not ‘create’ psychoanalysis; what he did do was to make discoveries approximating some of the elements of psychoanalysis. From such a perspective there were presumably ‘psychoanalysts’ before Freud, Shakespeare perhaps being one of the most easily recognized. But if Freud did not create psychoanalysis, he delineated the object,
gave it the name ‘psychoanalysis’, and with considerable justification we think of it as his child.

**Psychoanalysis as science**

Freud himself formulated ‘psychoanalysis’ as referring to three different things: i) a procedure for the investigation of the mind, ii) a method of treatment, and iii) a collection of psychological information obtained from these procedures, which has accumulated into a body of scientific knowledge (Freud 1923a: 235), and he developed his understanding of these three dimensions of psychoanalysis together. I will consider the growth of Freud’s understanding and his discoveries in all three areas, but the focus will be on the development of psychoanalysis as a method of investigation.

Freud regarded psychoanalysis as a science. While the debate as to the status of psychoanalysis as science is beyond the scope of this study, I will assume that, whatever else psychoanalysis is, it is in its nature a ‘scientific’ activity. That is, it sets out to investigate in a systematic way the phenomena towards which it directs attention. It pays attention to these phenomena, tries to find out about them, and to formulate explanatory hypotheses about them, which then may be subject to further evidence, whether confirmatory or contradictory. Psychoanalysis as a means of investigation is a procedure which has as its primary aim the delineation of the nature of an object, the mind of the analysand, or the mind of the analyst, within the context of the relationship between the two.

At the same time the communication of psychoanalytic ‘truth’ is only possible through a creative act, one neither specifically scientific nor artistic. In order to formulate a ‘true’, or at least a true enough, interpretation, that is also a relevant interpretation, the analyst must first apprehend some knowledge of psychic reality, and second, find the means of communication, usually employing words, to allow this knowledge to begin to become known to the analysand. These elements constitute the science and art of psychoanalysis; in clinical practice we find them indivisible, two aspects of the one activity.

What of the criticism that Freud’s theories were no more than inventions; projections of elements of his own mind, or particular expressions of his personal conflicts? Throughout Freud’s thinking the elements of ‘truth’ that capture psychic realities are inevitably mixed with elements of invention and hence distortion. But for Freud the activity of psychoanalytic exploration was far from a solipsistic one. If, as is suggested, Freud was moved by a need to understand his own mind, he gradually realized that in order to do so he must struggle to stand aside from his own experience; to establish a disinterested space for observation. This went hand in hand with the process of attempting to understand the minds of his patients. The process of discovering a psychoanalytic reality was occurring simultaneously in relation to his patients and himself, and each informed the other. The fact that so much of Freud’s thinking has remained compelling, and the fact that the framework of his theories
has provided a solid structure for subsequent theorists to build on, stands as strong evidence that Freud was doing more than simply developing an idiosyncratic vision that mirrored his own mind.

We could say that Freud discovered some of the ‘truths’, or formulated some knowledge relating to the ‘ultimate reality’ of psychoanalysis, but inevitably he misunderstood many things, and in the attempt to make his theories cohere, also invented some ‘lies’ along the way. Because the ‘truths’ of psychoanalysis are pre-existing and perhaps invariant, the elements of truth in Freud’s theories are likely to prove the most durable. The inventions would perhaps tend to fall naturally by the wayside, except that they have become of historical interest, and there is often also an investment on the part of the detractors of psychoanalysis in keeping them alive, for ready employment as ammunition in their war of attrition.

**Psychoanalysis and biography**

In the early days of psychoanalysis Freud rather cultivated the image of himself as archaeologist of the mind, unearthing the memory shards of prehistory, in order to reconstruct the biography of the psyche, and we can be tempted to think of psychoanalysis in these concrete terms; as a kind of unearthing of the relics, and piecing together the pottery shards to define the dimensions of the original object. It was the model Freud invoked in his 1896 paper and address, *The aetiology of hysteria* (Freud 1896: 192), in which he introduced and elaborated his ‘seduction hypothesis’. He gradually, however, came to appreciate the limitations of the model. As Freud wrote to his friend Arnold Zweig in 1936, when he refused Zweig’s offer to write his biography: ‘Anyone who writes a biography is committed to lies, concealments, hypocrisy, flattery and even to hiding his own lack of understanding, for biographical truth does not exist, and if it did we could not use it’ (Freud, E. 1970: 127). Perhaps today this position seems little more than conventional wisdom, but it reflects a fundamental shift that had taken place within Freud during the course of his life; from his early investment in biographical ‘truth’ to a later attitude of greater uncertainty. The ambiguity and uncertainty of Freud’s statement offers a more complex and richer picture than that of the archaeologist of the mind, and the mechanistic determinism sometimes associated with his thinking.

We should proceed with Freud’s caution about the biographical enterprise in mind. Freud’s life has become part of an evolving myth. Perhaps hardly a day goes by without someone somewhere publishing something new about Freud. The literature is vast and ever expanding; there are many Freud ‘myths’ each in its way contributing to the greater myth, and somewhere in all this are the elements of truth that have undergone successive transformations, in Freud’s mind and his own writings, or through a series of minds, in the biographical writings about Freud. If biographical truth is not to be had, perhaps in the end it is psychoanalytic ‘truth’ that is at stake.
As W. H. Auden wrote in his elegy *In Memory of Sigmund Freud*:

\[
\text{to us he is no more a person / now but a whole climate of opinion / under whom we conduct our different lives}
\]

A different Freud will exist in the mind of each one of us. The portrait offered here is no more than an imaginative sketch of some outlines, drawn from the vertex of attempting to understand Freud the man, in relation to the evolution of his psychoanalytic orientation, technique, and developing theories. A dimension of Freud’s work that has not, perhaps, been sufficiently considered is its genesis in his life-long struggle to bring together different parts of his own mind. The central interpretation offered here is that Freud’s quest for understanding about the mind was equally a quest for understanding of, and integration within, his own.
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I was moved, rather, by a sort of curiosity, which was, however, directed more towards human concerns than towards natural objects.

(Freud 1925b: 8)

Sigmund Freud was born to Jewish parents in 1856, in the Moravian town of Freiberg, now part of the Czech Republic. When he was 3 years of age the family moved from his birthplace and soon settled in Vienna, where Freud would grow up, and live almost all of his life. Whatever the constellation of contributing factors, it was clear from early on that the young Freud had special abilities. His parents appear to have had belief, and a sense of confidence, in those abilities. As the oldest and obviously gifted child, it seems he was accorded a privileged position in the family and freedom to pursue his intellectual interests. Biographer Peter Gay writes, ‘Ambitious, outwardly self-assured, brilliant in school and voracious in his reading, the adolescent Freud had every reason to believe he had a distinguished career before him’ (Gay 1988: 22).

Freud entered medical school in Vienna in 1873, aged 17; when he published *The interpretation of dreams* at the turn of the century he was 43. In the space of 26 years, he had gone from medical student to interpreter and theorist of dreams. In *The interpretation of dreams* Freud recalled that it had been his intention to study law right up to the time that he entered the University, and that he had changed his mind only at the last moment (Freud 1900: 193). Instead he chose the path of medicine and science. Later, in his *Autobiographical study*, he would write:

Neither at that time, nor indeed in my later life, did I feel any particular predilection for the career of a doctor. I was moved, rather, by a sort of curiosity, which was, however, directed more towards human concerns than towards natural objects.

(Freud 1925b: 8)
Freud appeared to have chosen medicine freely. His knowledge of Darwin was one powerful source of inspiration and influence. At the time, Darwin’s revolutionary theories remained topical and strongly attracted Freud; such thinking epitomized the potential for science to reshape man’s conception of the world (Freud 1925b: 8). The person of Darwin represented the type of the powerful intellectual conqueror, or ‘conquistador’, from which Freud would take inspiration, and from the beginning of Freud’s intellectual career a pattern of identification with powerful male figures was established.

In his *Introductory lectures on psycho-analysis*, Freud would write that Darwin had delivered one of science’s ‘two major blows’ to the ‘naïve self-love of men’ (Freud 1917b: 284). The first blow, associated with the figure of Copernicus, was to show that the earth was not the centre of the universe. Darwin’s second blow was to demonstrate that human beings were not intrinsically different from, and superior to, the other animals. Freud considered he was in the process of delivering the knock-out blow himself:

> human megalomania will have suffered its third and most wounding blow from the psychological research of the present time which seeks to prove to the ego that it is not even master in its own house, but must content itself with scanty information of what is going on unconsciously in its mind.

(Freud 1917b: 284)

Freud would later take evident satisfaction in placing himself in the tradition of such iconoclastic thinkers; those who have ‘disturbed the sleep of the world’ (Freud 1914b: 21).

The intellectual conquerors that Freud came to admire as a young man would seem to have been the inheritors of the boy’s passion for his military heroes. Ernest Jones, Freud’s ‘official’ biographer, commented that, as a boy Freud passed through an ‘unmistakable militaristic phase’ (Jones 1953: 25). Jones documents Freud’s childhood idealization of heroes such as Napoleon and Hannibal. Hannibal’s father Hamilcar had made his son swear vengeance on the Romans, and Jones interprets Freud’s idealization and identification as an expression of his ambivalence towards his own father, consequent upon Freud’s perception of his father’s lack of courage in defence of their Jewish identity. As will be considered in Chapter 7, it would take the experience of the First World War for Freud to come to a less idealized position in relation to the military ‘solution’.

At the time of entering medical school Freud recognized that his vocation remained undefined. He sought both a depth and a breadth of learning, as evidenced by his eclectic interests as a student. He was more than willing to gather disparate elements of knowledge, having some confidence that this would contribute to discovering a future path, but without a clear understanding of how. In a letter to his friend Eduard Silberstein, he announced
that he would devote his first year at university ‘to purely humanistic studies, which have nothing to do with my later field but which will not be unprofitable for all that’ (Boehlich 1990: 24).

Freud spent three years longer than requisite in obtaining his medical degree. Gay comments that Freud’s ‘sweeping curiosity and his preoccupation with research kept him from obtaining his medical degree in the usual five years’ (Gay 1988: 28). Jones notes that, not content with the courses in zoology for medical students, from his second year Freud took courses in zoology proper, requiring fifteen hours’ attendance a week. He similarly took two physics classes, one more than required in the medical curriculum, and, from his second year, philosophy courses with Franz Brentano, also supplementary to the curriculum (Jones 1953: 41). A letter to Silberstein recorded that his weekly schedule for the 1875 summer semester included five hours of seminars or lectures with Brentano (Boehlich 1990: 101).

Medicine, with its promise of great discoveries to be made, offered a place for both scientist and conquistador. A respected medical man, wrote Freud, could ‘do wonders in alleviating physical ills, if only he were enough of an explorer to strike out on new therapeutic paths’ (Boehlich 1990: 127). However, from the beginning, Freud’s ‘sweeping curiosity’ and his willingness to take up ‘humanistic studies’ point to the presence within him of a latent ‘thinker’ searching, not so much for success in scientific research and conquering illness, but for understanding. The classes with Brentano are of particular significance because it seems clear, as Neville Symington has suggested (Symington 2004), that Freud was much influenced by Brentano’s thinking, although it was an influence that would remain latent for many years.

Brentano was a gifted and highly influential philosopher, who has been called the ‘grandfather of phenomenology’ by Gilbert Ryle (Honderich 1995: 104). Of Freud’s university teachers Brentano is the only one who featured regularly in his letters to his friend Silberstein. Brentano, wrote Freud, was a, remarkable man (a believer, a teleologist (!) and a Darwinian and a damned clever fellow, a genius in fact), who is, in many respects, an ideal human being. For now, just the news that under Brentano’s fruitful influence I have arrived at the decision to take my Ph.D. in philosophy and zoology.

(Boehlich 1990: 95)

It was an intention Freud did not follow through, but it seems likely that Brentano’s non-reductionist and non-materialist focus on psychology and the phenomenology of consciousness had a considerable impact on Freud’s receptive mind. Brentano was concerned to establish a conceptual framework for an empirical approach to the phenomena of the mind, of equivalent validity to the empirical approach to the investigation of phenomena in the natural sciences. Brentano also insisted that knowledge of inner mental phenomena
was direct, immediate and indubitable, and therefore more reliable than our necessarily indirect knowledge of the external material world (Brentano 1973). Brentano’s empiricism combined with his assigning a ‘priority’ to mental phenomena posed a considerable challenge for the young Freud.

Freud was always occupied with the question of the relative natures of the phenomena of the mind on the one hand, and the material phenomena of the nervous system on the other. His early career would reflect his avowed ‘materialist’ wish to be able to formulate an explanation of the former in terms of the latter. As will be suggested in Chapter 4, Freud’s development would gradually take him from his initial ‘materialist’ position to one much closer to that of Brentano’s thinking. Although Brentano’s influence was never acknowledged by Freud later in his career, it is clear that the young Freud had assimilated Brentano’s philosophical analysis, and learned much from him: ‘So sharp a dialectician requires one to hone one’s own wits on his before challenging him’ (Boehlich 1990: 107).

On the other hand, Freud demonstrated his dogged capacity for persistence in research of a biological and material kind early. In 1876, after having been two and a half years at the university, a research project was suggested to him by Professor Carl Claus, head of the institute of comparative anatomy (Jones 1953: 41). Over the centuries, all efforts to identify the testes of the male eel had failed, until, a few years earlier, a researcher had discovered structures suggestive of the male gonads. The findings remained inconclusive and in need of confirmation, and Freud’s task would be to dissect eels in search of the testes of the male. To do so he made two trips to Trieste, altogether dissecting some 400 eels, and found this suggestive anatomical structure in many of them. The paper he wrote as a result was the first of a series confirming the original findings. It was a trial run in scientific conquest, and Freud’s driving need to make an original discovery was beginning to make itself felt. We might also wonder about another factor contributing to Freud’s commitment to this particular project: perhaps the search for, and discovery of, the hidden testes, represented Freud’s soon to be fulfilled need to rediscover his own highly ‘sublimated’ sexuality.

Having returned to Vienna, and at the end of his third year of medicine, aged 20, Freud joined the physiology laboratory of Ernst Brücke, where he was accepted as a famulus, a sort of research scholar. In Brücke’s laboratory he found the sense of direction and focus that he had begun to feel he was lacking. He would later write of the sense of rest and satisfaction he experienced there, and of encountering men ‘whom I could respect and take as my models: the great Brücke himself, and his assistants, Sigmund Exner and Ernst Fleischl von Marxow’ (Freud 1925b: 9). Brücke was to become not just a role model as Darwin had been, but a living mentor and paternal figure, who exercised an enormous influence upon Freud. He was the driving force of the laboratory. In Siegfried Bernfeld’s description, he was small of stature, but ‘with a large and impressive head, a balanced gait, and quiet, tightly controlled movements;
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small lipped, with the famous “terrifying blue eyes”, rather shy, but stern and exceedingly silent’ (Bernfeld 1944: 350). The reference to Brücke’s ‘terrifying blue eyes’ is taken from Freud’s self-analysis of his ‘Non vixit’ dream. Freud’s association to the content of the dream was an occasion when he was reprimanded by Brücke for lateness:

It came to Brücke’s ears that I sometimes reached the students’ laboratory late. One morning he turned up punctually at the hour of opening and awaited my arrival. His words were brief and to the point. But it was not they that mattered. What over-whelmed me were the terrible blue eyes with which he looked at me and by which I was reduced to nothing.

(Freud 1900: 422)

By Bernfeld’s account, Brücke could be intimidating in the extreme. He was generally regarded as a cold, rational man, and was ‘one of the most dreaded of examiners’. A certain ‘violent force against himself and his emotions’ was revealed in his reaction to the death of his son in 1873: ‘He forbade his family and friends to mention his son’s name, put all pictures of him out of sight, and worked even harder than before.’ At the same time: ‘To the student who proved his ability he was like a most benevolent father’ (Bernfeld 1944: 351).

A benevolent mentor, but emotionally constrained, Brücke was both a gifted scientist and a quiet conquistador. His exacting and scrupulous personality was, as Jones has commented, a good match for ‘the uncompromising idealistic and almost ascetic outlook’ that characterized the school of Helmholtz (Jones 1953: 48). The ‘school of Helmholtz’ had begun as a collaboration between Brücke and Emil Du Bois-Reymond, who were subsequently joined by Hermann Helmholtz and Carl Ludwig. These four eminent scientists were determined to do away with the then influential notions of vitalism; the belief in the existence of mysterious and obscure animating forces within the natural world. Symington describes vitalism as ‘the belief that living organisms are animated by a soul, or at least a special principle not reducible to physics and chemistry’ (Symington 1986: 55). These four men would become crusaders for a cause; the belief that the common physical and chemical forces were sufficient to explain the full range of natural phenomena, although Helmholtz would later become something of a defector to the cause (Makari 2008: 68).

It was a positivist materialist philosophy, designed to conquer metaphysical speculation and to place matter over mind; it had no time for the subtleties of a thinker like Brentano. In 1842 Du Bois-Reymond wrote:

Brücke and I pledged a solemn oath to put in power this truth: No other forces than the common physical chemical ones are active within the organism. In those cases which cannot at the time be
explained by these forces one has either to find the specific way or form of their action by means of the physical mathematical method, or to assume new forces equal in dignity to the chemical-physical forces inherent in matter, reducible to the force of attraction and repulsion.

(quoted in Bernfeld 1944: 348)

The school of Helmholtz was a child of Enlightenment rationalism, but the intellectual culture in which the young Freud found himself was a complex one. Germany, and also Austria, had undergone a profound cultural change; Romanticism had swept through the culture of the Enlightenment, but now the ‘Romantic’ influence was in decline, and a new mood of scientific rationalism in ascendance. The educated person was confronted on the one hand with the perspective of scientific rationalism and the belief in progress embodied by the traditional Enlightenment views, and on the other with the powerful, but less easily articulated, views of German Romanticism. A unitary scientific and cultural vision could no longer be assumed (Blanning 2010). Reason and the head easily became pitted against feeling and the heart. In philosophy, the Enlightenment seemed to have widened the division of body and mind into a conceptual chasm, which the Romantics sought not so much to bridge as to transcend. This was the cultural and intellectual climate that was Freud’s inheritance.

Symington has identified both the scientist and the Romantic in Freud. He has delineated the ‘Romantic’ Freud in terms of his valuation of the individual and ‘self’ above the collective, in his investment in the concept of the unconscious, and his belief in the creative imagination (Symington 1986: 72). Freud’s genius, suggests Symington, ‘was due to his capacity to integrate two traditions, the Romantic and the scientific, which had previously been antagonistic to each other’ (Symington 1986: 83). From a cultural perspective, Freud’s psychoanalysis can be viewed as an attempt to reconcile scientific and Romantic positions; an attempt to synthesize the Enlightenment thesis of objectivity and analysis with the Romantic antithesis, as formulated by Hegel, of ‘absolute inwardness’ (Blanning 2010: 21). From a personal and ‘psychoanalytic’ perspective, Freud’s discovery of psychoanalysis can also be understood, as Symington suggests, as reflecting Freud’s own need to reconcile such differing positions within himself.

The idea of the conquering hero is linked to the ‘Romantic’ in Freud, but Freud’s description of himself as ‘conquistador’ adds a further dimension, capturing the force and vigour of an inner drive, potentially aggressive and not completely subsumed in the division scientific/Romantic. From the beginning of his medical career Freud was also engaged in a struggle to integrate this powerful, but in essence unknown, inner force, or forces, the strength of which would seem to link to the centrality of his later formulation, adapted from Groddeck, of the ‘it’ or id within the psyche (Freud 1923b: 23).
When Freud joined Brücke’s laboratory the school of Helmholtz had, in the 35 years since Du Bois-Reymond and Brücke’s ‘oath’, established itself as pre- eminent, and become a dominating force upon the thinking of German physiologists and medical teachers (Bernfeld 1944: 349). Brücke himself seemed to have represented an embodiment of Enlightenment rationalism and materialism, and while Freud remained in Brücke’s laboratory this side of his own mind would be in ascendance. It was as if Freud had found a master to emulate, and goals towards which to channel his drive and determination. Brücke initially assigned Freud the task of neuroanatomical and histological research into the spinal cord of one of the ‘lowest of the fishes’, the lamprey (Freud 1925b: 10). As an outcome of his research projects in Brücke’s laboratory, Freud would publish two papers on the neuroanatomy of the lamprey, a study on the nerve cells of the crayfish, and a paper outlining a new method for the preparation of tissues for microscopic examination (Sulloway 1979: 15).

Although Freud was ambitious and a promising candidate, there was little prospect of promotion for him in the hierarchy of the laboratory, as the two available ‘assistantship’ posts were already occupied by relatively young men, Sigmund Exner and Ernst Fleischl von Marxow. Sulloway has remarked, ‘Freud seems to have done his best to overlook the limited future of his own situation in Brücke’s laboratory’ (Sulloway 1979: 15). One reason was his lack of enthusiasm for the practice of clinical medicine. He would later write that at the time, apart from psychiatry, he had never envisaged his vocation might lie in any of the other specialties of medicine (Freud 1925b: 10).

In 1881 Freud eventually sat and passed his final exams. In Jones’s assessment, gaining his medical qualification was not regarded by Freud as a turning point, nor indeed an event of great importance (Jones 1953: 63). Freud continued working at the laboratory as he had before, and it appears that it was only when Brücke himself pointed out the practical limitations of his situation that Freud reluctantly turned to the practice of clinical medicine (Freud 1925b: 10). In 1882 Freud left the security of Brücke’s laboratory and took a junior post at Vienna’s General Hospital, but Freud’s equilibrium had also been disturbed from another direction. He had fallen in love with Martha Bernays and knew he would have to find employment and an income, if there was to be any hope of marrying (Jones 1953: 69). What Freud would come to call the ‘libido’ was helping to push him out of the known world of famulus in his second comfortable sheltering family with father Brücke, and into the world outside. For Freud, falling in love would prove to be the real turning point.

It is important to note that, while in Brücke’s laboratory, Freud’s research contributions were of significance and originality. In his paper on the nerve cells of crayfish, he demonstrated that the axis cylinders of these nerve cells were fibrillary in structure. Jones has pointed out that Freud was the first researcher to demonstrate this fundamental feature of the neurone (Jones 1953: 53). Freud’s driving need to be ‘the first’ was becoming clear. In 1878
he wrote to Silberstein that he was uncertain whether he would come to publish a paper on his research at the time into the salivary glands, as the subject was popular and, 'it is quite likely that someone will anticipate me' (Boehlich 1990: 169). In 1884 he would complain to Martha that a potential discovery 'evaporated in the chemical laboratory, and I was rather annoyed about it. It is hard to find material for publication, and it infuriates me to see how everyone is making straight for the unexploited legacy of nervous diseases' (Freud, E. 1961: 104), as of course Freud was soon to do himself. 'A man must get himself talked about', he quipped in another letter (Freud, E. 1961: 112).

Although Freud's early work was purely anatomical and histological, he seemed always to be reaching towards an understanding of how structure related to function. In a lecture he gave some years later, he verged on formulating the idea of the functionally integrated nerve cell, or 'neurone theory'. Jones speculates that an excessive caution on Freud's part explained his failure to fully formulate a neurone theory at the time; that Freud was overvaluing scientific discipline at the expense of the scientific imagination (Jones 1953: 55). This was the cautious and inhibiting side of the scientist, and of Freud's 'thinker'. From Brücke's laboratory Freud took a position at the Vienna General Hospital, where he remained for just over three years, gaining the clinical experience he would need for private practice. He remained, however, uncertain of his direction, deeply ambivalent about medicine, and hesitant to take up the role of physician. Nevertheless, at the hospital he would achieve the position of Privat-Dozent, or lecturer, in Neuropathology in 1885. Although without a salary, the post of Privat-Dozent was a prestigious one in Germany and Austria, and necessary for advancement within the university. As there were usually many candidates and few positions, success could depend upon influence as well as talent, and Freud was fortunate in having secured the goodwill of the powerful Brücke.

It is worth quoting Brücke's report in support of Freud's application for the light it throws upon Freud's character, and because it suggests that Freud, in his identification with Brücke, wanted Brücke to see in him the scientist and the 'thinker', rather than the 'romantic', or an impulsive 'conquistador':

Dr. Freud is a man with a good general education, of quiet and serious character, an excellent worker in the field of neuro-anatomy, of fine dexterity, clear vision, comprehensive knowledge, and a cautious method of deduction, with the gift for well-organized written expression. His findings enjoy recognition and confirmation, his style of lecturing is transparent and secure. In him the qualities of a scientific researcher and of a well-qualified teacher are so well united.

(quoted in Jones 1953: 80)

Throughout the hospital years Freud found opportunities to continue the pursuit of his research interests, particularly in the laboratory of the eminent
brain anatomist and professor of psychiatry Theodor Meynert. Freud finally decided to specialize in neurology, and it is perhaps not widely recognized that he went on to achieve eminence as a neurologist, with a number of important publications, including three papers on the nerve tracts of the medulla, a landmark monograph on aphasia, and a comprehensive work on the cerebral palsies of children.

Freud’s neuroanatomical researches focused initially on the nerve tracts of the human medulla or brainstem. All neurological tracts that pass to and fro between the brain and the spinal cord of necessity pass through the medulla. The routes of these tracts interweave in complex ways; pathways which remained at the time relatively undefined. Freud developed a new technique of selective staining that picked out the myelin sheaths of the nerve axons; that is the insulating sheath that grows around the nerve axon as it develops. Because these sheaths are not present very early in life, but appear with nervous system maturation, and because the nerves of different tracts acquire their myelin sheaths at different times developmentally, Freud was able to trace the paths of nerve bundles precisely, by undertaking embryological sectioning of the medulla at the period when a major nerve tract was undergoing the process of myelination. Freud would spend two years delineating and mapping these complex interweaving pathways, and the three papers he published on the medullary tracts documented the significant discoveries that were the outcome of this original research technique (Jones 1953: 224). The work was painstaking, but the method reflected his flair for investigation and real genius as a scientific researcher. As with the eels, there is the sense of a driven man within, and a determination to conquer, on this occasion well reined in by the disciplined scientist. Freud had not yet, however, found his real direction; later in life he would write of his loss of interest in such matters as the medullary tracts (Freud 1917b: 393).

Not until 1891 would Freud publish his first book, a monograph on aphasia. By this time he had completed his hospital studies, had visited Charcot in Paris, and had established himself for several years in private practice as a neurologist. In this short book, Freud drew on the existing knowledge of neuroanatomy and function and the patterns of clinical presentation in aphasic neurological patients, to generate and argue new and sophisticated hypotheses concerning the structure and function of the brain. The work shows not only the comprehensive knowledge of neurology Freud had acquired, but also that he possessed to an unusual degree a capacity for clear and rigorous deductive reasoning from the known facts to generate bold new formulations. Freud criticized, and largely rejected, the then dominant Wernicke-Lichtheim localization doctrine of aphasia. His argument is a model of deductive analysis. Stengel, the editor of the English translation of the work, has commented:

Freud was the first in the German speaking world to subject the current theory of localization to a systematic critical analysis. In challenging
both a powerful scientific trend and its most influential representatives
he showed himself an independent thinker of considerable courage.
(see Freud 1953: x).

But Freud did not stop there. In place of the established notions about memo-
ries and ideas being precisely localized in neurones or areas of the cortex, and
the hypothesis of equally precisely localized lesions to explain the clinical
presentations of aphasia, Freud formulated a sophisticated functional model,
which would prove prescient of later developments. Recognizing the inade-
quacy of the mechanistic and 'associationist' formulations of mental function,
Freud was pushing back against the establishment. There is a sense in this
work of Freud the conquistador flexing his muscles; asserting the new formu-
lations which were emerging from a growing confidence in his own thinking.
The presence of a new kind of 'thinker', one capable of a creative imaginative
leap, while at the same time maintaining conceptual coherence, was begin-
ning to be realized. In this work, Freud also coined the technical term 'agno-
sia', a word subsequently adopted into the lexicon of neurology, for the loss of
the capacity for the recognition of objects (Freud 1953: 78). Despite its obvious
merits, the book was not particularly successful, and it seems likely, as Jones
has suggested, that Freud's reformulation was too radical, and ahead of its time
(Jones 1953: 236). What it does testify to is the sense of confidence Freud had
gained in the nine years since leaving Brücke's laboratory, and his willingness,
both to entertain radical theories and to challenge the establishment.

Six years later, in 1897, when Freud and Breuer had already published
Studies on hysteria, Freud would publish his monograph of more than 300
pages on childhood cerebral palsy (Freud 1968). Originally it formed a part of
Nothnagel's Handbuch, a great encyclopaedia of medicine published in Vienna.
Freud was by this time losing interest in clinical neurology and seemed to
have had to push himself to finish the task, which received only passing men-
tions in his letters to Fliess, as on November 2, 1896, he wrote: 'Otherwise,
I am writing about infantile paralyses (Pegasus yoked)' (Masson 1985b: 202).
Despite Freud's waning interest in organic neurological syndromes, the work
was of such competence and comprehensiveness that it would become the
definitive text of the day. Russin, the English translator of the work, noted
that 40 years after its publication R. Brun, a Swiss neurologist wrote:

Freud's monograph is the most thorough and complete exposition
that has yet been written on the cerebral palsies of children....One
gets an idea of the superb mastery of the enormous clinical material
here brought together and critically worked through from the fact
that the bibliography alone occupies fourteen and a half pages. It was
a superb achievement and alone would suffice to assure Freud's name
a permanent place in clinical neurology.

(see Freud 1968: 11)
As well as testifying to Freud’s brilliance as a neurologist, these works also reflect his capacity as both observer and systematic thinker. And, as always, there was the sense of Freud’s enormous energy, even for a task for which he had lost enthusiasm.

However, in 1884, long before the publication of these texts, and while Freud was still at the hospital and working in Meynert’s laboratory, the conquistador Freud rather abruptly made his presence felt. Freud’s gradually acquired reputation as a methodical and reliable researcher was, for a time, threatened by what Jones has dubbed his ‘cocaine episode’. During his hospital years Freud was preoccupied with attempting to establish his reputation as a researcher. Looking for a quick victory, he became obsessed with cocaine, and developed an almost messianic enthusiasm as to the imagined potential medical uses of the drug; enthusiasm resulting in part from his personal experience. When Freud first acquired cocaine he reported most satisfactory results. According to Jones, on his first trying the drug, Freud found it ‘turned the bad mood he was in into cheerfulness and gave him the feeling of having dined well’. It left him feeling free of worries ‘without robbing him of any energy for exercise or work’ (Jones 1953: 88).

Freud wrote to Martha, to whom he also sent small quantities of the drug:

If it goes well I will write an essay on it and I expect it will win its place in therapeutics, by the side of morphium and superior to it. I have other hopes and intentions about it. I take very small doses of it regularly against depression and against indigestion, and with the most brilliant success. I hope it will be able to abolish the most intractable vomiting, even when this is due to severe pain; in short it is only now that I feel I am a doctor, since I have helped one patient and hope to help more. If things go on in this way we need have no concern about being able to come together and to stay in Vienna.

(quoted in Jones 1953: 89)

Freud’s use of cocaine regularly ‘against depression’ with ‘brilliant success’ suggests that what Freud was really trying to conquer was a state of mind; that the use of cocaine was becoming part of a manic defence against depression. Consistent with a manic defence, Freud expressed the wish to treat syndromes ‘intractable’ and ‘severe’, and to effect cures and be the ‘doctor’, an attitude which he had otherwise denied, or been reluctant to acknowledge within himself. In Jones’s assessment, Freud’s sense of ‘energy and virility’ was, at the time, lowered by depression, a situation which Freud found was restored by cocaine. Jones comments:

Any doubt about this being the essence of the matter is dispelled by the following passage from a letter of June 2, 1884, written on hearing that Martha did not look well and had no appetite. ‘Woe to you,
my Princess, when I come. I will kiss you quite red and feed you till you are plump. And if you are forward you shall see who is the stronger, a gentle little girl who doesn’t eat enough or a big wild man who has cocaine in his body. In my last severe depression I took coca again and a small dose lifted me to the heights in a wonderful fashion. I am just now busy collecting the literature for a song of praise to this magical substance.’

(Jones 1953: 93)

It is not difficult to identify with such enthusiasms on Freud’s part, especially in view of his hope that such a breakthrough might lead to a more secure financial position which would allow him and Martha to marry sooner rather than later. Nevertheless, it looks as if Freud’s ‘thinker’, the methodical and careful scientist, the side that Jones speculates had held him back from formulating a complete neurone theory, had now become temporarily overthrown by the conquistador; these two sides of his personality remaining somewhat uncooperative.

Freud went on to write several papers advocating the medical uses of cocaine, which, initially at least, were mostly well received. It would also seem to have been an instance of the ‘pleasure principle’ overriding the ‘reality principle’, but predictably reality soon asserted itself, and it wasn’t long before what Freud had taken to be gold was losing its glitter. In his rush to advocate for cocaine, Freud had in fact overlooked the only significant potential medical use of the drug, as a local anaesthetic agent for the eye. Stimulated by Freud’s work, this application was quickly discovered by a colleague, Karl Koller, who became recognized as the discoverer of the anaesthetic properties of cocaine on the eye. Freud later wrote, ‘I had myself indicated this application of the alkaloid in my published paper, but I had not been thorough enough to pursue the matter further’ (Freud 1900: 170).

Worse was to come. One of the assistants in Brücke’s laboratory, Freud’s friend Ernst Fleischl von Marxow had become a morphine addict, his addiction having grown out of attempts to treat a severe chronic pain syndrome. Fleischl von Marxow had acquired a dangerous infection while pursuing research in pathological anatomy, and an amputation of his thumb was carried out to prevent spread. However the growth of painful neuromas in the wound necessitated repeated operations, with the occurrence of further neuromas each time. Freud suggested trying to relieve the morphine addiction with cocaine, but after a brief respite, Fleischl von Marxow was soon taking enormous doses of cocaine. He developed a chronic cocaine intoxication and delirium, and his combined illnesses and addictions would eventually lead to his death six years later.

By 1886, contrary to Freud’s assertion of the risk of addiction with cocaine being absent, cases of addiction and intoxication were being reported widely. Freud’s alchemical expectations had suffered a complete reverse, and the tide
of opinion turned against his advocacy of the drug. Jones comments, ‘Many must at least have regarded him as a man of reckless judgement’ (Jones 1953: 104). Freud appears to have been deeply disturbed by the failure of his endeavours to help Fleischl von Marxow, and came to regret his involvement in the whole episode. As he wrote later in *The interpretation of dreams*, ‘I had been the first to recommend the use of cocaine, in 1885, and this recommendation had brought serious reproaches down on me. The misuse of that drug had hastened the death of a dear friend of mine’ (Freud 1900: 111). At the time however Freud seemed to have struggled to really confront, and think about, what had happened. Gay comments: ‘When Fritz Wittels declared in his biography that Freud had “thought long and painfully just how this could have happened to him,” Freud denied it: “False!” he wrote in the margin’ (Gay 1988: 45). Furthermore, Freud continued to use ‘modest’ quantities of cocaine until the mid 1890s (Gay 1988: 45). Although he probably did not develop a syndrome of addiction, Freud’s tendency towards dependent use of the drug was clear, and Ernest Jones’s assessment that Freud did not possess the ‘special disposition’ needed to develop a drug addiction (Jones 1953: 89) seems somewhat simplistic, especially in the light of Freud’s intractable lifelong addiction to cigars and nicotine. Cocaine appears to have been fuel for the conquistador state of mind, and Freud was not yet able to step aside from his own experience sufficiently to be able to reflect upon this.

Whether or not Freud initially ‘thought long and painfully’ about the cocaine affair, we might imagine that it would have exercised an immediate and considerable effect upon him, reinforcing his more cautious side, even if at a less than conscious level. The cocaine affair was driven by the side of himself looking for success and prone to premature action, and gives a clear sense of why he would come to characterize himself as ‘conquistador’ rather than ‘thinker’. But the strength of the conquistador’s arm was also necessary for Freud to be a free agent, and indispensable for discovery and conquest. At the same time as Freud was occupying himself with a sophisticated conceptual neurology and trying to come to terms with the realities of cocaine, he was also becoming increasingly aware of his own, and his profession’s, lack of a conceptual framework for understanding the problems of a common type of patient presenting to the neurologist, the so-called ‘nervous’, or neurotic, patient. He was about to take himself to Paris in order to take lessons from a fellow intellectual conquistador, the great Charcot.

The move to Paris, and his interest in Charcot’s work, marked the real beginning of Freud’s shift from the neuroanatomy and physiology of the brain to the psychology of the mind. However, we are left with the question, how did this shift come about? Why did Freud, an accomplished neuroanatomical and histological researcher and an accomplished clinical neurologist begin, at age 29, to move decisively in a new direction, towards the investigation of the mind rather than the brain? Such a question can have no definitive answer, however from the known details of Freud’s life some conjectures are possible.
Alongside his medical and anatomical research, Freud the ‘thinker’ had always pursued a range of interests. Intellectually, he had never put all his eggs in the one basket, seemingly reflecting a wish, or need, to reconcile and integrate different areas of knowledge. As suggested, the failure of his cocaine ‘strategy’ and the attempted cocaine therapy with von Fleischl von Marxow seemed to have left a deep impression within his mind, which would contribute to the reworking of certain assumptions. Freud had previously commented in a letter to Martha that,

failure [in research work] makes one inventive, creates a free flow of associations, brings idea after idea, whereas once success is there a certain narrow-mindedness or thick-headedness sets in so that one always keeps coming back to what has been already established and can make no new combinations.

*(quoted in Jones 1953: 214)*

Another probable factor, at this point probably largely unconscious, was the need to understand his own emotional difficulties. As will be considered in Chapters 5 and 6, Freud was plagued throughout his early manhood by a variety of symptoms almost certainly of a psychological origin: cardiac symptoms, gastrointestinal difficulties, migraine headaches, what he called his neurasthenia, and the bad moods and depressions already referred to.

Freud’s falling in love would seem to have been a further critical factor. He had previously experienced a rather idealized infatuation at age 16, but was not to fall in love again for another ten years, when he met Martha Bernays, his future wife. It is hardly surprising then that the idea of repression was to become a cornerstone of Freud’s theory of the mind. Freud’s ‘repression’ was broken through by the agency of a violent eruption from the deepest layers of his mind. Much about the couple’s courtship is revealed in Freud’s letters to Martha (Freud E, 1961), and many details of the long engagement are well documented in Jones’s biography. On the basis of Freud’s love letters, Jones has commented, that Freud’s attitude towards Martha was much more than a ‘simple attraction’:

It was a veritable *grande passion*. He was to experience in his own person the full force of the terrible power of love with all its raptures, fears and torments. It aroused all the passions of which his intense nature was capable. If ever a fiery apprenticeship qualified a man to discourse authoritatively on love, that man was Freud.

*(Jones 1953: 121)*

Jones’s account and the extracts from the letters make clear the intensity of Freud’s shifting passions, including episodes of intense jealousy and mistrust of Martha. Freud’s behaviour towards Martha, for the most part solicitous and
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thoughtful, shifts through occasional episodes of demanding tyranny, and unreasonableness. It is difficult to avoid the impression that Martha, while no doubt subject to her own powerful emotional currents, was called on to provide something like a containing function for Freud’s extremes of emotion; extremes which Freud himself was struggling to contain. Finding himself engaged in a process that unearthed buried and unruly psychic elements or forces, he was compelled to find accommodation for them in his mind, and to achieve a new integration within himself. It seems that one crucial element in the relationship with Martha was that it provided what can only be described as a therapeutic function for Freud.

It is impossible to think that this turbulent experience over a number of years did not have a far reaching effect upon him, and all the more so when he was able to find a space to reflect on what had taken and was taking place, and to recognize that his own mind had possessed depths previously hidden to himself. The survival of the engagement and Freud’s working through of his turbulent experience perhaps constituted an early synthesis of ‘wish fulfilment’ and the ‘reality principle’; a beginning of a process of rapprochement between conquistador and thinker.
Besides the intellectual motives which we mobilize to overcome the resistance, there is an affective factor, the personal influence of the physician, which we can seldom do without, and in a number of cases the latter alone is in a position to remove the resistance.

(Freud 1895: 283)

In 1885 Freud made application for a six months travelling fellowship from the Vienna General Hospital, ostensibly to pursue his neuroanatomical researches at the Salpêtrière hospital in Paris and to spend three weeks studying children’s diseases in Berlin. The real significance of his time at the Salpêtrière would prove to be his acquaintance with a fellow conquistador, Jean-Martin Charcot, and with Charcot’s ground-breaking work on hysteria and hypnotism.

In his Autobiographical study Freud stated that his interest in the neuroses had already begun while working at the Vienna General Hospital. However, for Freud, Vienna had seemed to offer little enlightenment in the area of ‘nervous diseases’, while ‘in the distance shone the great name of Charcot’ (Freud 1925b: 11). Freud determined to follow the light to its source in Paris.

Such fellowships were highly sought after, and the application committee would only decide in favour of Freud following some forceful advocacy on his behalf from Brücke, who believed Freud would continue his promising neuroanatomical work in Paris (Jones 1953: 84). Brücke’s belief was obviously to Freud’s advantage, but to what extent it was Freud’s intention to pursue his neuroanatomical research seems difficult to judge. What is clear is that at the Salpêtrière his interest and attention were soon absorbed entirely by the person and theories of Jean-Martin Charcot. In his Report on my studies in Paris and Berlin, submitted to the faculty of medicine in Vienna upon his return, Freud stated that his work at the Salpêtrière ended up taking a different direction from what he had originally intended (Freud 1956: 8). That plan had been to pursue neuroanatomical investigation into organic atrophies and degenerations consequent upon brain disease in children. To this end Freud reported he
found ‘extremely valuable pathological material’, at the Salpêtrière, but ‘the conditions for making use of it were most unfavourable….I thus found myself obliged to give up anatomical work’ (Freud 1956: 8). ‘In contrast’, stated Freud, ‘to the inadequacy of the laboratory, the clinic at the Salpêtrière provided such a plethora of new and interesting material that it needed all my efforts to profit by the instruction which this favourable opportunity afforded’ (Freud 1956: 9). Freud’s report reads, in part, as self-justificatory. He probably felt anxious to have disappointed Brücke, and he seemed also to anticipate disapproval or criticism from those members of the faculty whom he thought would not look favourably on his new found interests, hysteria and hypnotism.

Upon returning to Vienna on completion of the fellowship, Freud had determined to set himself up in private practice as a neurologist. In retrospect, Freud suggested he took up neurology with a view to his financial situation (Freud 1925b: 11), as ‘nervous’ patients tended to take themselves off to a neurologist, thus constituting a source of income for the private practitioner. At this practical level he was acutely aware that unless he was able to secure an income, there was no immediate prospect of bringing his engagement with Martha to an end.

The choice to study and treat the neurotic, or ‘nervous’, diseases also reflected Freud’s growing awareness of, and interest in, the mind in its own terms. In his Autobiographical study, he described a later experience in 1889 with Bernheim, the advocate of hypnotism in Nancy: ‘I received the profoundest impression of the possibility that there could be powerful mental processes which nevertheless remained hidden from the consciousness of men’ (Freud 1925b: 17). However, even earlier as a medical student, Freud had already noted the manifestation of such forces under hypnosis. He recorded attending a public exhibition given by Hansen the ‘magnetist’, and noticing how ‘one of the subjects experimented upon had become deathly pale at the onset of cataleptic rigidity and had remained so as long as that condition lasted’ (Freud 1925b: 16). This observation had already convinced Freud that hypnotic phenomena were genuine. His receptiveness to the perception of powerful mental processes, ‘hidden from the consciousness of men’, and revealed through hypnosis, first with Hansen, then with Charcot, and subsequently with Bernheim, seems to have mirrored his growing awareness of the presence of powerful, but previously unrealized, emotional forces within himself. Freud’s experience of falling in love and the long engagement with Martha appeared to have tipped an inner balance, and the effect was far-reaching. As he began to discover more of himself, to experience previously inaccessible depths within his own mind, he found his ‘scientific’ interests shifting from the brain towards the ‘consciousness of men’.

Reading the accounts of this period, there is a sense that Freud, like a bloodhound picking up a scent, was onto something. He was primed for revelations before he even got to Paris. Peter Gay comments, ‘from the beginning Freud was dazzled by Jean Martin Charcot’, and ‘the powerful presence of
Charcot propelled him away from the microscope in a direction in which he had already shown some telling signs of going: psychology' (Gay 1988: 48). After he had been in Paris a month, Freud wrote to Martha,

I think I am changing a great deal. I will tell you in detail what is affecting me. Charcot, who is one of the greatest of physicians and a man whose common sense borders on genius, is simply wrecking all my aims and opinions. I sometimes come out of his lectures as from out of Nôtre-Dame, with an entirely new idea about perfection. But he exhausts me; when I come away from him I no longer have any desire to work at my own silly things; it is three whole days since I have done any work, and I have no feelings of guilt. My brain is sated as after an evening in the theatre. Whether the seed will ever bear any fruit, I don't know; but what I do know is that no other human being has ever affected me in the same way. (Freud, E. 1961: 196)

Despite Charcot’s impact upon him, Freud was initially disappointed that he, in turn, seemed to have made little impact upon his hero. Finding himself merely one amongst many foreign visitors attracted to the Salpêtrière, he had little claim to attention from Charcot (Freud 1925b: 12). The situation appears to have left him vulnerable and unhappy, and for a time he contemplated leaving Paris and returning to Vienna (Jones 1953: 228). Freud’s response, however, was to take up the challenge of making a conquest of Charcot, and he hit upon the idea of offering to undertake a German translation of the third volume of Charcot’s lectures, *Leçons sur les maladies du système nerveux*. Charcot accepted the offer and Freud set about the task with characteristic competence and efficiency. In his *Autobiographical study*, Freud recalled that with this success he gained admission to Charcot’s inner circle of acquaintances, and ‘from that time forward I took a full part in all that went on at the Clinic’ (Freud 1925b: 12).

Jean-Martin Charcot, director of the Salpêtrière Hospital, the most renowned neurologist of his day and nicknamed the ‘Napoleon of the Neuroses’, was a complex and ambivalent figure. Munthe has described him:

Short of stature, with the chest of an athlete and the neck of a bull, he was a most imposing man to look at. A white, clean shaven face, a low forehead, cold penetrating eyes, an aquiline nose, sensitive cruel lips, the mask of a Roman Emperor.

(quoted in Clark 1980: 68)

Breger records that Charcot was married to ‘an immensely wealthy widow, charged high fees for his private services, and was called as a consultant to the nobility all over Europe’; that he ‘had a keen appreciation of art and literature’,
and as well as his native language, spoke English, German, Spanish and Italian, and ‘was fond of quoting Dante and Shakespeare in their own languages’ (Breger 2000: 78).

In Clark’s description, Charcot ‘was not averse to the histrionic gesture’, and ‘particularly when demonstrating, his right arm would move horizontally across his body and find a resting place between the buttons of his smart frock coat. The Napoleon of medicine looked out commandingly over his parade of students’ (Clark 1980: 69). Napoleon had, of course, been one of Freud’s childhood military heroes.

When, in 1862, Charcot started work as a physician at the Salpêtrière, it had been an immense and neglected 32-hectare hospital housing some 5,000 women, a large proportion of whom were neurological cases and cases of insanity, deemed incurable. However, the resource of pathological clinical ‘material’ amongst the patients was vast, and Charcot’s ambition led to the Salpêtrière becoming the world centre of research and innovation in the emerging speciality of neurology. Charcot’s interest in hysteria had begun with his attempts to establish clinical rules for the differential diagnosis of patients subject to epileptic seizures of organic origin, from those hysterical patients presenting with pseudo-seizures (Régnier 2010).

By the time of Freud’s arrival, Charcot’s dramatic clinical demonstrations at his hospital ‘clinic’ had become famous. He favoured the induction of hypnotic trance states and hysterical crises in patients prone to such manifestations, and in the charged atmosphere of these demonstrations it came naturally to him to exploit the theatrical elements of the situation. Charcot’s clinic is depicted in the well-known painting by Pierre-André Brouillet: an apparently unconscious woman, her blouse low upon her breast, has swooned into the arms of none other than the famous neurologist Joseph Babinski. Charcot expounds a theoretical point with outstretched index finger, while the audience, which consists entirely of eminent men, pays rapt attention. All eyes are directed to the two central figures, Charcot and his woman patient, as Charcot emphasizes his point. Freud was to return home with a lithographic print of the scene (Jones 1953: 230), which would later be hung in his consulting room.

Charcot’s patient, we might say ‘subject’, depicted in the painting was Blanche Wittmann; a woman who would become known as ‘the queen of hysteric’. According to Breger, Wittmann ‘later revealed that she was at least partly conscious throughout these demonstrations; like the other patients, she sensed the opportunity to become a star attraction in the weekly demonstrations by displaying the required symptoms and reactions’ (Breger 2000: 82). It would seem that both patients and Charcot’s assistants went to some lengths to ensure that the public demonstrations of hysteria were successful and spectacular.

Charcot was a man to induce strong reactions in others. In Ernest Jones’s account, although dominated by an ‘innate pre-eminence’, he could be affable, kindly and witty (Jones 1953: 227). Breger notes the impressions, first of
Léon Daudet, son of the novelist, and a medical student at the Salpêtrière: ‘A more authoritarian man I have never known, nor one who could put such a despotic yoke on people around him’; and second, of the Goncourt brothers, authors of the famous diary: ‘an ambitious man, envious of any superiority, showing a ferocious resentment against those who declined invitations to his receptions, a despot at the university, hard with his patients….As a scientist, Charcot was a mixture of genius and charlatan’ (quoted in Breger 2000: 78).

Despite the ‘charlatan’ in Charcot, he was, as the Goncourt brothers pronounced, touched by genius, and Freud fell under the spell of this genius. Freud was deeply impressed by Charcot’s comprehensive knowledge of neuroanatomy and his brilliant diagnostic skills. However, more than this, Charcot seems to have possessed a capacity for disinterested appraisal that allowed him to observe and take in clinical facts, and in turn to abstract new understanding from these facts. He was one of the first to take hysterical manifestations seriously, and a voice in diagnosing hysteria as a genuine entity rather than a form of malingering. Gay writes: ‘What mattered most to Freud was that his model was obviously prepared to take his patients’ outlandish behaviour seriously, and no less prepared to entertain strange hypotheses’ (Gay 1988: 51). Alongside his despotic tendencies, at an intellectual level at least, Charcot possessed a degree of independence of mind.

In his 1893 obituary tribute to Charcot, Freud commented on Charcot’s own description of himself as a ‘visuel’. Freud described Charcot’s approach:

Here is what he himself told us about his method of working. He used to look again and again at the things that he did not understand, to deepen his impression of them day by day, till suddenly an understanding of them dawned on him.

(Freud 1893b: 12)

Charcot had shown Freud a new path to understanding; a new way of thinking. In the end it would be the ‘thinker’ Charcot, rather than the ‘conquistador’ Charcot, that had the lasting impact upon Freud’s mind. In his attempts to understand the minds of his patients, Freud would eventually come to employ his own version of Charcot’s method, and to resist the pressure to impose meaning prematurely: ‘I learnt to restrain speculative tendencies and to follow the unforgotten advice of my master, Charcot: to look at the same things again and again until they themselves begin to speak’ (Freud 1914b: 22). Gradually Freud’s focus would shift, from the visual to the auditory; from an outer to an inner space; learning to wait and listen with what he came to call ‘evenly suspended attention’ until understanding dawned (Freud 1912: 111).

In his obituary tribute Freud recalled how Charcot had always been a great advocate of the need not to lose sight of clinical realities; to preserve them from the premature ‘encroachments of theoretical medicine’ in order to be
able to observe these phenomena in their own terms (Freud 1893b: 13). Freud recounted a favourite anecdote:

On one occasion there was a small group of us, all students from abroad, who, brought up on German academic physiology, were trying his patience with our doubts about his clinical innovations. ‘But that can’t be true,’ one of us objected, ‘it contradicts the Young-Helmholtz theory.’ He did not reply ‘So much the worse for the theory, clinical facts come first’ or words to that effect; but he did say something which made a great impression upon us: ‘La théorie, c’est bon, mais ça n’empêche pas d’exister.’

(Freud 1893b: 13)

Charcot’s dictum loosely translates as: ‘Theory is fine, but it can’t stop things from happening.’

Sulloway’s version of this event is that the foreign student brought up in the ways of German orthodoxy, who ‘once dared to contradict the master on some medical point with the remark: “But that can’t be true, it contradicts the Young-Helmholtz theory”’, was Freud himself (Sulloway 1979: 34). Is there evidence to support Sulloway’s claim, or is this an instance of the myth in the making?

For Freud, Charcot’s ‘strange hypotheses’ were a challenge to the dogmas of the school of Helmholtz. Freud’s inherited assumptions and the legacy of Brücke’s influence were being radically re-evaluated; this was the wrecking of his views referred to in his letter to Martha.

While Charcot was willing to consider his patients’ strange behaviours worthy of scientific attention, his theory of hysteria contained inherently contradictory elements and would eventually be found wanting. Charcot’s simple formula for the aetiology of hysteria was that heredity was the sole cause. ‘Accordingly, hysteria was a form of degeneracy, a member of the “famille névropathique”’ (Freud 1893b: 21). Charcot regarded hysteria as a constitutionally based form of degeneration, and all other aetiological factors as merely incidental and precipitating factors. These views did not stop him proposing that a hypnotic state induced by purely psychological means was an artificial hysteria. Sulloway has commented: ‘Charcot had shown how the peculiar mechanism of traumatic-hysterical dysfunctions was to be understood from the remarkable fact that identical symptoms could be induced artificially by means of suggestions given to hysterical patients during a state of hypnosis’ (Sulloway 1979: 33). As Sulloway points out, Charcot’s theory, despite being one of constitutional disposition, nevertheless identified the ‘psychogenic nature of hysterical symptoms’ (Sulloway 1979: 34). His theory was an amalgam of elements; on the one hand, he insisted on the constitutional and degenerative nature of hysteria; on the other, he demonstrated the ‘psychogenic’ nature of the symptoms. The other side of Charcot’s bold disregard of existing theories seems to have been a failure to pay due regard to the logical coherence of his own.
Nevertheless, Charcot had introduced the psychological dimension. As Freud wrote in his 1893 paper on the clinical differentiation of organic and hysterical paralyses, ‘M. Charcot was the first to teach us that to explain the hysterical neurosis we must apply to psychology’ (Freud 1893a: 171). It was a radical shift from the Helmholtz approach, with its emphasis on the purely physiological causes and origins of symptoms.

In this paper on the differentiation of organic from hysterical paralysis, Freud recorded further important observations from his time at the Salpêtrière. He noted that the anatomical distributions of the afflictions in hysterical paralyses are independent of the distributions governing paralyses in known organically based cases. In other words, the impairment in hysterical cases conforms to aspects of the ‘layman’s’ conception of anatomy, as distinct from the anatomical reality of the patterns of nerve innervation. Freud famously concluded, ‘in its paralyses and other manifestations hysteria behaves as though anatomy did not exist or as though it had no knowledge of it’ (Freud 1893a: 169). In considering the nature of hysterical paralyses, Freud had relied on his detailed knowledge of anatomical neurology, in order to delineate a basis for the differential diagnosis of what arises in the mind from what arises in an organic impairment of the nervous system. Freud’s argument is a model of conceptual clarity and clinical acumen, and his observations established a lasting and reliable clinical approach to the differential diagnosis of organic and hysterical paralyses.

Freud’s time with Charcot was, of course, only the beginning of his interest in hysterical states and hypnotism. Charcot had argued a constitutional basis for hysteria, and that only hysterics could be hypnotized. However, the rival French school of hypnosis located in Nancy took the line that hypnosis was purely a matter of psychological suggestion so that almost everyone was susceptible. As Freud was assimilating Charcot’s lessons in Paris, the most active advocate of the Nancy school, Hippolyte Bernheim, was preparing his major work On suggestion and its application to therapy for publication. Having completed his translation of Charcot’s work, Freud would turn his attention to Bernheim’s new book, and undertake a German translation which became available in 1888 (Makari 2008: 32). Bernheim’s was a purely psychological theory. At first Freud was anxious that the Nancy school had gone to an extreme, in proposing a theory of psychological explanation without reference to physiology. Bernheim even generalized the argument from hysterics to every man and woman. Makari writes: ‘Hypnosis, he believed, wasn’t even necessary for suggestions to take hold of another person. Ideas passed from one unconscious mind to another all the time’ (Makari 2008: 30). And, ‘As a prime example of suggestion and credulity, he pointed to the research of Jean-Martin Charcot. Charcot’s stages of hypnotism, he insisted, were wholly imaginary’ (Makari 2008: 31). The debate was furious, and at first Freud would try to have the best of both worlds, steering something of a middle course. Later, in 1889, he paid a visit to Bernheim, and over time his views
gradually shifted; away from Charcot’s constitutionally based aetiological theory and towards the purely psychological position of the Nancy school.

When Freud returned to Vienna from Paris, in 1886, he opened his own private practice. Later in the year, having finally secured sufficient funds to set up house, he and Martha were married after an engagement of more than four years. Then, in October of 1886, Freud gave a paper entitled *On male hysteria* to the Viennese Society of Physicians. Charcot had been emphatic in rejecting the idea that hysteria was purely a condition of women, and although Freud’s paper has not survived, he enthusiastically endorsed Charcot’s views on the existence of hysteria in men, and apparently presented details of one of Charcot’s clinical cases. Freud’s recollection of the meeting was, ‘I met with a bad reception. Persons of authority, such as the chairman (Bramberger, the physician), declared that what I said was incredible’ (Freud 1925b: 15). By Freud’s account there was complete disbelief, and in response he began looking for a clinical case of male hysteria in Vienna in order to present to a subsequent meeting and prove his position. He did, in fact, find a suitable case which he presented to the Society one month later (Freud 1886). Freud’s assessment of his second presentation was that, although he was applauded, the Vienna physicians remained hostile to his views. Freud portrayed this as leading to a rupture with established academia. ‘I withdrew from academic life and ceased to attend the learned societies. It is a whole generation since I have visited the Gesellschaft der Aerzte [Medical Society]’ (Freud 1925b: 16).

Gay’s assessment of this episode is that Freud received a mixed reception, ‘but with his exasperated sensitivity, Freud chose to interpret his colleagues’ attitude as sheer, obtuse rejection’ (Gay 1988: 53). Ellenberger has written a detailed account of the response to Freud’s *On male hysteria*, his initial presentation to the Viennese Society of Physicians, as far as could be ascertained from the recorded proceedings of the meeting, which appeared in five medical journals, all of which were apparently broadly in agreement. The discussion of Freud’s paper was initiated by a neurologist, Professor Rosenthal, who acknowledged the existence of male hysteria, stating that he had previously described two such cases. Ellenberger did not find evidence that those present sought to deny ‘the existence of classical male hysteria’, and all four discussants of Freud’s paper appeared to endorse, or at least accept, this fact. Ellenberger concludes that Freud’s audience would seem to have taken issue with three points in particular from his paper:

First, Freud had not conformed with the Society’s tradition that the speaker bring something new and original. (This is the meaning of Bamberger’s remark: “All this is very interesting, but I see nothing new in it.”) Freud would probably have been received better if instead of relating one of Charcot’s case histories he had brought one of his own. Second, Freud intervened upon the sole authority of Charcot in a controversy of which he did not seem to have seized the complexity
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and the practical implications….Third, it might have been irritating to these neurologists that Freud attributed to Charcot the discovery that hysteria was neither malingering nor the result of disturbances of the genital organs, two points that had been known in Vienna for a long time, so that Freud seemed to treat them as ignorants and to be talking down to them.

(Ellenberger 1994: 440)

Ellenberger interprets these events in terms of Freud’s need for conquest and mastery:

One may wonder how it happened that Freud did not realize he was offending these men who had been well disposed towards him. One reason was that Freud, who had always been subject to prompt and strong enthusiasms, was now under the spell of Charcot. Another reason was Freud’s craving for the great discovery that would bring him fame. He was still aching with the disappointment caused by the cocaine episode, and he apparently thought that the revelation he had received at the Salpêtrière could be the starting point for further discoveries. Thus the cool reception given to his paper was all the more painful to him.

(Ellenberger 1994: 441)

Ellenberger also notes that Freud did not in fact break all ties with ‘the learned societies’ after that meeting, as he suggested in his Autobiographical study.

Freud the ‘conquistador’ was willing to privilege power and influence over understanding, and subject therefore to falling under the influence of other powerful personalities, such as Charcot, the ‘Napoleon of the neuroses’. Charcot and Freud were perhaps rather similar in these aspects of personality. Interestingly, Freud described Charcot in much the same terms as he would come to use for himself: ‘He was not a reflective man, not a thinker’ (Freud 1893b: 12). It is not difficult to imagine that the ‘conquistador’ Freud, identified with and invoking the name of Charcot, and returning to Vienna in triumph from Paris, might have readily provoked any potential hostilities towards himself in the, no doubt, conservative audience that was the Viennese Society of Physicians. And, given the rivalries and competitions that might be imagined to exist within such a Society, we might also question Ellenberger’s assumption that Freud’s audience was simply ‘well disposed’ towards him. The episode highlighted again Freud’s need to conquer, and that any failure left him prone to feelings of persecution and depression.

The ‘conquistador’ Freud was coexisting, in a kind of balance, with the ‘thinker’ Freud, and with the knowledge that theory must accommodate the clinical facts, and not the other way around. This balance, if precarious, was for the most part productive. Freud was, however, about to repeat the pattern
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of hypnotic influence in his relationship with the Berlin ENT specialist Wilhelm Fliess, which began in 1887, and which will be considered in Chapters 5 and 6. Freud would fall under the spell of Fliess and his ideas even more powerfully than he had done with Charcot; it would take him a long time to realize that Fliess’s eccentric notions were of little worth. Gay comments, ‘the ultimate irrationality of Fliess’s fanciful notions and of his efforts at proof should have become obvious much earlier than they did, especially to Freud’ (Gay 1988: 57). Freud would form a ‘transference’ with Fliess, not dissimilar to that with Charcot. Although Fliess would also be the last person towards whom Freud formed such a complete and ‘magnetic’ identification, a pattern of illusion and disillusion with powerful male figures would continue to be repeated many times through Freud’s life.

In contrast to Freud’s ambivalent struggle with the influence of powerful and charismatic men, he had little difficulty dispelling his illusions as to the effectiveness of the medical establishment’s standard treatment techniques for so-called ‘nervous’ or neurotic patients. Reflecting in his Autobiographical study upon the challenge of establishing his own private practice, Freud wrote:

Anyone who wants to make a living from the treatment of nervous patients must clearly be able to do something to help them. My therapeutic arsenal contained only two weapons, electrotherapy and hypnotism, for prescribing a visit to a hydropathic establishment after a single consultation was an inadequate source of income.

(Freud 1925b: 16)

Freud’s knowledge of electrotherapy was, he stated, gained from the 1882 textbook by W. Erb, ‘which provided detailed instructions for the treatment of all the symptoms of nervous diseases’ (Freud 1925b: 16). Clark has described the treatment: ‘electrodes were applied to parts of the body and a mild electric current used to produce a tingling sensation or a muscle jerk’ (Clark 1980: 98). Freud did not find such treatment effective: ‘Unluckily I was soon driven to see that following these instructions was of no help whatever and that what I had taken for an epitome of exact observations was merely the construction of a phantasy.’ This experience, wrote Freud, ‘helped to rid me of another shred of the innocent faith in authority from which I was not yet free’ (Freud 1925b: 16). The claimed organic effect of the electrical apparatus was, he realized, non-existent. He would later write:

If I did not at the time arrive on my own account at the conclusion which Mobius established later, that the successes of electrical treatment in nervous patients are the effects of suggestion, there is no doubt that only the total absence of the promised successes was to blame.

(Freud 1914b: 9)
In so far as the electrical apparatus effected anything at all, it did so through the medium of the mind.

The fact that on the one hand Freud did not hesitate to challenge the fanciful notions of the establishment, while on the other he was about to identify with the delusional notions of his new friend Wilhelm Fliess, suggests the 'thinker' Freud remained under constraint. He had not yet found enough of his own mind to be free of his 'innocent' need for faith in an external authority. Freud was, by this time, able to draw on the energies of the conquistador to challenge the establishment, in fact we sense a certain pleasure in his doing so; but difficulty remained in challenging the fanciful notions of a twin self; a fellow conquistador.

The electrical apparatus might have been useless, but with hypnotism, Freud continued, 'the case was better'. He recalls the demonstration by Hansen the 'magnetist' that he had witnessed as a medical student, and how the deathly pallor of a subject experiencing cataleptic rigidity had convinced him that the phenomena of hypnosis were genuine (Freud 1925b: 16). Furthermore, it seemed that hypnotism was capable of producing these dramatic manifestations solely by means of influence upon the mind. With his experiences with Charcot and Bernheim behind him, and the various somatic treatments having proved of little use, Freud turned increasingly to hypnosis. By 1891 he had concluded that the potential of hypnosis in the treatment of nervous illness was far greater than any of the other available methods (Freud 1891: 113).

At this time, Freud also finally gave up attempting to treat patients with organic nervous diseases; that is he abandoned the treatment of conditions which he judged as due to underlying organic brain or nervous system pathology. The prospects in the treatment of such disorders were, he concluded, very limited. Furthermore, the numbers of such patients seeking treatment were 'nothing compared to the crowds of neurotics, whose number seemed further multiplied by the way in which they hurried, with their troubles unsolved, from one physician to another' (Freud 1925b: 17). Freud was turning his attention to a group of patients whose complaints he hoped he would be able to conquer, and hypnosis seemed to offer a powerful weapon.

In his 1891 paper *Hypnosis*, Freud outlined some general technical recommendations for such treatment and stated:

> The true therapeutic value of hypnosis lies in the *suggestions* made during it. These suggestions consist in an energetic denial of the ailments of which the patient has complained, or in an assurance that he can do something, or in a command to perform it.

(Freud 1891: 111)

Freud found such suggestions to be more effective if they were reinforced by an action on the part of the physician, such as a physical stroking or pressing of the affected part of the body. It was a technique well suited to a conquistador.
Despite his initial enthusiasm for hypnosis, Freud always found the procedure difficult. Even in his 1891 paper he commented that the effort needed on the part of the physician to pursue such an approach can be a great strain, and could become exhausting (Freud 1891: 113). He discovered he could bring only a fraction of his patients into a full hypnosis (Freud 1910: 22), and became increasingly dissatisfied with the results of his attempted treatments.

The limitations of hypnosis are the limitations of suggestion; a patient in the grip of powerful unconscious processes may be influenced by suggestion or reassurance, but the effects are, as a rule, short-lived. Within a few years of beginning his hypnotic explorations Freud the thinker was dissatisfied. He concluded: ‘In the long run neither the doctor nor the patient can tolerate the contradiction between the decided denial of the ailment in the suggestion and the necessary recognition of it outside of the suggestion’ (Freud 1892–94: 141).

The only detailed account of how Freud actually proceeded in a particular case of treatment by hypnosis is contained in his fascinating paper A case of successful treatment by hypnotism (Freud 1892–93). Presumably the therapeutic success Freud achieved with this case was one of the reasons he chose to write about it. That the outcome described was a good one appears due to the fact that Freud was intuitively able to reach beyond his simple 1891 formulation that the therapeutic value of hypnosis accrues from the power of the physician’s suggestions. As we read the paper we follow Freud the thinker as he grasps for a deeper reality.

In summary, the paper concerns the case of a married woman known to Freud. Freud’s consultation is requested following the birth of her second child, as she finds herself unable to breastfeed. The history provided is that she had experienced the same difficulty following the birth of her first child, and as a consequence a wet nurse had to be found for that infant. On this second occasion, all attempts at feeding again provoked painful symptoms. The patient vomited all her food, became agitated when the baby was brought to her bedside and was completely unable to sleep. She became quite depressed.

Freud described how he first encountered the patient lying in bed, flushed and ‘furious at her inability to feed her baby’:

an inability which increased at every attempt but against which she struggled with all her strength. In order to avoid the vomiting, she had taken no nourishment the whole day.... Far from being welcomed as a saviour in the hour of need, I was obviously being received with a bad grace and I could not count on the patient’s having much confidence in me.

(Freud 1892–93: 119)

Freud’s account continues:

I at once attempted to induce hypnosis by ocular fixation, at the same time making constant suggestions of the symptoms of sleep.
After three minutes the patient was lying back with the peaceful
description of someone in profound sleep…. I made use of suggestion
to contradict all her fears and the feelings on which those fears were
based: ‘Have no fear! You will make an excellent nurse and the baby
will thrive. Your stomach is perfectly quiet, your appetite is excel-
alent, you are looking forward to your next meal, etc.’ The patient
went on sleeping while I left her for a few minutes, and when I had
woken her up showed amnesia for what had occurred.

(Freud 1892–93: 119)

Following this intervention the patient took a meal that evening without any
ill effects, she slept peacefully and in the morning took nourishment herself
and ‘fed the baby irreproachably’ (Freud 1892–93: 119). However, by the
middle of that day she had relapsed, was again refusing food herself and unable
to feed the baby. Freud was called back, brought on a second hypnosis, and
commented that on this occasion he:

acted with greater energy and confidence. I told the patient that five
minutes after my departure she would break out against her family
with some acrimony: what had happened to her dinner? did they
mean to let her starve? how could she feed the baby if she had noth-
ing to eat herself? and so on.

(Freud 1892–93: 120)

When Freud returned on the third evening he found his patient was refusing
further treatment, insisting that there was nothing more wrong with her:

she had an excellent appetite and plenty of milk for the baby, there
was not the slightest difficulty when it was put to her breast, and so
on. Her husband thought it rather queer that after my departure the
evening before she had clamoured violently for food and had remon-
strated with her mother in a way quite unlike herself. But since then,
he added, everything had gone all right.

(Freud 1892–93: 120)

Freud concluded there was nothing more for him to do, and records that the
mother went on to feed her child successfully for eight months. He adds with
disarming frankness, ‘I found it hard to understand, however, as well as annoy-
ing, that no reference was ever made to my remarkable achievement’ (Freud
1892–93: 120). It was indeed a remarkable achievement, and in Freud’s inter-
vention and his analysis of the case, we begin to see his psychological genius
finding a more direct expression.

Ernest Jones has stated that in terms of the development of his theory,
Freud’s formulations in this paper are of a very preliminary nature, but I
think Jones's conclusion that Freud's exposition lacked insight in comparison with the advances in understanding he was about to make in the next few years (Jones 1953: 264) does not quite do justice to the latent possibilities of the ideas proposed by Freud, nor does it recognize the importance of the intuitive understanding that would seem to lie behind Freud's therapeutic intervention.

The first aspect of Freud's genius reflected in the paper is well recognized; that is his capacity to bring a clear conceptual logic to the clinical facts. From the facts of the case Freud infers the existence of what he calls an 'antithetic idea', acting against the mother's conscious intentions. In hysteria, Freud suggests, a process of dissociation has occurred, and what was a 'distressing antithetic idea' is removed from association with the patient's conscious intentions, but remains present and potent within the mind in a disconnected form, of which the patient is often unconscious. He then suggests that it is characteristic of hysteria that:

when it comes to the carrying out of the intention, the inhibited antithetic idea can put itself into effect by innervation of the body just as easily as does a volitional idea in normal circumstances. The antithetic idea establishes itself, so to speak, as a 'counter-will', while the patient is aware with astonishment of having a will which is resolute but powerless.

(Freud 1892–93: 122)

The clarity of this formulation, reminiscent of the lucid analyses of his contemporaneous 1893 paper on the differentiation of organic and hysterical paralyses (Freud 1893a), and his earlier 1891 monograph On aphasia (Freud 1953), owes much to Freud's clinical experience as a neurologist and his capacity for analytic deductive thinking. We might think again of Charcot's insistence that clinical facts determine theory, not the other way around. Look at the clinical facts, Freud is saying to his reader, and we are obliged to infer something like the existence of this unconscious and 'antithetic' force.

Freud comments that in other cases of hysteria he has, on occasion, been able to investigate the origin of the patient's symptoms under hypnosis, and thereby establish the operation of a similar underlying psychical mechanism (Freud 1892–93: 123). Breuer and Freud's paper On the psychical mechanism of hysterical phenomena: preliminary communication, also first published in 1893, makes reference to such similar cases (Breuer and Freud 1895). However, despite the influence of these other contemporaneous cases in the background, Freud presents his conclusions from the current case in such a way that they can stand as logical inferences from the clinical facts. This is one side of Freud the 'thinker'; his capacity for deductive analysis and logical inference, compellingly employed in his attempt to conceptualize the dynamic forces in the mind of this 'hysterical' patient.
The second aspect of Freud’s genius, manifest in this particular case, was his intuitive, and apparently less than fully conscious, capacity for understanding his patient’s predicament. In this respect, we see a new ‘thinker’ emerging, one with the capacity to intuit a deeper emotional understanding from the clinical facts; a capacity which allowed him to reach beyond his conscious conceptual formulation. In order to clarify this, I will consider some of the clinical facts afresh, and draw some provisional inferences using more contemporary psychoanalytic understandings. I will attempt to show how Freud’s clinical interventions are remarkably consistent with current conceptions, as if intuitively he understood very well indeed, but to some degree ‘unconsciously’.

The mother cannot feed her baby, but at the same time she cannot take food herself. There is an eruption of an eating and feeding disorder that affects both mother and baby. A possible working hypothesis is that we are dealing with a psychological regression in the mother to an unconscious infantile experience of her own; that we are in some way dealing with an ‘infant part’ of the mind of the mother that contains the ‘memory’ of a traumatic experience of not being nurtured or fed. If this is so, the mother would appear for the most part to have got on with her life without awareness of this experience of overwhelming frustration located within her mind; in all probability an infant that is angry and frustrated with the breast/mother to the point of no longer being able to be fed, or to feed, satisfactorily. The experience has remained largely ‘unconscious’ until such time as there is overwhelming stress on the psychic apparatus; in this instance the stress of pregnancy and childbirth, and the task of having to provide for a real baby that is her own. The mother is determined to be a good mother, but somehow this previously ‘split-off’ experience within her mind impinges and interferes with her intention. It acts like a specific force, as Freud suggests an ‘antithetic force’, psychoanalysts today might consider as a form of envy, that seems not to want to have to feed another baby. The unconscious and timeless ‘logic’ of this part of the mind might be something like: ‘I don’t want to look after this baby which reminds me so much of my own experience’, or ‘I haven’t been fed well enough myself to feed such a hungry demanding baby. Why should it get what I haven’t had?’ The mother also appears to be presenting herself as the helpless and frustrated baby, not being properly ‘fed’ herself, and desperately in need of help.

Considering Freud’s interventions in the context of such a formulation, the initial hypnotic suggestions take the form of an attempt at reassurance, and a denial of the power of the symptom or conflict. Freud tries to strengthen the patient’s will and confidence, and to counteract the so-called ‘antithetic idea’ in the unconscious. While this intervention had a marked effect, this quickly wore off, and the patient relapsed. The second time around Freud’s suggestions take quite a different direction. He suggests that she will break out against her family with acrimony; ‘what had happened to her dinner? did they mean to let her starve? how could she feed the baby if she had nothing to eat herself?’ Freud recounts how her husband thought it rather queer that after
Freud's departure ‘she had clamoured violently for food and had remonstrated with her mother in a way quite unlike herself. But since then, he added, everything had gone all right’ (Freud 1892–93: 120).

The factor that is different is that the patient becomes the angry and demanding baby herself, wanting food and remonstrating with her own mother; beating on the mother/breast we might say. This is in keeping with the hypothesis that the patient has an internalized, but unconscious, infantile relationship with the frustrating breast/mother. If we accept Freud’s account as reliable, then the explanation for the more sustained success of the second hypnotic intervention would seem to lie in the fact that it did not work primarily at the level of suggestion, but rather that Freud’s suggestion allowed what we might call unconscious affect, in this case something of the anger or rage, to become mobilized; to be felt consciously and expressed vigorously. This is, in essence, the basis of the so-called ‘cathartic’ therapy that Breuer and Freud document more fully in their Studies on hysteria (Breuer and Freud 1895).

No doubt the outcome of Freud’s intervention in this case would have been limited, as there was no opportunity for what he himself came to call ‘working through’ (Freud 1914a). Nevertheless, it would appear to have been sufficient to provide effective help with what was a very serious problem, especially from the point of view of the baby!

Initially, employing his basic theory of hypnosis, the conquistador Freud had set out to make his patient ‘better’ through suggestion, but then on the second consultation he abruptly changes tack, intuiting a deeper emotional reality which he then ‘legitimizes’ to the patient through ‘suggestion’. Freud’s intervention and case description are remarkable in the way they reveal this intuitive, and less than fully conscious, understanding of his patient’s difficulty; somehow he knew this patient needed permission to be angry and demanding. It is as if, in the second consultation, Freud apprehended the presence of the angry and demanding baby as a ‘selected fact’, and was then able to act upon his intuition. A new kind of ‘thinker’ was making its presence felt. Freud’s account suggests that it was the emergence of this new intuition that made all the difference, and abruptly Freud the conquistador shifted his energy behind the new understanding. Freud’s account suggests a moment of psycho-synthesis within his own mind, which he was then able to use in order to facilitate a moment of psycho-synthesis within the mind of his patient.

Freud’s intuition appears to have leapt ahead of his conscious formulations, and this seems confirmed by the fact that he does not offer a theoretical explanation, or model, as to how he believes his second ‘hypnotic’ intervention constituted effective treatment. Freud’s second intervention took him well beyond the hypnotic convention that the therapist’s task is to reinforce the desirable idea or impulse in the face of the hypothetical ‘antithetic idea’ with the intention of counteracting the patient’s symptom or problem (Freud 1891), but Freud did not carry his theoretical speculation beyond this point.
The clarity of Freud's conceptual formulation of the dissociation effected in hysteria, and of a psychic force, the 'antithetic idea', acting via somatic channels, is essentially psycho-'analytic'; that is, arrived at by deductive analysis from the clinical facts and a part of what Bion describes as a 'scientific deductive system' (Bion 1962: 73). The experience of the 'selected fact' that occurred in the second consultation was synthetic, and at the time Freud was writing his account had not been incorporated into any scientific deductive system.

A case of successful treatment by hypnotism also shows the beginnings of a new writing style for documenting his clinical encounters; imaginatively freer and emotionally more evocative. In *Studies on hysteria* Freud would liken the case histories he presents there to short stories:

Like other neuropathologists, I was trained to employ local diagnoses and electro-prognosis, and it still strikes me myself as strange that the case histories I write should read like short stories and that, as one might say, they lack the serious stamp of science. I must console myself with the reflection that the nature of the subject is evidently responsible for this, rather than any preference of my own. The fact is that local diagnosis and electrical reactions lead nowhere in the study of hysteria, whereas a detailed description of mental processes such as we are accustomed to find in the works of imaginative writers enables me, with the use of a few psychological formulas, to obtain at least some kind of insight into the course of that affection.

(Freud 1895: 160)

Charcot's combination of personal characteristics had proved fortunate for Freud. As Ellenberger has pointed out, Freud fell under Charcot's spell, but the identification with a fellow 'conquistador' was accompanied by, and no doubt facilitated, Charcot's approach having a profound impact upon Freud the 'thinker'. And with Charcot, Freud never relinquished his capacity to bring himself out of the spell, and to stand back from the identification. In the end it was not Charcot's theories as such which would have a lasting impact, but his capacity to observe and to wait for fresh understanding to come: 'La théorie, c'est bon, mais ça n'empêche pas d'exister.' As long as the theory behind hypnotic technique did not blind Freud to the recognition of clinical facts, he was able to continue to use hypnosis as a transitional technique, and to go on learning from his patients. Hypnosis was revealing something of great interest to Freud. He began to notice that under hypnosis some of his patients would recall memories not normally available to them; memories which seemed to have a significant or causal relationship to one or other of their symptoms. Out of observations such as these, Freud would go on to develop his technique of free association.
When I reflect on the difference that I usually find between my judgement on a case of neurosis before and after an analysis of this kind, I am almost inclined to regard an analysis as essential for the understanding of a neurotic illness.

(Freud 1895: 266)

In his *Autobiographical study* Freud states that from the beginning of his attempts to influence his patients’ symptoms through hypnotic suggestion, he also employed hypnosis for questioning the patient in order to try to ascertain the origin of a symptom, or the memory of the trauma underlying the symptom, which was otherwise not available to the patient in his waking state (Freud 1925b: 19).

Freud says that he arrived at this procedure as a result of his acquaintance with Dr Joseph Breuer, one of the most respected family physicians in Vienna, whom Freud first met while he was working in Brücke’s laboratory. ‘He was a man of striking intelligence and fourteen years older than myself. Our relations soon became more intimate and he became my friend and helper in my difficult circumstances’ (Freud 1925b: 19). Freud goes on to detail how, even before his time in Paris with Charcot, Breuer had told him of a case of hysteria he had treated between 1880 and 1882, and read Freud extracts from his case notes. Freud was struck by the originality of Breuer’s therapeutic experiment, and soon grasped the remarkable nature of the story Breuer was unfolding to him. This was, he realized, a potential way forward, and a breakthrough in the understanding of the neuroses.

The patient was, of course, Bertha Pappenheim, or ‘Anna O’, the famous first case described by Breuer in *Studies on hysteria*, Freud and Breuer’s joint publication of 1895. Anna O was, suggested Ernest Jones, the patient who ‘invented’ Breuer and Freud’s cathartic method (Jones 1953: 277). Important as both Bertha Pappenheim’s and Breuer’s contributions were to the genesis of psychoanalysis, Breuer gradually withdrew interest from the direction of investigation he had initiated. It seems to have been Freud who pushed a somewhat reluctant Breuer into the collaboration that resulted in *Studies on*
hysteria, and it was Freud who seized upon Breuer’s beginnings to mould his new technique for the investigation of the mind (Strachey 1955). It is through the clinical case histories that Freud contributed to Studies on hysteria that we have the opportunity to follow the development of his conceptual thinking and clinical technique; to follow the shift from hypnosis to the cathartic method, prefigured in his paper A case of successful treatment by hypnotism, and to follow the beginnings of his technique of free association.

When, in 1889, Freud launched upon the first of these clinical encounters with Frau Emmy von N, he was entering relatively uncharted waters. To help navigate he was using the hypothesis, derived in part from Charcot, that a psychical trauma(s) underlies each patient’s presenting symptom (Freud 1910: 21). In their 1893 publication On the psychical mechanism of hysterical phenomena: preliminary communication, reprinted as the first chapter of Studies on hysteria, Breuer and Freud wrote that the memory of the psychical trauma ‘acts like a foreign body which long after its entry must continue to be regarded as an agent that is still at work’ (Breuer and Freud 1895: 6). At the outset, Freud’s conception of psychotherapeutic technique might aptly be described as a ‘surgical’ one. He believed it might be possible to excise symptoms and traumatic memories from the mind through suggestion, much as a surgeon might physically excise a foreign body. It was a theory congenial to the conquistador; suggestion would be the ‘weapon’ of mastery and conquest.

However, as the journey progressed, Freud the observer was noting the clinical facts and Freud the thinker was present in the background reviewing his notes. From the beginning of the account of Frau Emmy von N, the reader is likely to be struck by the quality of Freud’s observation:

This lady, when I first saw her, was lying on a sofa with her head resting on a leather cushion. She still looked young and had finely-cut features, full of character. Her face bore a strained and painful expression, her eyelids were drawn together and her eyes cast down; there was a heavy frown on her forehead and the naso-labial folds were deep. She spoke in a low voice as though with difficulty and her speech was from time to time subject to spastic interruptions amounting to a stammer. She kept her fingers, which exhibited a ceaseless agitation resembling athetosis, tightly clasped together. There were frequent convulsive tic-like movements of her face and the muscles of her neck, during which some of them, especially the right sterno-cleido-mastoid, stood out prominently. Furthermore she frequently interrupted her remarks by producing a curious ‘clacking’ sound from her mouth which defies imitation.

(Freud 1895: 48)

Emmy von N told Freud that, since her husband’s death 14 years before, she had been constantly ill with varying degrees of severity. For Freud she
produced an impressive and confusing array of symptoms, such as fainting fits and 'hysterical' symptoms of various sorts, along with anxious preoccupations about repulsive animals, corpses and death, and insanity. Freud spent a great deal of time with his patient on a daily basis and found her an 'excellent subject for hypnotism' (Freud 1895: 50).

Although the chronology of Frau Emmy’s treatment with Freud is somewhat uncertain, it appears to have taken place over two periods, the first of seven weeks in 1889, and the second of perhaps eight weeks approximately a year later (Strachey 1955: 307). In the first period of treatment Freud documented his vigorous use of suggestion under hypnosis, along with his attempts to utilize these induced hypnotic states to identify the traumas presumed to underlie her symptoms. Summarising the apparent outcome of this initial period of treatment, Freud states that Frau Emmy improved rapidly, and ‘she soon assured me she had not felt so well since her husband’s death’ (Freud 1895: 77). However, several months later she appeared to have suffered a relapse and deterioration, and eventually found her way back to Freud for the second period of treatment. In this second period Freud proceeded in much the same manner, eliciting memories of supposed traumas, and suggesting the memories and symptoms away. In the course of this second treatment Freud says he was able to effectively dispose of this new stock of memories, with the result that Frau Emmy was soon once again ‘feeling perfectly well’ (Freud 1895: 80).

Freud’s confident assessment would, in time, prove to be a manifestation of wish fulfilment rather than reality. By the time of writing up the case for publication he was less optimistic. Despite continuing to claim some therapeutic success, Freud was forced to acknowledge Frau Emmy’s pattern of relapse under stress. The treatment did not seem to have established a new and sustained resilience in his patient (Freud 1895: 101). In a footnote appended to the case history in 1924, Freud documented meeting another physician who had subsequently given hypnotic treatment to Frau Emmy:

She had gone through the same performance with him – and with many other doctors – as she had with me. Her condition had become very bad; she had rewarded his hypnotic treatment of her by making a remarkable recovery, but had then suddenly quarrelled with him, left him, and once more set her illness going to its full extent.

(see Freud 1895: 105)

Freud began this footnote by suggesting that his account might evoke 'a smile of pity' from any analyst reading the case in 1924. Certainly a psychoanalyst today would be likely to place quite a different overall 'construction' upon Freud’s account of his patient and the events he documents, but it is also true that today’s analyst would not be likely to expect fundamental psychic change to be achieved in a treatment that was often directive and didactic, and lasted
in total only about 15 weeks. Rather than a superior ‘smile of pity’, admiration at the boldness of Freud’s experiment is in order.

Freud’s account documents how, having identified what he believed to be the memory trace of a relevant psychical trauma, he set about trying to erase the memory with hypnosis. His therapy, he comments, consisted of ‘wiping away these pictures, so that she is no longer able to see them before her. To give support to my suggestion I stroked her several times over the eyes’ (Freud 1895: 53).

Or again:

She continued her list of terrifying memories. One, at fifteen, of how she found her mother, who had had a stroke, lying on the floor (her mother lived for another four years); again, at nineteen, how she came home one day and found her mother dead, with a distorted face. I naturally had considerable difficulty in mitigating these memories. After a rather lengthy explanation, I assured her that this picture, too, would only appear to her again indistinctly and without strength. – Another memory was how, at nineteen, she lifted up a stone and found a toad under it, which made her lose her power of speech for hours afterwards.

(Freud 1895: 55)

Freud envisaged the traumatic memory and the associated symptom as existing in the mind, like a ‘foreign body’, which might be removed by suggestion, much as a surgeon might remove a physical foreign body, or excise diseased tissue. However, by the time he was documenting Frau Emmy’s treatment for publication in *Studies on hysteria*, he had begun to realize his theory of excision via suggestion had not been on the right track. At the time of conducting the therapy, says Freud, he had been so much influenced by Bernheim’s book on suggestion as to anticipate greater success than he would now, at the time of writing (Freud 1895: 77).

The tone of Freud’s account of Emmy von N recalling memories of finding her mother after a stroke, and then again finding her dead four years later, is that of the ‘conquistador’ documenting the vicissitudes of his encounters with the indigenous inhabitants of the New World and whether or not they could be subjugated or converted. As might be expected, Freud encountered ‘considerable difficulty mitigating these memories’. Consistent with his idea that such memories are something to be excised, the reader is left with the impression that the potential psychic pain associated with their recall does not seem to have been fully grasped or considered by Freud. Furthermore, his theoretical formulations at the time were too crude to help him interpret other possible meanings, either behind the content of Frau Emmy’s memories or behind the manner of her recounting of them for Freud.
Much of Freud’s account suggests this ‘conquistador’ frame of mind, as armed with his theory he strides boldly ahead. In such a frame of mind uncertainty is felt to be an encumbrance. Freud differentiates, apparently with absolute confidence, purely organic symptoms from those which owe their origin to hysterical conversion. Some of Frau Emmy’s somatic symptoms, such as her neck cramps, he judged conclusively to be not at all hysterical. The neck cramps ‘I regard as a modified form of migraine and which as such are not to be classed as a neurosis but as an organic disorder’ (Freud 1895: 96).

With similar confidence Freud asserts there could be no doubt that Frau Emmy was ‘a personality with a severe neuropathic heredity’ (Freud 1895: 102). About a year after the end of the treatment, Freud stayed for several days with Frau Emmy in her own home and had occasion to again discuss the treatment with her. Frau Emmy took the opportunity to ask his opinion upon the mental health of her daughter. Here again, Freud does not hesitate; the girl, he wrote, ‘exhibited unbridled ambitions which were out of all proportion to the poverty of her gifts, and she became disobedient and even violent towards her mother.’ He concludes:

I formed an unfavourable impression of the psychological change that had occurred in the girl, and in arriving at a prognosis I had also to take into account the fact that all her step-brothers and sisters (the children of Herr von N. by his first marriage) had succumbed to paranoia. In her mother’s family, too, there was no lack of a neuropathic heredity, although none of her more immediate relatives had developed a chronic psychosis. I communicated to Frau von N. without any reservation the opinion for which she had asked.

(Freud 1895: 83)

It is worth reflecting on the nature of Freud’s conclusions; his certainty about Frau von N’s ‘severe neuropathic heredity’ and his unfavourable ‘prognosis’ for the daughter, which he delivers with such authority. The idea of ‘neuropathic heredity’ had been strongly espoused by Charcot, and remained a popular one, especially in French psychiatry (Makari 2008: 34). Logically, Freud’s assertions are without sufficient basis. His confidence is based on the assumption that a pathogenic hereditary disposition must be operative, whereas in reality all that can be said in such situations is that such an hereditary factor may be operative. The fact that mental disorders sometimes run in families is insufficient in itself to establish a hereditary basis for a disorder, as environmental factors could potentially be the operative ones. Further direct evidence for the operation of a constitutional and genetic factor will always be necessary to establish such a cause with confidence. Obviously Freud had no such evidence in the case of Emmy von N, nor for her daughter, and Freud’s errors of logic are self-evident. This might seem surprising in someone with such a well-developed...
capacity for deductive analysis, and Freud's continuing identification with Charcot would appear to have been an important part of the emotional force determining his error.

However, by the time of writing the case of Emmy von N Freud was already beginning to distance himself from the idea of the determining importance of 'neuropathic heredity' and would soon reject it (Makari 2008: 36). In the final footnote to the case added in 1924, Freud also documented further contact with Frau Emmy's daughter. Many years after Frau Emmy's treatment, the daughter had approached Freud in order to seek a report on the treatment, as she was intending to take legal proceedings against her mother, whom she portrayed as 'a cruel and ruthless tyrant'. According to the daughter, some time following Freud's treatment, Emmy von N had severed relations with her children, and refused to offer them assistance in their financial difficulties. Freud also notes that the daughter 'had obtained a doctor's degree and was married' (see Freud 1985: 105). In his act of prognostication for Frau Emmy's daughter, Freud the conquistador had overthrown Freud the thinker; a pre-conception and a pseudo-theory substituted for considered analysis. Charcot's dictum 'theory can't stop things happening' remained a much needed reminder for the Freud subject to such premature judgements; a foil to his wish for certainty.

Alongside this conquistador frame of mind, and throughout the account of Frau Emmy's treatment, we are also aware of Freud the 'thinker' observing the clinical facts, weighing them, and reformulating his theory in the light of the evidence. While Freud states that he was, at the time, much under the influence of Bernheim's book on suggestion, this did not prevent him noting incompleteness and inconsistency. Observing Frau Emmy's reaction to some of his attempts at 'surgical' excision of her symptoms, Freud commented:

If, as with her animal phobia, I failed to give her convincing reasons, or did not go into the psychical history of the origin of a symptom but tried to operate by the agency of authoritative suggestion, I invariably observed a strained and dissatisfied expression on her face; and when, at the end of the hypnosis, I asked her whether she would still be afraid of the animal, she would answer: 'No – since you insist.' A promise like this, based only on her obedience to me, never met with any success, any more than did the many general injunctions which I laid upon her, instead of which I might just as well have repeated the single suggestion that she should get well.

(Freud 1895: 99)

On another occasion, Freud noted that his attempt to curtail one of her accounts proved futile, and he appeared to be left with no alternative other than attending to every detail of her stories from beginning to end (Freud 1985: 61). Sustaining such an approach to treatment also required that Freud
struggle with his own resistance to waiting and listening. As Anzieu has
commented, the lessons Freud learned from Frau Emmy’s complaints of his
over-hasty counter-suggestions interrupting her train of thought ‘set him on
the track of free association’ (Anzieu 1986: 60).
In the account of Emmy von N we discern the shifting balance and tension
between the Freud wishing to believe he knows what is genetic and constitu-
tional and what is not, wishing to believe he can excise Frau Emmy’s trouble-
some symptoms by suggestion, and wishing to believe he can make a
prognostic assessment of the daughter; and the Freud who is attempting to put
aside theoretical preconceptions in order to observe afresh, and to apprehend
new sense and meaning.
As he proceeded with Frau Emmy, Freud noted the obstacles that his inter-
ventions encountered. The eradication under hypnosis of the memories of the
apparently pathological ‘psychical traumas’ proceeded with considerable dif-
culty. Freud comments that in the course of investigating the genesis of
individual symptoms in order to ‘combat the premises’ underlying the patho-
logical ideas, the patient would frequently give ‘verbal utterance with the
most violent agitation’ to affects which had not previously found an outlet or
expression; an ‘abreaction’ of affect as he called it. Freud comments that at this
stage, he found it difficult to judge whether any therapeutic success was due
to the direct effects of suggesting the symptom away, or whether it was due to
an expression and resolution of this underlying affect by abreaction, since he
was in effect combining both these potentially therapeutic factors (Freud
1895: 101).
Freud was becoming aware that the linking up of the memory of a trau-
matic experience with the affect related to the experience was central to the
therapeutic efficacy of what, by this time, he was referring to as ‘psychical
analysis’ (Freud 1895: 101). In their Preliminary communication Breuer and
Freud commented that the affect linked to the process of recollection, and
experienced by the patient, appeared to be a critical factor in determining the
therapeutic result (Breuer and Freud 1895: 6). We see Freud moving from his
‘surgical’ therapy of ‘suggesting the symptom away’, towards a new ‘cathartic’
method of ‘abreaction’. Although the terms ‘abreaction’ and ‘catharsis’ still
contain the idea of getting rid of something, they also introduce the idea of
the patient getting in touch with something through experience. The empha-
sis has shifted from simply removing something, to the patient experiencing
something, and to the therapist discovering new meanings. In the last chapter
of Studies on hysteria Freud discusses his techniques for the psychotherapy
of hysteria at length, and reflects upon his own use of the surgical analogy:
‘We have said that this material behaves like a foreign body, and that the
treatment, too, works like the removal of a foreign body from the living
tissue’; however, he now concludes this comparison has failed, because ‘Our
pathogenic psychical group, ...does not admit of being cleanly extirpated
from the ego’ (Freud 1895: 290).
By the time of writing this chapter, Freud had moved well beyond his simple surgical model and, in the process of modifying his thinking, attempted to develop a more suitable anatomical–physiological model:

In fact the pathogenic organization does not behave like a foreign body, but far more like an infiltrate. In this simile the resistance must be regarded as what is infiltrating. Nor does the treatment consist in extirpating something – psychotherapy is not able to do this for the present – but in causing the resistance to melt and in thus enabling the circulation to make its way into a region that has hitherto been cut off.

(Freud 1895: 290)

This conceptual shift was critical for Freud, and in concluding the chapter he reiterates his new position:

I have often in my own mind compared cathartic psychotherapy with surgical intervention. I have described my treatments as psychotherapeutic operations; and I have brought out their analogy with the opening up of a cavity filled with pus, the scraping out of a carious region, etc. An analogy of this kind finds its justification not so much in the removal of what is pathological as in the establishment of conditions that are more likely to lead the course of the process in the direction of recovery.

(Freud 1895: 305)

Despite Freud’s attempt at the end of Studies on hysteria to preserve a modified version of his ‘surgical’ model, conceptually he had in effect abandoned it. As he stated, the reality is that psychotherapy is not able to ‘extirpate something’. Freud’s realisation has in fact a more general conceptual relevance to treating the mind. With the exception of treatments, such as for example a psychosurgical intervention, that cause actual physical trauma or permanent change in the brain, it is difficult to conceive on logical grounds how any kind of treatment, whether physical or psychological, could lead to the permanent ‘extirpation’ of something from the mind. The ‘suppression’ of something within the mind may, of course, be possible, but ‘extirpation’ would seem unlikely. It is worth considering in passing that a ‘surgical’ model remains the predominant one in contemporary psychiatry, where treatment is considered successful in proportion to the short term removal or reduction in the patient’s presenting symptoms. In this model, cure is the apparent disappearance of symptoms.

Freud’s second case in Studies on hysteria is that of Miss Lucy R. Freud found he could not hypnotize Miss Lucy and instead came to employ the process of discovering ‘associations’ to circumvent the ‘resistance’. From Freud’s account Miss
Lucy appears to have been what we might call a reasonably ‘psychologically minded’ patient, with some robustness of personality, and this would seem to have contributed to the treatment being far more straightforward than with Frau Emmy. Freud is able to present the case to his reader as a model of his new technique of psychical analysis, and he does seem justified in claiming success for his method of treatment, at least, that is, in the resolution of the presenting problem in this particular case.

Miss Lucy R presented with a single ‘somatic’ symptom of apparent psychical origin, a persistent smell of burnt pudding. She was a governess in the house of a widower and factory director, and Freud offers the reader an impression of a reasonably competent young woman, who was quite down to earth. Freud designated this rather unhysterical young woman as a case of ‘mild hysteria’ (Freud 1895: 121), based on his conclusion that the smell is a ‘conversion symptom’; conversion of a psychical excitation into a physical symptom being an essential and pathognomonic element in Freud’s hypothetical mechanism of the genesis of hysterical symptoms.

Freud states that because he could not hypnotize Miss Lucy he was compelled to proceed ‘without somnambulism’, and conducted the analysis with his patient in what appeared to be a state of more or less normal consciousness (Freud 1895: 107). The analysis revealed that the smell of burnt pudding, and a subsequent smell of cigar smoke, of which Miss Lucy became aware as the smell of burnt pudding receded, were symptomatic substitutes for her awareness of the fact that she was in love with her employer. Although the analysis was complex, in essence, beginning with the presenting symptom, that is the smell of burnt pudding, Freud had Miss Lucy recall a real situation where there was in fact a smell of burnt pudding, from which her symptom could be dated. He then elicited details of the circumstances of the pudding getting burnt, and through following her memories and associations arrived, by an astute intuition, at the suspicion that the young woman was really in love with her employer. When he presented this idea to her:

She answered in her usual laconic fashion: ‘Yes, I think that’s true.’ – ‘But if you knew you loved your employer why didn’t you tell me?’ – ‘I didn’t know – or rather I didn’t want to know. I wanted to drive it out of my head and not think of it again; and I believe latterly I have succeeded.’

(Freud 1895: 117)

In a footnote, Freud remarked that he could not himself describe better than this, ‘the strange state of mind in which one knows and does not know a thing at the same time. It is clearly impossible to understand it unless one has been in such a state oneself’ (Freud 1895: 117).

This development did not, however, mark the end of the analysis; as the smell of burnt pudding began to recede, it was then replaced by a persistent
smell of cigar smoke. Freud was able to elicit from Miss Lucy further memories and associations to the smell of cigar smoke, relating to times of disappointment in her expectation that her feelings towards her employer might have been reciprocated. Miss Lucy appeared to have tried to drive out of her head both the awareness of being in love with her employer and the experiences of disappointed expectation. Freud clarified that the reason for this suppression was that Miss Lucy believed there to be no real likelihood of reciprocal feelings on the part of her employer. When the idea she did not wish to acknowledge, that is of love towards her employer, was brought to light, its link to the memories of burnt pudding and of cigar smoke understood, and a number of associated experiences along with Miss Lucy’s feelings about these experiences clarified, the ‘somatic’ olfactory symptoms resolved. Only then, towards the end of the nine weeks of treatment, did Freud notice a marked change in his patient, who recovered her usual cheerful demeanour. Miss Lucy attributed this to her having accepted the reality of her situation and come to terms with it. Freud noted that when he happened to meet the patient by chance some months later he found her to be in good spirits and she assured him that she had remained well (Freud 1895: 121).

Freud described how, when faced with the problem of not being able to hypnotize Miss Lucy, he had remembered Bernheim eliciting apparently forgotten memories under somnambulism by means of ‘a mild word of command and a pressure with the hand’ (Freud 1895: 109). This suggested to Freud that the patient did in fact have knowledge somewhere in his or her mind of what was of ‘pathogenic significance’, and the challenge became how to gain access to this knowledge:

it was only a question of obliging them to communicate it. Thus when I reached a point at which, after asking a patient some question such as: ‘How long have you had this symptom?’ or: ‘What is its origin?’, I was met with the answer: ‘I really don’t know’, I proceeded as follows. I placed my hand on the patient’s forehead or took her head between my hands and said: ‘You will think of it under the pressure of my hand. At the moment at which I relax my pressure you will see something in front of you or something will come into your head. Catch hold of it. It will be what we are looking for. – Well, what have you seen or what has occurred to you?’

(Freud 1895: 110)

Freud wrote that he was surprised to find this procedure apparently yielded the results he was looking for, and grew so confident that,

if patients answered, ‘I see nothing’ or ‘nothing has occurred to me’, I could dismiss this as an impossibility and could assure them that they had certainly become aware of what was wanted but had refused
to believe that that was so and had rejected it….I turned out to be invariably right. The patients had not yet learned to relax their critical faculty. They had rejected the memory that had come up or the idea that had occurred to them, on the ground that it was unserviceable and an irrelevant interruption; and after they had told it to me it always proved to be what was wanted.

(Freud 1895: 111)

The placing of the hand on the forehead, a carryover from hypnosis, was a transitional technique for Freud in his journey from suggestion to free association. It reflected a shift from employing the ‘personal influence of the physician’ (Freud 1895: 283) in the attempt to control through suggestion, to employing it to enlist the patient’s co-operation in gaining access to spontaneous mental elaborations. The apparently self-assured conquistador remained in control, but now the control was being exercised in the service of combating what Freud called the ‘critical faculty’; that is, control in the service of freedom. We sense that Freud the ‘thinker’ was beginning to direct the campaign.

With the abandonment of the ‘surgical’ approach of suggestion ‘therapy’ employed with Emmy von N, Freud had arrived, with Miss Lucy and Fraulein Elisabeth von R, the fourth of his patients in Studies on hysteria, at an innovation which would evolve into his technique of ‘free association’. Freud commented that this new approach for attempting to enlarge the patient’s consciousness was in fact even more laborious and time consuming than his previous attempts to investigate under somnambulism, but had the decided advantage of freeing him from dependence on his unreliable techniques for inducing hypnosis. Furthermore, this means of investigation seemed to have the potential to offer insight as to why patients apparently forget memories. Freud’s conclusion was that such forgetting ‘is often intentional and desired; and its success is never more than apparent’ (Freud 1895: 111).

Here again was evidence of the radical nature of the emotional ambivalence which pervades the human mind, contributing to the relegation of certain aspects or elements of psychic reality to the so-called ‘unconscious’, and the consequent ‘resistance’ to conscious awareness of these elements. Forgetting, Freud had come to understand, was the, only apparently passive, manifestation of an active unconscious.

Of Freud’s remaining two case histories in Studies on hysteria, only the fourth in the series, that of Fraulein Elisabeth von R, is a systematic account of a therapeutic analysis. Freud considered this treatment to be the first complete analysis of a hysteria he had undertaken (Freud 1895: 139). With Elisabeth von R, Freud first employed and developed the pressure technique that he also employed with Miss Lucy (Freud 1895: 110). In response, Elizabeth von R often seemed to supply the necessary missing thought, or ‘association’. However, sometimes Freud found his pressure technique seemed to fail, with his patient insisting that nothing occurred to her (Freud 1895: 153). Freud states that at
first when this happened, he was led to break off the work; however, subsequently two observations encouraged him to persist. He noticed first:

that the method failed in this way only when I found Elisabeth in a cheerful state and free from pain, never when she was feeling badly. In the second place, that she often made such assertions as that she saw nothing, after she had allowed a long interval to pass during which her tense and preoccupied expression of face nevertheless betrayed the fact that a mental process was taking place in her.

(Freud 1895: 153)

From such observations Freud concluded that it was not the procedure that was at fault, but that his patient must be concealing something. He thought either she was applying criticism to the idea and judging it to be of no significance or irrelevant, or she hesitated to share her thought because she felt it was ‘too disagreeable to tell’ (Freud 1895: 153). Freud assured Elisabeth von R that he believed there must have been a thought or thoughts that occurred to her, and perhaps she had not paid sufficient attention to what was passing through her mind, or perhaps she had judged it as irrelevant, or disagreeable. But this he insisted was not her affair; she was obliged to attempt to remain objective, suspend her judgements, and say whatever came into her head. If this was not enough, ‘I declared that I knew very well that something had occurred to her and that she was concealing it from me; but she would never be free of her pains so long as she concealed anything’ (Freud 1895: 154). Sometimes it would take several attempts at pressing upon Elisabeth’s head before any information was forthcoming. Then she might remark that she ‘could have said it’ the first time, and when Freud enquired as to why she had not, she would reply:

‘I thought it wasn’t what was wanted’, or ‘I thought I could avoid it, but it came back to me each time.’ In the course of this difficult work I began to attach a deeper significance to the resistance offered by the patient in the reproduction of her memories and to make a careful collection of the occasions on which it was particularly marked.

(Freud 1895: 154)

Freud added that his reliance on his new technique became ‘unqualified’. Whether or not Freud’s success with his pressure technique was as complete as he claims, what is evident is that by the time of writing his account of Elisabeth von R he had already grasped the elements of technique essential to the facilitation of a psychoanalytic process. He had understood that the spontaneous thoughts, images, and feelings which occur to the patient are not just a random jumble, but reflect the preoccupations of the patient, whether conscious or unconscious. They are always potentially leading somewhere, and
the task for the investigator is to facilitate the recognition and communication of these states of mind. Of course, this remains today as it was for Freud, and any therapist serious about investigating the mind of his or her patient must understand the associative nature of thought processes, and must contend with what Freud refers to with Elisabeth von R as ‘resistance’.

Freud’s at times hectoring tone in his account of his attempts to overcome Elisabeth von R’s ‘resistance’ suggests that his own need to direct the campaign remained considerable. Nevertheless a more co-operative alliance between Freud and his patient was evolving, just as a new alliance between ‘conquistador’ and ‘thinker’ was in the process of being forged within his mind.

Freud was beginning to make detailed observations about his patients’ mental processes, his own personal responses to his patients, and of the effects one mind may exert upon another. He was also beginning to understand how a ‘standardized’ setting or frame facilitates accurate observation. For example, by repeatedly attempting his pressure technique with Elisabeth von R, he was able to observe that on days when she seemed in a cheerful disposition and free of somatic pain, she was less inclined to report spontaneous thoughts than on days when she was feeling badly. More and more Freud began to realize that exploring and understanding the patient’s resistances to telling him of her memories or thoughts was potentially more revealing of the patient’s deepest anxieties and concerns than anything else (Freud 1895: 154).

Clinical psychoanalytic experience teaches the critical importance of the patient’s willingness to be candid in reporting thoughts, impressions, and feelings, and allows observation of the reluctance we often encounter in our patients, or find in ourselves, to ‘free associate’. The reasons would seem to be exactly those that Freud identified: first, our willingness to assume that something is not relevant, and second, that we find it ‘disagreeable to tell’. The thought may then suffer censorship from the ‘critical faculty’, as Freud called it. Freud was not the first person to recognize the importance of the spontaneous thought and of the free association of thoughts, nor was he the first to recognize the fact that there exists in the mind a faculty which exercises censorship. He was, however, the first to systematically observe and document the evidence for the operation of such processes, and to attempt to incorporate them as elements within a conceptually coherent theory of mind.

At times in these case histories, particularly with Frau Emmy von N, the formulations of the ‘scientist’ seem mechanistic, and the interventions of the ‘conquistador’ appear overbearing and to fail to resonate with the patient’s emotional situation. But Freud was taking serious scientific interest in a group of patients who were, for the most part, either spurned by the medical establishment as untreatable or unworthy of serious attention, or offered a variety of symptomatic somatic treatments of no relevance to the underlying causes of their complaints. He was attempting to bring his ‘thinker’ to bear on understanding these complaints, and he was, in his own way, passionate about these patients. In the last chapter of Studies on hysteria Freud wrote that he tried ‘to
give the patient human assistance, so far as this is allowed by the capacity of one’s own personality and by the amount of sympathy that one can feel for the particular case’ (Freud 1895: 282). This was a wiser statement than probably Freud himself realized. At this early stage he had grasped that he could not proceed by humbug; that unless a real relationship with the patient was possible, little could be achieved. Freud was also already becoming aware that the personality of the therapist was a crucial and potentially limiting factor in the unfolding of the treatment process.

The thinker Freud’s openness to investigating the neuroses comes across in the engaging account of ‘Katharina’, the third of his four cases from Studies on hysteriap. She was a ‘sulky-looking girl of perhaps eighteen’, who had served Freud his meal at a tavern where he was holidaying. She followed him on a walk to the top of a nearby mountain, and approached Freud to enquire if he was a doctor:

Coming to myself I replied: ‘Yes, I’m a doctor: but how did you know that?’

‘You wrote your name in the Visitors’ Book, sir. And I thought if you had a few moments to spare…The truth is, sir, my nerves are bad. I went to see a doctor in L- about them and he gave me something for them; but I’m not well yet.’

So there I was with the neuroses once again – for nothing else could very well be the matter with this strong, well-built girl with her unhappy look. I was interested to find that neuroses could flourish in this way at a height of over 6,000 feet; I questioned her further therefore.

(Freud 1895: 125)

Freud’s attempt to investigate Katharina’s problems again revealed traumatic events, on this occasion specifically sexual, and in this single interview at the top of the mountain it seems that Freud was able to offer the troubled young woman some help in coming to understand the nature of her difficulties. Although Freud did not make a point of it, he appears to have been sensitive to the fact that she would not have followed and approached him for no good reason. We might perhaps conjecture there was something in Freud’s demeanour, some unknown factor, to encourage such an approach.

We might also pause to reflect that not much has changed in the medical world. These days, when the patient’s ‘nerves’ are bad and he or she consults the doctor, as this young woman did, the something for the nerves is likely to be called an antidepressant, but broadly speaking the result will be the same. Even if the antidepressant succeeds in calming the nerves, it cannot make the patient well, and it remains a moot point whether the unwell patient is better or worse off with calmer nerves.
As noted, Freud defined psychoanalysis in three ways: i) a procedure for the investigation of the mind, ii) a method of treatment, and iii) a collection of psychological information obtained from these procedures, which has accumulated into a body of scientific knowledge (Freud 1923a: 235). In the early case histories of *Studies on hysteria* we see Freud’s understanding developing in all three areas. Of particular interest is Freud’s beginning to define his procedures for investigation. At the heart of defining any science is the delineation of the field of observation and study, and the development of techniques for investigation of that field and for advancing knowledge.

*Studies on hysteria* also documented the considerable increments in the development of his theory since *A case of successful treatment by hypnotism*. Freud proposes a more sophisticated formulation of the psychological mechanism of hysteria, and the mechanism of its cure. He hypothesizes that the ‘hysterical method of defence’ is constituted by the conversion of a psychic excitation into a ‘somatic innervation’. That is, when the conscious ego encounters an ‘incompatible idea’ and the idea is repressed from consciousness, the excitation associated with the idea is converted into the ‘somatic innervation’. The patient is now aware of the ‘physical reminiscence which has arisen through conversion’, and the affect previously linked to the ‘incompatible idea’ is now ‘more or less clearly attached’ to the physical reminiscence (Freud 1895: 122). So, reasoned Freud, if the forgotten and incompatible idea could be retrieved and restored to the conscious mind, and the feelings related to the incompatibility registered and experienced, the somatic symptom itself would resolve, as was the case with Miss Lucy.

In the background of *Studies on hysteria* was a further developing theory: the theory of the sexual aetiology of the neuroses. Freud would later come to insist that a necessary condition for a person to become a ‘psychoanalyst’ was acceptance of the sexual aetiology of neurosis. From time to time Freud the ‘conquistador’ would attempt to define ‘his’ science of ‘psychoanalysis’ by adherence to such specific theoretical constructs. On the other hand, Freud the ‘thinker’ was coming to understand that what was really at issue was a way of listening to, or looking at, the phenomena within the field; a way of observing, suspending judgement, and waiting for understanding to arrive, and that this was the heart of the psychoanalytic endeavour. Important as theory is, it remains secondary.

While the theory of the sexual aetiology of neurosis has relevance, today we are unlikely to feel compelled by Freud’s insistence upon it. In contrast, it is hard to imagine a psychoanalyst who would question that the essence of psychoanalytic activity is the process of investigation, of trying to get to know about something, and that this is greatly facilitated by free association. Charcot may have been over-invested in his own theories, but from Charcot Freud learned ‘to look again and again at the things he did not understand, to deepen his impression of them day by day, till suddenly an understanding of
them dawned on him’ (Freud 1893b: 12). To observe afresh, as free as possible from theoretical preconceptions, and to think afresh, as it were from ‘first principles’, remains the essence of the psychoanalytic endeavour. Freud had moved a considerable distance towards achieving this degree of freedom by the time of writing *Studies on Hysteria*. Didier Anzieu has commented that, for Freud, the practice of psychoanalysis would increasingly become ‘the art of letting his own unconscious listen to the patient’s unconscious’ (Anzieu 1986: 524).

Finally, Freud’s observations of his patients’ therapeutic progress conferred some confidence that he had discovered a means of effective treatment. Addressing the hypothetical patient in his final chapter, ‘The psychotherapy of hysteria’, he wrote: ‘But you will be able to convince yourself that much will be gained if we succeed in transforming your hysterical misery into common unhappiness. With a mental life that has been restored to health you will be better armed against that unhappiness’ (Freud 1895: 305).
I shall entirely disregard the fact that the mental apparatus with which we are here concerned is also known to us in the form of an anatomical preparation, and I shall carefully avoid the temptation to determine psychical locality in any anatomical fashion. I shall remain upon psychological ground.

(Freud 1900: 536)

By the time of writing *The interpretation of dreams* Freud had determined to ‘remain upon psychological ground’. This chapter attempts to follow Freud’s journey in arriving at this position. It will consider his shift of interest from brain and neurology to mind and psychology; that is from physical phenomena to psychical phenomena, and further consider his early work the *Project for a scientific psychology* (Freud 1950) alongside the development of his thinking about the nature of the relationship between mind and matter.

Up until embarking upon his ‘Project’ the ‘conquistador’ and the ‘thinker’ each seem to have had a voice in Freud’s mind. Their directives often differed but the conflict between them did not appear to have had the intensity it would take on with the *Project*. It is as if this work focused his conflict; the voices steadily became more strident, alternating in rapid succession, perhaps speaking to him almost simultaneously, so that for a period Freud lived from day to day through an intense inner struggle. He recorded this emotional struggle, and his mental state at the time of the *Project*, in his letters to his friend and confidant Wilhelm Fliess. When Freud began work on his *Project* the relationship between the two men was entering its most intense phase.

Freud and Fliess, a Berlin ENT specialist, had met in 1887, and an unusual relationship developed between them. This relationship was conducted in large part by letter, and the now famous Freud–Fliess correspondence took place between 1887 and 1904 with the bulk of the letters written between 1895 and 1901. Freud’s letters have survived, but Fliess’s have not. In his letters Freud expounds his evolving psychological ideas to his friend, both it seems to clarify his own thinking and to seek support and input from Fliess.
The two men also met from time to time for ‘congresses’ which served as an opportunity to encourage each other, and to share and compare scientific ideas. An incomplete collection of Freud’s letters was first published in German in 1950, with an English translation under the title *The origins of psycho-analysis* published in 1954 (Kris et al. 1954). This volume also included the first three parts of the draft of the *Project for a scientific psychology* which had been despatched by Freud to Fliess at the time of writing, and thereby preserved for posterity. The title *The origins of psycho-analysis* reflects Freud’s use of the letters to formulate his developing ideas, as well as to inform Fliess of his ever shifting and developing theories. A volume of the complete letters was later published in 1985 under the editorship of Jeffrey Masson (Masson 1985b).

The outcome of Freud’s struggle with the *Project* might be described as a victory for the ‘thinker’ within his mind, and a reluctant letting go of his aspiration for a materialist explanation of the mind. In relation to his philosophy of the mind, I think Freud’s mature position and that of the thinker can be described as one of placing ‘mind’ over ‘matter’. However, early on Freud had cherished the hope that it might be possible to explain the phenomena of mind in terms of the purely material parameters of brain function; such was the project of the conquistador. To let go of this hope would cost him a great emotional struggle, and although he became increasingly realistic about the impossibility of his wish, it was one he never quite relinquished entirely.

It was not simply that the ‘thinker’ got the upper hand in the struggle, but also that a new thinker was beginning to emerge, one not just paying attention to developing his own theory, but also beginning to pay attention to his own mind and the conflicting forces within. In order to understand the conflict that came to a head in the *Project* it is important to follow the development of Freud’s thinking about the relationship of mind and brain.

Freud’s early research into the medulla oblongata, or brain stem, was noted in Chapter 1. Later in life, he reflected upon his own considerable work on the medulla alongside the fact that medical attempts had apparently been made to explain morbid anxiety as a disorder located in the medulla. He commented:

> The medulla oblongata is a very serious and lovely object. I remember quite clearly how much time and trouble I devoted to its study many years ago. To-day, however, I must remark that I know nothing that could be of less interest to me for the psychological understanding of anxiety than a knowledge of the path of the nerves along which its excitations pass.

*(Freud 1917b: 393)*

All neurological tracts ascending from the body to the brain, and descending from the brain to the body, of necessity pass through the medulla or brain-stem. These neurological tracts interweave and cross in complex ways, which remained relatively undefined when Freud began his work. Freud’s original
and painstaking research made a significant contribution to the understanding of the interrelationships of these nerve tracts and the anatomical structure of the medulla.

When Freud commented in retrospect on this research: ‘I know nothing that could be of less interest to me for the psychological understanding of anxiety than a knowledge of the path of the nerves along which its excitations pass’, he was making a general observation, not one specific to the medulla. The inference is that knowledge of the nervous pathways, whatever they are, is not directly relevant to the psychological study of anxiety, and by implication, to the study of other psychological phenomena of the mind. What I think Freud was suggesting, and what I infer from his statement, is that knowledge of brain anatomy and physiology is only indirectly relevant to the study of the phenomena of the mind. Freud had undergone a long path to arrive at this point. I will call it Freud’s ‘mature’ position, and will argue why I believe it is the logically correct one.

In reflecting upon Freud’s conception of the mind, Ernest Jones has stated that in his student days Freud passed through a phase of ‘radical materialism’, but that this early materialist attitude would have been strongly challenged by his attendance at Brentano’s and Meynert’s lectures (Jones 1953: 402). Brentano was a philosopher and an independent thinker whose university lectures were very popular. According to Symington, there was considerable antagonism towards Brentano from the mainstreams of both philosophy and science. He was unpopular in philosophical circles because he challenged the prevalent idealist notions, and unpopular amongst scientists because he did not subscribe to the reductive materialism of the anti-vitalists (Symington 2004: 23). He was however a systematic and coherent thinker about the mind, in a way that Meynert, a psychiatrist, was not. Of these two men there is no doubt that it was Brentano who was the important influence on Freud’s thinking.

Brentano’s philosophical interest was in psychology and the phenomenology of consciousness. As noted in Chapter 1, in his work *Psychology from an empirical standpoint* (Brentano 1973), Brentano was concerned to establish a conceptual framework for an empirical approach to the phenomena of the mind, of equivalent validity to the empirical approach to the investigation of phenomena in the natural sciences. Although he did not subscribe to the notion of an unconscious, Brentano’s empirical approach to psychological phenomena privileged the psychological phenomena themselves. He did not follow those influential scientists such as Maudsley who subscribed to the view that a scientific psychology can be arrived at primarily through knowledge of physiology. From the outset, Brentano emphasized the distinction between the perception of external physical phenomena and the mental states that are the objects of inner perception; the objects of external perception, he argued, are always more doubtful than those of inner perception. Of the outside world Brentano said: ‘We have no experience of that which truly exists, in and of itself’ (Brentano 1973: 19), and ‘We have no right, therefore,
to believe that the objects of so-called external perception really exist as they appear to us’, whereas in the case of objects of inner perception, we have ‘that clear knowledge and complete certainty which is provided by immediate insight. Consequently, no one can really doubt that a mental state which he perceives in himself exists, and that it exists just as he perceives it’ (Brentano 1973: 10). ‘The truth of physical phenomena’, he wrote, is ‘only a relative truth’, while:

The phenomena of inner perception are a different matter. They are true in themselves. As they appear to be, so are they in reality, a fact which is attested to by the evidence with which they are perceived. Who could deny, then, that this constitutes a great advantage of psychology over the natural sciences?

(Brentano 1973: 19)

Brentano’s empiricism rendered his philosophy more acceptable to Freud (Boehlich 1990: 102), who was otherwise initially unsympathetic to Brentano’s theistic and non-materialist orientation. In 1875, Freud wrote to Eduard Silberstein, apparently referring to the challenges posed by his philosophical studies and Brentano’s thinking: ‘I have to confess that I badly mistook the basic questions that agitate me, and that I was completely lacking in philosophical insight. The rueful confession of a former swashbuckling, stubborn materialist!’ (Boehlich 1990: 109). Freud would nevertheless remain a more or less committed materialist for many years to come, but he did experience ‘doubts’.

Symington has pointed out that Brentano also considered the mind to be an agent, and active in creating meaning:

Objects are not neutrally existent within the subject’s consciousness. They call forth a relationship from the subject. This meant that Brentano opposed the associationist understanding of the human organism and demanded that scientists take account of the psychically active subject. In present-day terminology, Brentano was describing the ego’s relation to internal objects.

(Symington 2004: 27)

In considering Freud’s abandonment of his seduction hypothesis of the aetiology of hysteria, in Chapter 6, I will argue that the real significance of this was that it reflected Freud’s recognition that the mind is not just a passive recipient of experience, but is an agent and active in the creation of meaning.

If Freud the medical student was in a phase of ‘radical materialism’, as Jones suggests, Brentano, with his emphasis on the primary activity of the mind and the independent validity of subjective experience as a source of data, challenged his point of view. Given Freud’s attraction to, and respect for, the
original and independent thinker, and his close following of Brentano’s teachings, it is clear Brentano exercised a significant influence, but it was an influence that would remain latent for a long time. After his first three years of medical studies, Freud came under the influence of the formidable Brücke, in his physiology laboratory, and of the ‘anti-vitalist’ and materialist views of the school of Helmholtz. As noted, the central tenet of this school was that a scientific explanation of all the phenomena of life can be achieved through recourse to the basic natural sciences, physics and chemistry.

When, in 1891, Freud published *On aphasia* (Freud 1953), he seemed to be already reaching beyond a ‘radical materialist’ formulation of the mind. By this time, Freud had behind him a wide experience in clinical medicine and was already an accomplished neurologist. Although *On aphasia* is a neurological text, evident in the background is Freud’s interest in, and attempt to conceptualize, the nature of the relationship between mind and brain:

The relationship between the chain of the physiological events in the nervous system and the mental processes is probably not one of cause and effect. The former do not cease when the latter set in; they tend to continue, but, from a certain moment, a mental phenomenon corresponds to each part of the chain, or to several parts. The psychic is, therefore, a process parallel to the physiological, “a dependent concomitant”.

(Freud 1953: 55)

Here Freud, as he acknowledged, was drawing on the views of the famous neurologist, Hughlings Jackson. Freud the ‘thinker’ appears to have abandoned the promise of an overarching reductionist solution that a materialist perspective seemed to offer, and to be engaged in wrestling with the problem of the mind anew. His interest in a materialist formulation was becoming balanced by recognition of the inherent qualities of mental phenomena.

In his biography, Ernest Jones describes Freud’s 1891 position, as stated in *On aphasia*, as a form of ‘psycho-physical parallelism’ (Jones 1953: 403), but Jones’s description here is potentially misleading. Now of largely historical interest, psycho-physical parallelism is the doctrine that mind and brain do not influence one another, but that physical brain events and psychological mind events are proceeding or evolving alongside each other, in parallel as it were, so that every mind event seems to be matched with a corresponding set of brain events. The original version of psycho-physical parallelism was the non-interactionist dualism of the philosopher Leibniz, who postulated two kinds of existence: physical events of the body and psychological events of the soul, which parallel each other, and as such stand as representations of each other, but have no causal interaction; their apparent interaction being an illusion due to a pre-ordained harmony established by God (Woolhouse and Francks 1998: 35). It is as though, at the Creation, God had set two trains running on
parallel tracks, and they have been running ever since, keeping perfect time with each other. Any appearance of interaction between the two is just that, an appearance resulting from the pre-ordained harmony of existence.

Obviously such a psycho-physical parallelism was not what Freud had in mind. He was never in any doubt that psychological events were dependent upon the neuro-physiological events of the brain. So what did he mean when he wrote in 1891 that, ‘The chain of physiological processes in the nervous system probably does not stand in any causal relation to the psychical processes’? He was not suggesting that there is no relationship between the two trains. What he seems to be suggesting is that the relationship cannot be conceptualized within the ordinary construction of temporal causality. I think he rejects the relationship as being one of causality, because he recognizes that psychological events and physiological events must at some level be different aspects of the same process. If two manifestations are in essence part of the same process, then they occur simultaneously, and one cannot be said to cause the other. Mental events are a ‘dependent concomitant’ of brain events, but cannot be simply conceptualized as caused by them.

In this passage, Freud seems to recognize the experienced ‘duality’ of mind and brain; psychical processes and physical processes appear to us as very different things, they seem to be quite different trains. This duality demands recognition, but at the same time Freud also seems to recognize there must be an essential unity between psychological and physiological events; that the psychological is a ‘dependent concomitant’ of the physical. At some level they must be manifestations of the same thing; one train looked at from different perspectives. Intellectually at least, Freud the ‘thinker’ had recognized the essence of the mind/brain problem, and was actively engaged in struggling with it.

In his biography, Ernest Jones has commented that Freud came to the view that ‘not only was the essential nature of both mind and matter quite unknown, but they were so intrinsically different in kind as to make it a logical error to translate a description of processes in the one into terms of the other’ (Jones 1953: 404). This is what I have called Freud’s ‘mature’ position, although it seems doubtful that Freud was ever quite as unified in his mind about the matter as Jones’s statement suggests. Freud’s ‘mature’ position is, nevertheless, a long way from that of the ‘radial materialist’. Perhaps the contemporary philosopher who states a similar position most cogently is John Searle, in his book *The rediscovery of the mind* (Searle 1998). Searle identifies the tendency in materialist doctrines ‘to deny the existence of any irreducible mental phenomena in the world’. He asks, ‘Now why are they [the reductionists] so anxious to deny the existence of irreducible intrinsic mental phenomena? Why don’t they just concede that these properties are ordinary higher-level biological properties of neurophysiological systems such as human brains?’ (Searle 1998: 27). Searle argues that the need to accept the ‘obvious facts about our own
experiences – for example, that we are all conscious and that our conscious states have quite specific irreducible phenomenological properties’, is as necessary as the need to accept the ‘obvious facts of physics’ (Searle 1998: 28).

Despite asserting the irreducibility of mental phenomena Searle does not consider his theory of mind a dualist one. Compelling though Searle’s position is, it cannot constitute a satisfactory ‘solution’ to the mind/body problem, at least from a logical perspective. A contradiction appears to remain; two things cannot be both different and the same. In this regard, however, Searle’s formulation fares no worse than any other attempt to ‘solve’ the mind/brain problem, at least as it has been formulated within the terms of Western philosophy. No completely coherent formulation, or ‘solution’, has been offered; many philosophers regard the problem as insoluble, and consider that a real conceptual grasp of the problem entails understanding this essential insolubility. From this point of view it remains, and will remain, a metaphysical problem, rather than a problem amenable to solution by scientific research.

In stating Freud’s final position as being that mind and matter are ‘so intrinsically different in kind as to make it a logical error to translate a description of processes in the one into terms of the other’ (Jones 1953: 404), Jones does not say when he thinks Freud arrived there. The overall picture is complicated by the fact that even if, intellectually, Freud came to such a clear position, emotionally he often seemed to want to hold onto elements of a reductive materialism. Robert Caper has noted:

running through much of Freud’s work, especially in the higher-level theorizing of what he called his “metapsychology”, a wistful tendency to regard psychology as a kind of physics and to treat emotions, ideas, and states of mind in general as epiphenomenal expressions of the energetic state of the mental apparatus.

(Caper 1988: 75)

It does not seem that in 1891, at the time of publishing *On aphasia*, Freud had fully accepted the concept of the irreducible nature of the phenomenological properties of mental processes. His identification with the Helmholtz school, which had exerted such a powerful influence, would have led him to want to reject the idea. But even if he was moving towards this position, I do not think he had fully grasped the implications of adopting it. The conquistador’s emotional attachment to his materialist conceptions, and his hope that he could use them to conquer the problem of the mind, was a deep and ‘wistful’ one.

There is, however, further compelling evidence that in 1891 Freud had not yet reached his ‘mature’ position, and this is the fact that a few years later in 1895, he came to write his *Project for a scientific psychology* (Freud 1950). In the *Project* Freud struggles to conceptualize the relationship between physical and psychical processes, and seems at times to be attempting ‘to translate a description of processes in the one into terms of the other’.
The *Project* is a complex document, of which only the briefest summary can be offered (see also Wollheim 1971). Freud begins the work with this statement:

The intention is to furnish a psychology that shall be a natural science: that is, to represent psychical processes as quantitatively determinate states of specifiable material particles, thus making those processes perspicuous and free from contradiction.

(Freud 1950: 295)

Freud the conquistador is setting out on a campaign, and his goal would seem consistent with the reductionist aspirations of the Helmholtz school.

At the time of Freud’s writing the *Project* a considerable amount was known about brain structure, both anatomical and histological, but little was understood about the functioning of the cells of the brain; the neurones. In the *Project*, by drawing on what was known, and basing his reasoning on this nascent knowledge, Freud was able to arrive at a number of inferences about how he thought the brain might function. Following his initial statement of intention, he continues by clarifying that the ‘material particles’ in question are the neurones, and that he will designate what is responsible for activity within these neurones as a hypothetical quantity of energy ‘Q’. This concept of a given quantity of energy, Q, represented Freud’s attempt to develop a conception of activity that is quantitative and potentially measurable by parameters applicable in the realm of what he called ‘natural science’.

Freud goes on to formulate a succession of principles under which he hypothesizes these neurones are operating. He proposed, for example, the principle of ‘neuronal inertia’ (Freud 1950: 296). This specifies that if neurones acquire a quantity of energy Q, they tend to divest themselves of this quantity of energy; there is a natural tendency in the neurone to discharge itself, and to return to a quiescent state. On the other hand, Freud postulated a cathedected neurone as being one which, for whatever reason, has not divested itself of its quantity Q, and remains in a charged and potentially active state.

Freud then considered a hypothetical process of conduction between neurones, and how this might be conceptualized. He formulated the idea of the ‘contact barrier’ (Freud 1950: 298), which he located at the interface between neurones, and which constitutes a resistance to the transfer of energy from one neurone to another. Such transfer, then, would depend upon the stimulus Q being sufficient to overcome this ‘contact barrier’. Freud further speculated that neurones may exert facilitatory or inhibitory effects upon one another.

Employing a deductive logic, Freud goes on to suggest that memory must be the result of permanent alterations in either the facilitation or the inhibition of conduction at specific ‘contact barriers’ between neurones. In other words, when quantities of energy, Q, pass through contact barriers, they may cause permanent alterations (memory) in the contact barrier itself.
As we know, these ideas proved prescient. There is, as Freud suggested, a binary system inherent in neuronal function; the neurone either fires, and transmits an electrical impulse, or it does not. The resistance to the transmission of impulses is regulated at the synapse between neurones, and the synapse functions in much the way Freud’s hypothetical ‘contact barrier’ was conceptualized. Possibilities such as these can be seen to have been at least suggested in what was known of the structure and function of the nervous system at the time, and Freud’s concern was to use this available knowledge to develop a hypothetical, but plausible, model of neuronal activity. Freud’s initial hypotheses about the functioning of neurones seem to represent a combination of sound deduction and inspired intuition. Up to this point, Freud had been able to bring to the task the deductive and analytic thinker within his mind.

But Freud was not content to rest there. His goal was much grander; as he says, to furnish us with nothing less than a ‘psychology’ based on these hypothetical elements of neuronal functioning. From this point, Freud’s reasoning in the Project becomes more complex, often difficult to follow, and his conjectures increasingly in the realm of guesswork. He advances a number of further hypotheses, eventually striving to bring even the phenomena of consciousness and thinking within the sphere of explanation by means of these hypothetical elements of neuronal functioning. He postulates, for example, three different groups of neurones in the central nervous system, each subserving a particular function. One of these three systems of neurones, the omega (\(\omega\)) neurones (Freud 1950: 309), is proposed to specifically subserve consciousness and the registration of psychic qualities, such as pleasure and unpleasure. Freud then considers the central difficulty of how a system of neuronal activity that he conceives of as dealing with quanta of energy could give rise to the different qualities of conscious psychic experience.

As Freud’s system became increasingly complex, it also became increasingly speculative. There was no evidence for the specific hypothesized class of neurones, the omega neurones, giving rise to consciousness, and much of Freud’s speculation about neuronal functioning in the latter parts of the Project is developed without any basis in direct evidence. So where do these speculative elements of Freud’s neurophysiology come from? It would seem that they found their origins in Freud’s observations of the workings of the human mind, more so than in any knowledge of the workings of the human brain.

Even those of Freud’s hypotheses with plausible links to what was known of brain anatomy and histology can, from a psychological perspective, be considered as ‘over determined’. The idea of neurones exerting facilitatory and inhibitory effects upon each other was, for example, a reasonable deduction from Freud’s knowledge of clinical neurology and what was known about the brain, but it also seems to mirror elements of Freud’s psychological observations, in particular the existence of contradictory psychic impulses in his neurotic patients. The patient described in A case of successful treatment by hypnotism (Freud 1892–93) was observed to struggle with contradictory impulses; a
determination to eat on the one hand, and the ‘antithetical idea’ expressed somatically, to reject food, on the other. *Studies on hysteria* (Breuer and Freud 1895) is replete with Freud’s descriptions of his patients’ struggles with contradictory ideas and impulses. Such observations seem to have contributed to shaping his conceptions about the functioning of neuronal systems. The consistency with which Freud identified such dichotomous tendencies within his patients’ minds might also suggest the existence of a further determining factor within his own mind. It has often been remarked that Freud’s theories tended to be formulated as a conflict between opposites: the instinctual impulse and its repression; the pleasure principle versus the reality principle; eros versus thanatos, and so on. As ‘psychoanalysts’ we might wonder if, at a deeper level, these binary configurations reflected not just the dichotomous tendencies in the minds of his patients, but some organizing dichotomous principle within his own mind.

In fact, the more speculative parts of the *Project* would seem to have little to do with neurobiology, but are in essence a reification of Freud’s psychological thinking. As much as anything else, the *Project* is, I believe, a model of the function of the mind expressed in a biological fantasy employing the knowledge of the nervous system that existed at the time. Many elements of the *Project* are concretized representations of abstract conceptions. It is as if Freud is projecting his emerging ideas about the mind onto the known reality of the brain. To this extent the *Project* is an anthropomorphic fallacy; the fallacy of ascribing human psychic characteristics somewhere they do not belong. Even Frank Sulloway, who in his book *Freud–biologist of the mind* emphasized the conceptual validity of the biologically based elements in Freud’s theories, has acknowledged that ‘much of the *Project*’s supposedly neurological cast was indeed little more than a projection of previously formulated psychophysicalist constructs onto hypothetical neurophysiological structures’ (Sulloway 1979: 130).

At times, Freud himself acknowledges that in much of the *Project* he is working from psychology to biology. Introducing part II, ‘Psychopathology’, he states that in this part of his text he will attempt ‘to infer from the analysis of pathological processes some further determinates of the system founded on the basic hypotheses’ (Freud 1950: 347). By ‘pathological processes’, Freud is referring specifically to the psychopathological processes that are the subject of this section. However, while inferring from psychology, Freud consistently formulates his ideas in the realms of neurophysiology, so that it is possible for the reader to be lulled into the view that Freud is constructing hypotheses about neurophysiological processes upon a bedrock of neurobiological knowledge; a supposed bedrock which the science of the day had not in fact reached. The reader’s encounter is with the ‘swashbuckling, stubborn materialist’ (Boehlich 1990: 109).

The fact that Freud’s speculations go far beyond the limited neurophysiological knowledge at the time of writing is one difficulty that renders the
whole of the *Project* problematic. However, the second, and more fundamental, difficulty with the *Project* is the conceptual one of attempting ‘to translate a description of processes in the one into terms of the other’. To the extent Freud attempts this, he makes an unjustified assumption of an equivalence which would allow for translation between an epistemology constructed from the phenomena of mind, and one constructed from the phenomena of the brain. Again, this suggests that in 1895 Freud is still some way from what I have called his ‘mature’ position, namely that the essential natures of mind and matter make this ‘a logical error’ (Jones 1953: 404).

The ‘thinker’ Freud was aware of the problematic nature of his endeavour on both fronts. While attempting to give an account of consciousness, he acknowledged: ‘It is only by means of such complicated and far from perspicuous hypotheses that I have hitherto succeeded in introducing the phenomena of consciousness into the structure of quantitative psychology.’ Then, in his very next sentence, Freud seems to acknowledge the insoluble nature of the mind/brain problem itself: ‘No attempt, of course, can be made to explain how it is that excitatory processes in the *w* neurones bring consciousness along with them’ (Freud 1950: 311). The reader can be forgiven, however, if he or she has formed the impression that this is exactly what Freud had set out to do, as suggested in his initial statement of aim: ‘to represent psychical processes as quantitatively determinate states of specifiable material particles’ (Freud 1950: 295). There is throughout the *Project* an ambiguity as to whether or not, or how, Freud thinks this may be possible, but his latter statement that no attempt can be made ‘to explain how it is that excitatory processes in the *w* neurones bring consciousness along with them’ seems to be an explicit acknowledgement of the impossibility of directly translating a description of processes in the realm of neurophysiology into a description of processes in the realm of consciousness. Freud became increasingly aware of the difficulty, and the untenability, of what he was attempting and in the end abandoned the *Project* and never sought its publication.

Jones has offered the following comment about Freud’s attitude at the time:

> he cherished the hope for a time that by applying physical and physiological concepts, such as those of energy, tension, discharge, excitation, etc., to mental processes it would be possible to achieve a better understanding of such processes. He even made a valiant, if somewhat forlorn, endeavour to put this into operation and he wrote a brochure (in 1895) describing his effort in detail. This he never published, and his reactions to it soon afterward indicate his recognition that the endeavour was wildly premature if not altogether vain.

(Jones 1953: 404)

While Freud’s grand intention in the *Project* had, in essence, failed, the exercise was nevertheless highly significant for him for two reasons. First, in
recognizing his project as a dead end, a cul-de-sac, Freud was forced to reorient himself, with the result that his 'project for a scientific psychology' would now become psychological in its essence.

Second, the real significance of the content of the Project would prove to be the speculations about the mind contained within and alongside its speculations about the neurophysiological functioning of the brain. Freud would mine the rich vein of speculative ideas he had laid down in the Project in formulating a number of his subsequent theories of the mind. Many of these later theories would retain elements of the quantitative, mechanistic and deterministic cast found in the Project; elements which would often seem more suitable for the description of processes in the material world than the world of the mind.

Freud's giving up of his Project was, however, no straightforward matter. The survival of his letters to Fliess allows us to follow his emotional struggle at the time. On April 27, 1895, Freud wrote to Fliess that he was caught up in what he called his 'Psychology for Neurologists', which 'regularly consumes me totally until, actually overworked, I must break off. I have never before experienced such a high degree of preoccupation. And will anything come of it? I hope so, but it is difficult and slow going' (Masson 1985b: 127).

On May 25, Freud wrote:

>a man like me cannot live without a hobbyhorse, without a consuming passion, without – in Schiller's words – a tyrant. I have found one. In its service I know no limits. It is psychology [i.e. the Project] …

During the past weeks I have devoted every free minute to such work; have spent the hours of the night from eleven to two with such fantasizing, interpreting, and guessing, and invariably stopped only when somewhere I came up against an absurdity or when I actually and seriously overworked, so that I had no interest left in my daily medical activities.

(Masson 1985b: 129)

As Jones notes, such an 'obsessive preoccupation' could hardly be sustained (Jones 1953: 417). On August 16, Freud was relaxing on his summer holiday, and wrote to Fliess: 'Bowling or hunting for mushrooms is, in any event, a much healthier pastime' (Masson 1985b: 136). However, continues Jones, Freud was soon again in the grip of his obsession, and after he had met with Fliess in Berlin for one of their regular 'congresses' on September 4, Freud was so excited that he:

>could not wait to get home but started composing in the train; the first part of his essay was thus written in pencil. The whole essay, which would make a brochure of some hundred pages, was written feverishly in a couple of weeks, with a few necessary intervals.

(Jones 1953: 418)
On October 8, Freud despatched two notebooks, containing the first three parts of his manuscript, to Fliess, but held back the last section which he felt was problematic, and perhaps never completed it. In the accompanying letter he complained he felt he had not succeeded: ‘I am inclined to listen to the quiet voice which tells me that my explanations are not adequate’ (Masson 1985b: 141). Soon after, on October 15: ‘For two weeks I was in the throes of writing fever, believed that I had found the secret, now I know that I still haven’t, and have again dropped the whole business’ (Masson 1985b: 144).

Then, on October 20, only five days later, Freud had shifted again:

During an industrious night last week, when I was suffering from that degree of pain which brings about the optimal condition for my mental activities, the barriers suddenly lifted, the veils dropped, and everything became transparent – from the details of the neuroses to the determinates of consciousness. Everything seemed to fall into place, the cogs meshed, I had the impression that the thing now really was a machine that shortly would function on its own. The three systems of n[eurones]; the free and bound state of Qn [quantity]; … [here Freud lists all the theoretical elements of his system]…finally, the factors determining consciousness, as a function of perception – all that was correct and still is today! Naturally, I can scarcely manage to contain my delight.

(Masson 1985b: 146)

It would prove to be but a final surge of conviction, and less than three weeks later Freud was admitting defeat. On November 8 he wrote to Fliess: ‘I have packed up the psychological manuscripts and thrown them into a drawer’ and, ‘I rebelled against my tyrant. I felt overworked, irritated, confused, and incapable of mastering it all. So I threw everything away’ (Masson 1985b: 150). Again, on November 29, Freud wrote:

I no longer understand the state of mind in which I hatched the psychology; cannot conceive how I could have inflicted it on you. I believe you are still too polite; to me it appears to have been a kind of madness.

(Masson 1985b: 152)

Within Freud’s obsessional preoccupation the Project became the focus of his tremendous creative drive and energy. However, the alternation of periods of obsessional enthusiasm with periods of resignation to failure has a further quality suggestive of the ‘working through’ (to use Freud’s later language) of an inner psychological conflict. As a flight of fancy the Project seems to have had a dimension of delusional omnipotence and omniscience; part of a ‘manic defence’. The Project, ‘the thing’ as Freud referred to it, would in the end he
hoped, come together like a well-oiled machine, explaining everything, resolving all the impossibility of explaining the mind in terms of the brain. All would be revealed to Freud, and he in turn would reveal all to mankind. His episodes of despair seem to have been a kind of coming down to earth. Freud gradually, and with what would appear to have been a sustained and painful emotional struggle, came to realize the impossibility of fulfilling his wish, at least in this form. The coming together of these dichotomous aspects of Freud’s mind meant bearing a painful frustration. Freud the conquistador had to accept that having made landfall on a distant shore, his discovery was not yet to be crowned with success; far from being over, his journey of exploration had only just begun.

The fact that Freud consigned his *Project* to a drawer was not the end of the matter. As suggested, many of the ideas Freud developed in the work are psychological theories couched in biological terms. Many represent intuitive understandings about psychic processes which Freud would develop further in subsequent formulations. As Sulloway has pointed out, the *Project* ‘inspired new psychological constructs that were to retain a permanent role in psychoanalytic theory: among them, reality testing, the formal distinction between primary and secondary processes, and the wish-fulfilment theory of dreams’ (Sulloway 1979: 130).

Many of Freud’s psychological theories, especially early on, formulated as they were in ‘economic’ terms with reference to concepts such as the quantity and flow of energy, had their roots in the *Project*. This ‘economic’ current remained an important influence throughout Freud’s thinking, and would eventually become a limiting one. Today, these conceptions tend to be regarded as reductionist, and therefore simplistic, as they in fact are, but it would be unwise to dismiss Freud’s economic conceptions as an irrelevance. The ideas of ‘quanta’ and flow of energy retain relevance, to the extent that we conceive of the generation of emotional experience as linked to a substratum of biological needs or drives. Although Freud’s initial conceptualizations concerned libidinal/sexual drives, clinical experience seems to suggest that it is particularly when the frustration of libidinal and emotional needs generates aggressive impulses that economic considerations retain relevance. Frustration, or trauma, which has been suffered passively can generate a quantum of ‘passive aggression’ locked within the mind. Analytic work with such patients often leads to the impression that unless this ‘passive’ aggression can be mobilized and experienced consciously, we might say ‘abreacted’ in the language of *Studies on hysteric*, in ‘quanta’ that can be linked to thinking, therapeutic progress seems to stall. In other words, there may be patients in whom growth of the mind remains blocked unless there is an experience of containment that allows for the transformation of unconscious ‘aggression’ into something ‘active’, perhaps anger or hatred, that can be experienced consciously, recognized, and thought about.
Wilfred Bion was also influenced by, and mined the vein of thinking that Freud had laid down in, the *Project*. Bion acknowledged taking the term ‘contact barrier’ from Freud, although, of course, he employed it in a different and original way (Bion 1962: 17). Bion also acknowledged his debt to Freud for some of the elements in his theory of thinking, in particular Freud’s hypothesis that the beginning of thinking lies in the mismatch between a wishful cathexis and a perception. In *A theory of thinking*, Bion considered the situation of ‘an infant whose expectation of a breast is mated with a realization of no breast available for satisfaction’ (Bion 1967: 111). Bion continues:

If the capacity for toleration of frustration is sufficient the “no-breast” inside becomes a thought and an apparatus for “thinking” it develops. This initiates the state, described by Freud in his *Two Principles of Mental Functioning*, in which dominance by the reality principle is synchronous with the development of an ability to think.

(Bion 1967: 112)

But we can trace Freud’s conceptions of the beginning of thinking further back, to his speculations in the *Project* where he wrote: ‘In so far as the cathexes coincide, they give no occasion for activity of thought. On the other hand, the non-coinciding portions “arouse interest” and can give occasion for activity of thought’ (Freud 1950: 331).

For a time the *Project* became a focus for Freud’s intense creativity, and also a preoccupying obsession. We might say that with the *Project* Freud’s cathexes, linked to wish fulfilment on the one hand, and the reality principle on the other, did not ‘coincide’. It was, I believe, this fact that aroused his deepest interest and gave occasion for an intense activity of both ‘feeling’ and ‘thinking’. Freud was faced with the problem of how to ‘rearrange’ two parts of his mind, ‘conquistador’ and ‘thinker’, so that they could co-operate better and more productively. The real ‘economic’ question was how to harness the drive and energy of the conquistador so that it might be directed by the thinker. In this way it could be turned to projects less likely to fail.

Freud’s inability to master his *Project* demanded a degree of working through of this inner conflict. Although the *Project* was in many respects a *tour de force* of original speculative thought, in the end its greatest significance for Freud was its failure; the ‘thoughts’ were of less importance than the ‘thinking’. Finding himself at a dead end, Freud was forced to reculer pour mieux sauter.

After the *Project* Freud went back to the diverging of the ways, and took another path, but the *Project* was always somewhere, in a drawer, at the back of his mind. When later in life he stated, ‘I know nothing that could be of less interest to me for the psychological understanding of anxiety than a knowledge of the path of the nerves along which its excitations pass’ (Freud 1917b: 395),
surely whatever other experiences he was referring to, he had his *Project* in mind. The greatest consequence of the endeavour was that Freud came to the crucial understanding that psychology, and not biology, constitutes the proper study of the mind. It was as if the *Project* was Freud’s attempt to sort out his own uncertainty in this regard, and it allowed him finally to establish, even if a little shakily, what I have called his ‘mature’ position in respect of the mind/brain problem. He was then free to turn his attention and his genius to what would become his project for the remainder of his life; developing a scientific psychology in essentially psychological terms.
The interpretation of dreams is in fact the royal road to a knowledge of the unconscious; it is the securest foundation of psycho-analysis and the field in which every worker must acquire his convictions and seek his training. If I am asked how one can become a psychoanalyst, I reply: 'By studying one's own dreams.'

(Freud 1910: 33)

The interpretation of dreams, which Freud came to regard as his masterpiece, was published late in 1899, although the publisher preferred to list the publication date as 1900. If this choice of birth date reflected recognition on the part of the publisher of the millennial significance of the book that was coming into the world, it was a long time before the world noticed very much. Sales were poor, and commercially the book was not a success; at least not initially.

The dream of Irma’s injection had taken place about four years earlier, on the night of July 23–24, 1895. At the time, Freud was staying at a holiday house, Bellevue, with his family. In Freud’s ‘dream book’ it became his ‘specimen dream’; the first one, he says in a footnote added in 1914, that he subjected to a systematic analysis (see Freud, 1900: 106). Freud uses it as a starting point in elaborating his theory of dream function and of dream analysis. For these reasons it has become famous, and somewhat infamous.

Even though Freud’s friend, Wilhelm Fliess, does not appear directly in the dream of Irma’s injection, he is present in Freud’s associations and is a central figure in the background. Freud’s relationship with Fliess would constitute a crucial aspect of Freud’s self-analysis, and will be considered further in Chapter 6. As noted in the Introduction, Freud wrote to Fliess from Bellevue in June 1900:

Do you suppose that someday one will read on a marble tablet on this house:
Here, on July 24, 1895, the secret of the dream revealed itself to Dr. Sigm. Freud.

So far there is little prospect of it.  

(Masson 1985b: 417)

Freud's generic ‘secret of the dream’ referred both to the fact of its having a hidden or unconscious meaning and to his view of a dream as a ‘wish fulfilment’. I believe, however, that the real ‘secret’ offered to Freud by the dream of Irma's injection was particular knowledge about himself; ‘knowledge’ that had been largely relegated to the realm of the unconscious, and even after the completion of the dream book at the time of writing this letter to Fliess, it was knowledge which Freud remained reluctant to recognize consciously. The eventual rupture with Fliess would seem to have been linked to Freud’s dawning awareness of this knowledge, and growing awareness of his need to extricate himself from their merged relationship. That rupture would in turn allow Freud to approach closer to the truth contained within his dream.

Freud’s analysis of his specimen dream is detailed and persuasive, at least as far as it goes. A great deal of commentary and speculation has since been written about the dream of Irma’s injection. In formulating yet another interpretation, I have largely restricted my sources to Freud’s own analysis of the dream and Didier Anzieu’s comments in his monumental work Freud’s self-analysis (Anzieu 1986). Although Jeffrey Masson, in his controversial book The assault on truth (Masson 1985a), does not consider the dream of Irma’s injection as such, some of the conclusions he arrived at regarding Freud, Fliess and Emma Eckstein are similar to those offered here.

At the end of Freud’s consideration of the dream in Chapter II of the dream book, he comments:

I will not pretend that I have completely uncovered the meaning of this dream or that its interpretation is without a gap….I myself know the points from which further trains of thought could be followed. But considerations which arise in the case of every dream of my own restrain me from pursuing my interpretive work.

(Freud 1900: 120)

It is somewhat characteristic of the conquistador Freud to emphasize that what has not been ‘uncovered’ is known but cannot be revealed, rather than the possibility that it may remain unknown, and therefore uncertain, even to himself. Freud concludes the chapter with the confident assertion that if we were to adopt his approach to and method of interpreting dreams, we must necessarily confirm that dreams are not the manifestation of a fragmentary activity of the brain, but rather have specific psychological meaning: ‘When the work of interpretation has been completed, we perceive that a dream is the fulfillment of a wish’ (Freud 1900: 121).
Freud’s first aim was to demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt that a dream is a complex and highly meaningful creation; not just the expression of fragmentary and random brain activity, as many people at the time believed, and no doubt still do. Even in this single analysis of his ‘specimen dream’, there can be no doubt Freud achieved this. His second aim was to show that a dream is the fulfilment of a wish, and Freud would often insist that the essence of the dream is an attempt to fulfil a wish in fantasy. This has remained a more doubtful proposition, unless perhaps we were to argue that the wish in question is a wish to make something known, or to understand something. We might then say the dream is an expression of an ‘epistemological’ wish; part of the wish to get to know. However, the essentially disinterested nature of such an ‘epistemological’ wish does not really match what Freud had in mind. Freud’s idea of the wish in question was not a disinterested one at all, but a highly personal and libidinal one; perhaps more the wishes of the conquistador than the thinker: an appetite for food, or sexual satisfaction, a desire for a love relationship, or for wealth or fame, and so on.

Whether or not the dream of Irma’s injection can be regarded as the fulfilment of a wish in fantasy, I will try to explore the way the dream provides a representation, or examination, of the emotional state of mind of the dreamer, and consider the way the dream potentially makes the dreamer’s wishes, emotional state, and beliefs knowable to the dreamer; that is, I will attempt to explore not just the psychological dimensions of the dream, but also the psychoanalytic activity inherent in the dream.

Freud begins Chapter II with an introduction to his approach to the analysis of dreams. The task for the patient is, in essence, the same as the task of exploring the meaning of a neurotic symptom as Freud elaborated in the Studies on hysteria, that is to pay attention to, and report, his or her associations to the dream; whatever comes into the mind in relation to the different dream elements. The initial task for the physician is to facilitate the disposition within the patient that Freud had emphasized in Studies on hysteria; first the patient’s focused attention upon his or her own thoughts and feelings, and second a suspension of the critical faculty by which the patient evaluates the worth of his or her mental contents (Freud 1900: 101). The patient must be helped to pay attention to these spontaneous associations, and to report them freely.

He must adopt a completely impartial attitude to what occurs to him, since it is precisely his critical attitude which is responsible for his being unable, in the ordinary course of things, to achieve the desired unravelling of his dream or obsessional idea or whatever it may be.

(Freud 1900: 101)

Freud goes on to caution, however, that the thoughts which occur spontaneously in this way are liable to generate a powerful, even ‘violent’, resistance which will lead the patient to want to conceal them (Freud 1900: 102).
He then proposes as an experiment, to subject one of his own dreams to this method of analysis. He gives the reader first, a ‘preamble’ introducing the dream; second, his account of the dream itself; third, his associations to, and interpretations about, each element of the dream; and finally, his overall interpretation of the meaning of his dream.

**Freud’s preamble**

During the summer of 1895 I had been giving psycho-analytic treatment to a young lady who was on very friendly terms with me and my family. It will be readily understood that a mixed relationship such as this may be a source of many disturbed feelings in a physician and particularly in a psychotherapist. While the physician’s personal interest is greater, his authority is less; any failure would bring a threat to the old-established friendship with the patient’s family. This treatment had ended in a partial success; the patient was relieved of her hysterical anxiety but did not lose all her somatic symptoms. At that time I was not yet quite clear in my mind as to the criteria indicating that a hysterical case history was finally closed, and I proposed a solution to the patient which she seemed unwilling to accept. While we were thus at variance, we had broken off the treatment for the summer vacation. – One day I had a visit from a junior colleague, one of my oldest friends, who had been staying with my patient, Irma, and her family at their country resort. I asked him how he had found her and he answered: ‘She’s better, but not quite well.’ I was conscious that my friend Otto’s words, or the tone in which he spoke them, annoyed me. I fancied I detected a reproof in them, such as to the effect that I had promised the patient too much; and, whether rightly or wrongly, I attributed the supposed fact of Otto’s siding against me to the influence of my patient’s relatives, who, as it seemed to me, had never looked with favour on the treatment. However, my disagreeable impression was not clear to me and I gave no outward sign of it. The same evening I wrote out Irma’s case history, with the idea of giving it to Dr. M. (a common friend who was at that time the leading figure in our circle) in order to justify myself. That night (or more probably the next morning) I had the following dream, which I noted down immediately after waking.

(Freud 1900: 106)

**Dream of July 23–24, 1895**

* A large hall – numerous guests, whom we were receiving. – Among them was Irma. I at once took her on one side, as though to answer her letter and to reproach her for not having accepted my ‘solution’ yet. I said to her: ‘If you
still get pains, it's really only your fault.' She replied: 'If you only knew what pains I've got now in my throat and stomach and abdomen – it's choking me' – I was alarmed and looked at her. She looked pale and puffy. I thought to myself that after all I must be missing some organic trouble. I took her to the window and looked down her throat, and she showed signs of recalcitrance, like women with artificial dentures. I thought to myself that there was really no need for her to do that. – She then opened her mouth properly and on the right I found a big white patch; at another place I saw extensive whitish grey scabs upon some remarkable curly structures which were evidently modelled on the turbinal bones of the nose. - I at once called in Dr. M., and he repeated the examination and confirmed it…. Dr. M. looked quite different from usual; he was very pale, he walked with a limp and his chin was clean-shaven….My friend Otto was now standing beside her as well, and my friend Leopold was percussing her through her bodice and saying: 'She has a dull area low down on the left.' He also indicated that a portion of the skin on the left shoulder was infiltrated. (I noticed this, just as he did, in spite of her dress.)… M. said: 'There's no doubt it's an infection, but no matter; dysentery will supervene and the toxin will be eliminated.' …We were directly aware, too, of the origin of the infection. Not long before, when she was feeling unwell, my friend Otto had given her an injection of a preparation of propyl, propyls… propionic acid…trimethylamin (and I saw before me the formula for this printed in heavy type)….Injections of that sort ought not to be made so thoughtlessly….And probably the syringe had not been clean.

(Freud 1900: 107)

Summary of Freud's associations and inferences to the different elements of the dream

The ball – numerous guests, whom we were receiving.

The dream is set at Bellevue and took place, says Freud, a few days before his wife’s birthday. He recalls that the day before the dream his wife had told him that one of the friends she was expecting to attend her birthday was Irma. ‘My dream was thus anticipating this occasion: it was my wife's birthday’ (Freud 1900: 108).

I reproached Irma for not having accepted my solution; I said: ‘If you still get pains, it’s your own fault.’

Freud thinks he might in reality have said something like this to her. ‘It was my view at that time (though I have since recognized it as a wrong one) that my task was fulfilled when I had informed a patient of the hidden meaning of his symptoms: I considered that I was not responsible for whether he accepted the solution or not’. So Freud, writing some years after the therapy in question,
reflects that he now believes what we might call his therapeutic attitude at this earlier time was an incorrect one.

Freud also notes that his words to Irma in the dream seemed to reflect his anxiety to show that he was not responsible for the persistence of her pains; that the pains were her own fault and therefore not his. ‘Could it be that the purpose of the dream lay in this direction?’ (Freud 1900: 108).

Irma’s complaint: pains in her throat and abdomen and stomach; it was choking her.

Freud notes that Irma’s symptoms included pains in the stomach but these were not prominent, and ‘pains in her throat and abdomen’ and ‘choking’ were hardly present. In fact, Irma complained more of ‘nausea and disgust’, so what, Freud wonders, were his reasons for this choice of symptoms in the dream? (Freud 1900: 109).

She looked pale and puffy.

As Irma had a ‘rosy complexion’, Freud began to suspect that these features suggested the presence of another figure, behind that of Irma in the dream (Freud 1900: 109).

I was alarmed at the idea that I had missed an organic illness.

‘This, as may well be believed, is a perpetual source of anxiety to a specialist whose practice is almost limited to neurotic patients and who is in the habit of attributing to hysteria a great number of symptoms which other physicians treat as organic.’ Freud conjectures that the logic of his dream may be to suggest that because his treatment can only be effective in curing hysterical pains, if the origin of Irma’s pains is seen to be organic then he cannot be held responsible for their persistence. He suggests that he ‘was actually wishing that there had been a wrong diagnosis; for, if so, the blame for my lack of success would also have been got rid of’ (Freud 1900: 109).

I took her to the window to look down her throat. She showed some recalcitrance, like women with false teeth. I thought to myself that really there was no need for her to do that.

Freud says that he had never had occasion to examine Irma’s mouth and throat, but that the dream scene reminded him of an examination he had once undertaken of a governess: ‘at a first glance she had seemed a picture of youthful beauty, but when it came to opening her mouth she had taken measures to conceal her plates’ (Freud 1900: 109).

The scene then reminds Freud of another experience relating to an intimate friend of Irma’s of whom he had a high opinion: ‘When I visited this lady one
evening I had found her by a window in the situation reproduced in the dream, and her physician, the same Dr. M., had pronounced that she had a diphtheritic membrane.' Freud reflects that since this encounter he has come to the view that the woman in question is, like Irma, a ‘hysteric’, and suffered from ‘hysteric choking.’

Freud adds that this woman was also reserved and ‘recalcitrant’ and therefore, he thought, would probably not seek psychological treatment. However, ‘There still remained a few features that I could not attach either to Irma or to her friend: pale; puffy; false teeth. The false teeth took me to the governess whom I have already mentioned.’ Then Freud is reminded of someone else suggested by these characteristics; someone who ‘was usually pale, and once, while she had been in specially good health, she had looked puffy’. He adds in a footnote that the person in question here is his wife, and ‘I was forced to admit to myself that I was not treating either Irma or my wife very kindly in this dream; but it should be observed by way of excuse that I was measuring them both by the standard of the good and amenable patient’ (Freud 1900: 110).

What I saw in her throat: a white patch and turbinal bones with scabs on them.

The white patch reminded Freud of diphtheritis, of Irma’s friend, and also of his eldest daughter’s serious illness with diphtheria some two years earlier and ‘of the fright’ this had caused him at the time. ‘The scabs on the turbinal bones recalled a worry about my own state of health. I was making frequent use of cocaine at that time to reduce some troublesome nasal swellings, and I had heard a few days earlier that one of my women patients who had followed my example had developed an extensive necrosis of the nasal mucous membrane. I had been the first to recommend the use of cocaine, in 1885, and this recommendation had brought serious reproaches down on me. The misuse of that drug had hastened the death of a dear friend of mine’ (Freud 1900: 111).

I at once called in Dr. M., and he repeated the examination.

Although Freud does not make the observation, we note that the entrance of Dr M seems to occur at the midpoint of the dream, and from this point the focus shifts somewhat from Irma herself to the various male medical practitioners that appear, and their respective clinical judgements.

Freud comments that these events mirrored the reality of the position of influence held by M in Freud’s circle of physician friends. He also notes the phrase ‘at once’ which strikes him as requiring further explanation: ‘It reminded me of a tragic event in my practice. I had on one occasion produced a severe toxic state in a woman patient by repeatedly prescribing what was at that time regarded as a harmless remedy (sulphonal), and had hurriedly turned for assistance and support to my experienced senior colleague. There was a subsidiary
detail which confirmed the idea that I had this incident in mind. My patient — who succumbed to the poison — had the same name as my eldest daughter. It had never occurred to me before, but it struck me now almost like an act of retribution on the part of destiny….this Mathilde for that Mathilde, an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. It seemed as if I had been collecting all the occasions which I could bring up against myself as evidence of lack of medical conscientiousness’ (Freud 1900: 111).

Dr. M. was pale, had a clean-shaven chin and walked with a limp.

Freud comments that Dr M’s unhealthy appearance was a source of anxiety to his friends. He then reflects that the fact that he was clean-shaven and the limp were features which seemed to refer to his elder brother, and that there must be a reason for his ‘fusing into one the two figures in the dream. I then remembered that I had a similar reason for being in an ill-humour with each of them: they had both rejected a certain suggestion I had recently laid before them.’ (Freud 1900: 112).

My friend Otto was now standing beside the patient and my friend Leopold was examining her and indicated that there was a dull area low down on the left.

Leopold and Otto are physicians specializing in the same brand of medicine and therefore in competition with each other. Otto, says Freud, ‘was distinguished for his quickness’, while Leopold ‘was slow but sure.’ Freud suggests the dream contrasts the two to the advantage of Leopold, and adds that the detail of The dull area low down on the left was a clear reference to a ‘particular case in which Leopold had struck me by his thoroughness’ (Freud 1900: 112).

A portion of the skin on the left shoulder was infiltrated.

Freud comments that he ‘saw at once that this was the rheumatism in my own shoulder, which I invariably notice if I sit up late into the night.’ He also notes a number of features that seem to link this element in the dream with ideas of infection and infiltration by tuberculosis (Freud 1900: 113).

Dr. M. said: ‘It’s an infection, but no matter. Dysentery will supervene and the toxin will be eliminated.’

Freud points to further features of the dream suggesting a possible infection, such as pyaemia, or the previously suggested diphtheria or tuberculosis. He writes that the idea of dysentery supervening and eliminating the toxin struck him as ridiculous at first, but ‘When I came to look at it more closely it seemed to have some sort of meaning all the same.’ (Freud 1900: 113).
The _no matter_ seemed intended as a consolation. He suspects that he was diagnosing the origin of Irma’s pains as organic in order to shift the blame from myself. Psychological treatment could not be held responsible for the persistence of diphtheritic pains. Nevertheless I had a sense of awkwardness at having invented such a severe illness for Irma simply in order to clear myself. It looked so cruel’ (Freud 1900: 114).

In relation to the dysentery, Freud comments: ‘There seemed to be some remote theoretical notion that morbid matter can be eliminated through the bowels.’ He wonders if he is trying to poke fun at Dr M here, by attributing to him the absurd notion that dysentery will supervene and effect a cure. He realizes that this is an allusion to an ‘amusing story’ once told to him by Dr M himself, about a colleague who, despite Dr M pointing it out, refused to acknowledge evidence of a serious clinical condition, evidence which this colleague had insisted was of ‘no matter’ because it would soon be eliminated. Freud speculates about the possible dream thought: Dr M has judged the symptoms of his patient (Irma’s friend) as grounds for a possible diagnosis of tuberculosis, but in fact the symptoms ‘have a hysterical basis’. Freud suggests Dr M has not spotted the hysteria; instead he has been ‘taken in by it’ (Freud 1900: 115).

Freud also recalls a young man with ‘remarkable difficulties associated with defecating’, whom he had recognized as a case of hysteria, but had felt reluctant ‘to try him with my psychotherapeutic treatment and had sent him on a sea voyage. Some days before, I had had a despairing letter from him from Egypt, saying that he had had a fresh attack there which a doctor had declared was dysentery. I suspected that the diagnosis was an error on the part of an ignorant practitioner who had allowed himself to be taken in by the hysteria. But I could not help reproaching myself for having put my patient in a situation in which he might have contracted some organic trouble on top of his hysterical intestinal disorder.’ (Freud 1900: 114).

Freud concludes that he feels no doubt that through his dream he is ‘expressing derision at physicians who are ignorant of hysteria’, and that this derision is also being directed towards Dr M. But, he wonders, what might be his motive for treating his friend so badly? The answer, he concludes, was a simple matter, because ‘Dr. M. was just as little in agreement with my “solution” as Irma herself’ (Freud 1900: 115).

_We were directly aware of the origin of the infection._

‘This direct knowledge in the dream was remarkable. Only just before we had had no knowledge of it, for the infection was only revealed by Leopold’ (Freud 1900: 115).

_When she was feeling unwell, my friend Otto had given her an injection._

This reminds Freud of a real episode with Otto, and also of his unfortunate friend, Ernst Fleischl von Marxow, who had developed a cocaine addiction.
following Freud’s attempt to treat his morphine addiction with cocaine substitution. Freud states that he had advised him to use the cocaine orally during the period of withdrawal from morphine, ‘but he had at once given himself cocaine injections.’ He had ended up poisoning himself with cocaine (Freud 1900: 115).

A preparation of propyl ... propyls ... propionic acid.

Freud convincingly links this with a present from Otto, who is in fact Oscar Rie, the Freud family physician. Oscar Rie had recently given the Freud household a bottle of liqueur on which the word ‘Ananas’ was written. It had a strong and unpleasant smell and Freud had thrown it away for fear of it having a toxic effect. Freud adds in a footnote that the word ‘Ananas’ bore ‘a remarkable resemblance to that of my patient Irma’s family name.’ (Freud 1900: 115).

Trimethylamin.

Freud comments that he saw the chemical formula for this substance in his dream printed in heavy type, as though to lay emphasis upon it. Without naming him, Freud refers to his friend and confidant, Wilhelm Fliess, and the fact that Fliess had once told him that he believed trimethylamin was a product of sexual metabolism. Thus, says Freud, he found himself led to the factor of sexuality, ‘the factor to which I attributed the greatest importance in the origin of the nervous disorders which it was my aim to cure.’ (Freud 1900: 116).

Not only, concludes Freud, was trimethylamin an allusion ‘to the immensely powerful factor of sexuality, but also to a person whose agreement I recalled with satisfaction whenever I felt isolated in my opinions.’ Freud notes that this friend (Wilhelm Fliess), also ‘had a special knowledge of the consequences of affections of the nose and its accessory cavities; and he had drawn scientific attention to some very remarkable connections between the turbinal bones and the female organs of sex. (Cf. the three curly structures in Irma’s throat.).’ Freud then mentions a further association to Fliess; that he suffered a chronic infective disorder of the nose, a suppurative rhinitis (Freud 1900: 117).

Injections of that sort ought not to be made so thoughtlessly.

Freud here perceives an accusation, directed against Otto, of ‘thoughtlessness in handling chemical substances’, and that in this accusation ‘I was once more touching upon the story of the unfortunate Mathilde, which gave grounds for the same accusation against myself.’ (Freud 1900: 117).

And probably the syringe had not been clean.
This is again an accusation against Otto, who Freud considers may have caused a skin infection in an elderly woman patient through using a dirty syringe.

In contrast, ‘I was proud of the fact that in two years I had not caused a single infiltration; I took constant pains to be sure that the syringe was clean’ (Freud 1900: 118).

**Freud’s interpretation of the meaning of the dream**

Freud infers that the dream reflects his wish to believe that not he, but Otto, was responsible for the persistence of Irma’s pains: ‘Otto had in fact annoyed me by his remarks about Irma’s incomplete cure, and the dream gave me my revenge by throwing the reproach back on to him’ (Freud 1900: 118). ‘Thus’, concludes Freud, ‘its content was the fulfilment of a wish and its motive was a wish.’ He adds that in the dream he was also taking revenge on Otto for giving Freud the present of the bad liqueur, and that he pursued his revenge further still by comparing Otto adversely with Leopold, ‘his more trustworthy competitor’ (Freud 1900: 119).

He suggests ‘the vials’ of his ‘wrath’ were also directed towards others; his ‘disobedient patient’, and also Dr M, who ‘by means of a clear allusion’ was shown to be ‘an ignoramus on the subject’ of hysteria (Freud 1900: 119). Freud concludes the dream was his attempt to attach the responsibility for whatever has gone wrong to the incompetents surrounding him, in particular Otto and Dr M.

Although Freud does not identify Dr M, there is no doubt from the details of the dream and associations that Dr M was Joseph Breuer. In reality, Freud’s relationship with Breuer had cooled since their collaboration on *Studies on hysteria*. Freud felt Breuer to be compromised as an ally by his ambivalence towards the investigation of hysteria. Breuer’s support was, he thought, half-hearted, and in particular he felt Breuer had never really accepted his theory of the sexual aetiology of the neuroses. As Freud comments in his associations, he had ‘reason for being in an ill-humour’ with Dr M, as Dr M had ‘rejected a certain suggestion’ Freud had laid before him (Freud 1900: 112). Freud’s ambivalent feelings towards Breuer are clear in the dream. With regard to the dream image of Dr M as being very pale, walking with a limp, and his chin being clean-shaven, Didier Anzieu has commented: ‘I interpret this to mean: he is lily-livered, his reasoning is unsound, and he is a greenhorn’ (Anzieu 1986: 141).

Freud goes on to consider other elements of the dream, less directly related to this central wish to exculpate himself in relation to Irma. He comments that these elements could be collected into a group under the heading, ‘concern about my own and other people’s health – professional conscientiousness’ (Freud 1900: 120). Freud recognizes that he felt criticized professionally by Otto’s comments on the night before the dream, as if Otto had said to him: ‘You don’t take your medical duties seriously enough. You’re not conscientious;
you don’t carry out what you’ve undertaken’. Freud suggests he responded in his dream by producing ‘evidence of how highly conscientious I was, of how deeply I was concerned about the health of my relations, my friends and my patients’ (Freud 1900: 120).

Finally, Freud acknowledges that his analysis and interpretation of the dream is incomplete, but ‘considerations which arise in the case of every dream of my own restrain me from pursuing my interpretive work’. As noted, he concludes that if his method of interpretation is pursued, it will be found that dreams really do have meaning, and ‘When the work of interpretation has been completed, we perceive that a dream is the fulfillment of a wish’ (Freud 1900: 121).

**Further interpretation**

Freud clearly demonstrated that his dream is full of meaning. He had chosen his ‘specimen’ dream felicitously and pursued his analysis brilliantly. It is difficult to imagine that the thoughtful reader would not be convinced by Freud’s basic premise that the dream is a highly meaningful psychic creation. To this extent, conquistador and thinker together had conquered. With regard to Freud’s second thesis, that the dream is the fulfilment of a wish, it seems possible to interpret the dream as Freud does, as representing, or ‘fulfilling’, his wish to exonerate himself from blame in relation to Irma’s case and other clinical shortcomings or failures; as well as his wish to deflect potential criticisms away from himself and to attach these criticisms to others. But there is more that can be said. Freud wrote his dream book over a hundred years ago; psychoanalysis has developed since, and our thinking today is potentially informed by a more comprehensive body of theory. And, of course, Freud’s analysis was a ‘self-analysis’ with all the inherent limitations. Finally, certain information concerning his friend, Wilhelm Fliess, and their mutual patient, Emma Eckstein is now available, which Freud had chosen to conceal at the time and subsequently, although it remains possible he himself had not initially made a link with the dream.

What Freud omitted to mention, and is central to a fuller understanding of the dream, is what might be called the Emma Eckstein affair. The letters referring to this episode were first unearthed by Max Schur, who had been Freud’s personal physician, in some of Freud’s then still unpublished letters to Fliess. In 1966 Schur published a paper, *Some additional ‘day residues’ of ‘The specimen dream of psychoanalysis’*, detailing the Emma Eckstein affair, and its link to the dream of Irma’s injection (Schur 1966).

The correspondence between Freud and the Berlin ENT surgeon, Wilhelm Fliess, took place between 1887 and 1904, with the bulk of the letters written between 1895 and 1901. As noted in Chapter 4, the letters were first published in English in 1954 under the title *The origins of psycho-analysis* (Kris *et al* 1954). However, the letters as published in this early volume, under the
editorship of Marie Bonaparte, Anna Freud and Ernst Kris, were incomplete, and it wasn’t until 1985 that a complete set was published under the editorship of Jeffrey Masson (Masson 1985b). The origins of psycho-analysis had been bowdlerized to remove all letters, or parts of letters, that make reference to the Emma Eckstein affair, along with much of the interesting personal detail of Freud’s life. With the publication of the complete letters in 1985, the dream of Irma’s injection can be understood in a rather different light.

Anzieu has summarized the beginning of the Eckstein affair:

In February 1895, Freud started treating an apparently hysterical young woman called Emma. He asked Fliess to examine her to see if her abdominal symptoms were of nasal origin. During a brief trip to Vienna, Fliess saw Emma, advised on surgery, and carried out the operation himself; he also took the opportunity to examine Freud’s nose and cauterise his turbinal bones.

(Anzieu 1986: 143)

At the time, Freud appears to have subscribed to Fliess’s theory of an intimate relationship between the mucous membranes of the nose and the female genital organs, so that certain abdominal symptoms, if judged to be of gynaecological origin, might be relieved by treatment of the nose, including surgery.

The operation on Emma was not a success. On March 4, Freud wrote to Fliess that she required morphine for the pain, that there was a purulent discharge, and ‘the day before yesterday (Saturday) she had a massive hemorrhage’ apparently associated with a bone chip being expelled from the wound, and ‘there were two bowls full of pus’ (Masson 1985b: 113). Because of the obvious serious complications, Freud called in Gersuny, another ENT specialist, who tried to insert a drainage tube and thought further surgery may be necessary. Freud requested of Fliess, ‘Please send me your authoritative advice. I am not looking forward to new surgery on this girl’ (Masson 1985b: 114). Interestingly, included in the same letter to Fliess, is Freud’s account of his own nasal condition and progress. He also appears to have remained compromised:

As early as the next day there appeared thick, old pus in large clots, at first on the right side only and soon thereafter also on the left. Since then the nose has again been flooded; only today has the purulent secretion become somewhat less dense. Light but regular symptoms: in the morning a stuffed nose, vile head, not better until large amounts have been discharged; in the interval occasionally migraine; everything, by the way, not very severe.

(Masson 1985b: 115)

Freud is at least faring better than Eckstein!
In his next letter to Fliess on March 8, Freud records that two days after the episode described in the last letter, he had been woken in the morning because of a deterioration in Emma’s condition, with pain and ‘profuse bleeding’. Gersuny was not available until the evening, but by midday Freud had managed to obtain the attendance of a third ENT surgeon, Rosanes: ‘There still was moderate bleeding from the nose and mouth; the fetid odor was very bad.’ Rosanes began cleaning the wound. He,

suddenly pulled at something like a thread, kept on pulling. Before either of us had time to think, at least half a meter of gauze had been removed from the cavity. The next moment came a flood of blood. The patient turned white, her eyes bulged, and she had no pulse… It lasted about half a minute, but this was enough to make the poor creature, whom by then we had lying flat, unrecognizable.

(Masson 1985b: 116)

Freud’s account leaves little doubt that this was a medical emergency. A patient may potentially exsanguinate as a result of such a haemorrhage. As well as this immediate threat, there was the considerable on-going risk of local infection becoming severe, or spreading and septicaemia developing. There seems little likelihood that Freud’s account was exaggerated; in fact for a long time following Freud would take pains to play down the severity of what had happened and spare Fliess any taint of criticism or condemnation as a result of this disastrous outcome.

Rosanes managed to repack the cavity, the bleeding was arrested and the patient recovered. Of his own experience during the trauma Freud wrote:

At the moment the foreign body came out and everything became clear to me – and I immediately afterward was confronted by the sight of the patient – I felt sick. After she had been packed, I fled to the next room, drank a bottle of water, and felt miserable.

(Masson 1985b: 117)

The implication of ‘everything became clear to me’, seems in itself clear; Freud was made suddenly aware not only what the clinical problem had been, but also that the problem has arisen as a result of his trusted friend and confidant’s poor surgical procedure, amounting to negligence. Later in the letter Freud acknowledged: ‘I do not believe it was the blood that overwhelmed me – at that moment strong emotions were welling up in me. So we had done her an injustice…’ (Masson 1985b: 117). Freud’s witnessing of the scene had the effect of a devastatingly accurate and self-revelatory interpretation; so devastating that Freud could not at all accept it. In this moment he knew something was terribly wrong, but it would cost him years of struggle and defending himself against this knowledge before he could come to terms with it.
On March 13, a week or so after this episode, Freud wrote to Fliess: ‘I rarely have felt so low and down, almost melancholic; all my interests have lost their meaning’ (Masson 1985b: 119). He attributes his state of mind to various factors but makes no statement linking it directly with Emma Eckstein’s situation. In a subsequent update to this letter of March 13, which Freud had not yet sent, he wrote on March 20:

Poor Eckstein is doing less well….Ten days after the second operation, after a normal course, she suddenly had pain and swelling again, of unknown origin. The following day, a hemorrhage; she was quickly packed. At noon, when they lifted the packing to examine her, renewed hemorrhage, so that she almost died.

(Masson 1985b: 120)

Freud concludes the letter by suggesting that he has ‘given up hope for the poor girl’, and is ‘inconsolable that I involved you and created such a distressing affair for you. I also feel very sorry for her; I had become very fond of her’ (Masson 1985b: 121).

For a while the situation appeared to stabilize, but then on April 11, Freud detailed further haemorrhages, including one he witnessed which was massive and life threatening: ‘It did not spurt, it surged. Something like a [fluid] level rising extraordinarily rapidly, and then overflowing everything’ (Masson 1985b: 124). Freud finally clearly acknowledged the impact of these events upon himself, and made a tentative link with his somatic symptoms:

I am really very shaken to think that such a mishap could have arisen from an operation that was purported to be harmless.

I do not know whether I should hold this depressing business exclusively responsible for the fact that the condition of my heart remains so much below par for this year of illness… Mood and strength are very à bas.

(Masson 1895b: 124)

Freud’s ‘cardiac’ symptoms were of long standing.

From this point Emma Eckstein’s condition gradually improved, but the letters show Freud’s mental state remained fragile. As noted in Chapter 4, Freud now wrote to Fliess on May 25, 1895, that he ‘cannot live without a hobbyhorse, without a consuming passion, without – in Schiller’s words – a tyrant. I have found one. In its service I know no limits. It is psychology [ie the Project].’ Freud’s preoccupation with his Project developed in the immediate wake of the Emma Eckstein disaster. In this letter Freud goes on to anticipate with excitement his next ‘congress’ with Fliess: ‘I hope to bring enough
[new ideas] with me to Berlin so that I can amuse you and hold your interest for the entire time I am your patient’ (Masson 1985b: 129).

Freud then begins a further paragraph, ‘Now, to my ideas about the nose.’ He comments on himself having ‘discharged exceedingly ample amounts of pus and all the while felt splendid; now the secretion has nearly dried up’. He goes on to elaborate his idea that the headaches he had been suffering may have been a local consequence of the nasal problem, but the ‘distant symptoms’ may also be related. Freud does not clarify exactly what these ‘distant symptoms’ are, or have been, but presumably they are various of his bodily somatic symptoms, probably his cardiac symptoms in particular. It is difficult to follow the logic of Freud’s argument at this point, but he seems to suggest that these distant symptoms are also related to the nose, not as local, but as distant effects.

For the distant symptoms I would like to hold responsible only a special state of excitation in the nerve endings (such as we may suppose, for example, in the case of scars), which in the extreme corresponds to chronic changes of tissue or to atrophic shrinkage, may be associated with a state of desiccated epithelium, and the like. This condition of the tissue, which develops after the flow of pus, infectious swelling, and so forth, is, I believe, the cause of the distant effects and develops, through accommodation on the part of the organs concerned, into these distant effects on the various organs.

(Masson 1985b: 130)

This passage is striking for the series of fanciful, if not fantastic, ideas that Freud is elaborating. Only six weeks earlier he seemed to have been considering that his response to the Eckstein affair might be responsible for his depressive mood and cardiac symptoms; now, following the discharge of ‘ample amounts of pus’ he feels ‘splendid’, and seems to conclude that his ‘distant’, presumably including his cardiac, symptoms can be traced back to the nasal problem; that something might be occurring in himself similar, or equivalent to, Fliess’s theory of the distant gynaecological effects of nasal disturbance in women. What does seem clear is that Freud’s obscure hypothesis is one piece of evidence suggesting he is deep in a manic defence and a powerful identification with an omnipotent Fliess. Anzieu has pointed out that the dream of Irma’s injection expresses the wish to be Fliess’s patient, and in fact, as noted, Freud states his wish to hold Fliess’s attention as his ‘patient’ in this letter. Anzieu also suggests, following Schur, that the dream wish is not so much to exonerate himself as to exonerate Fliess (Anzieu 1986: 144). However, Freud’s expressed wish to identify with Fliess, to merge with Fliess, is intense, and I think his wish to exonerate Fliess is inextricably linked with his wish to exonerate himself.
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If it is not clear enough that the ideas Freud propounds in this letter are a product of the identification with Fliess rather than of his independent mind, Freud would seem to confirm this when, at the end of the letter, he abruptly steps back from his eccentric theory to put Fliess in the position of final arbiter: ‘Here I need not defend anything because you can judge, better than I, all the weaknesses as well as the possible merits of this conception’ (Masson 1985b: 130).

Three weeks later, on June 12, 1895, Freud states that he has begun ‘smoking again, moderately, in the last two to three weeks, since the nasal conviction has become evident to me’. In a footnote Masson interprets: ‘Freud means that he has become convinced of the nasal origin of his cardiac symptoms’ (Masson 1985b: 132). The adoption of a version of Fliess’s fanciful theory ascribing distant organ effects to a local disturbance of the nose, would also seem to have allowed Freud to believe his cardiac symptoms were not complicated by nicotine addiction, and so helped justify a return to his beloved cigars. In fact, at this point Freud’s mental equilibrium appears to have been highly dependent upon his substances of addiction; in the same letter he wrote ‘I am feeling I to IIa. I need a lot of cocaine’ (Masson 1985b: 132).

As Schur has also suggested (Schur 1966), Freud’s confidence in his friend and confidant had been severely shaken, but this knowledge was more than he could sustain consciously. In his letter to Fliess of March 8, where he details the emergency consultation with Rosanes, the discovery and extraction of the piece of gauze, and the first haemorrhage, Freud goes on to document his recognition of the source of his distress:

I do not believe it was the blood that overwhelmed me – at that moment strong emotions were welling up in me. So we had done her an injustice; she was not at all abnormal, rather, a piece of iodoform gauze had gotten torn off as you were removing it and stayed in for fourteen days, preventing healing; at the end it tore off and provoked the bleeding. That this mishap should have happened to you; how you will react to it when you hear about it; what others could make of it; how wrong I was to urge you to operate in a foreign city where you could not follow through on the case; how my intention to do my best for this poor girl was insidiously thwarted and resulted in endangering her life – all this came over me simultaneously.

(Masson 1985b: 117)

But no sooner had he recognized the ‘injustice’ than he began the process of distancing himself from the possibility of any blame towards Fliess. His next sentence reads:

I have worked it through by now. I was not sufficiently clear at that time to think of immediately reproaching Rosanes. It only occurred
to me ten minutes later that he should immediately have thought, There is something inside; I shall not pull it out lest there be a hemorrhage.

(Masson 1985b: 117)

Freud's reaction over time was to attempt to establish a closer identification with Fliess. Any hostility towards Fliess is redirected as blame towards himself, or displaced externally; even Rosanes, who came to the rescue, is culpable. On April 20, in response to the possibility of criticism being levelled at Fliess, he wrote: 'For me you remain the physician, the type of man into whose hands one confidently puts one's life and that of one's family' (Masson 1985b: 125). On February 13, 1896, when he anticipated a negative response to the imminent publication of Fliess's book on the nose and sex, Freud wrote: 'I am so certain that both of us have got hold of a beautiful piece of objective truth, and we can do without recognition from strangers (strangers to the subject matter) for a long time to come' (Masson 1985b: 172).

Then, on April 26, 1896, more than a year after Eckstein's surgery, Freud wrote to Fliess:

Eckstein. I shall be able to prove to you that you were right, that her episodes of bleeding were hysterical, were occasioned by longing, and probably occurred at the sexually relevant times (the woman, out of resistance, has not yet supplied me with the dates).

(Masson 1985b: 183)

It seems clear that a further retreat from reality, into a kind of folie à deux, has taken place; the identification with Fliess has deepened to take on a delusional dimension incorporating another of Fliess's eccentric theories, this time his theory of sexual periodicity (see Chapter 6). The Freud thinking these thoughts was, it would seem, a desperate man, warding off a more realistic appraisal and probably the attendant depression.

It became a recurrent theme. On May 4, 1896, Freud proposes that Emma Eckstein was so affected by his reaction to the first hemorrhage precipitated by Rosanes that 'she experienced this as the realization of an old wish to be loved in her illness'. As a result, during her recuperation in the sanatorium, and because of her unconscious wish to entice Freud to her, she 'renewed the bleedings, as an unfailing means of rearousing my affection. She bled spontaneously three times and each bleeding lasted for four days, which must have some significance' (Masson 1985b: 186). While Freud's speculation is not outside the bounds of possibility, it would seem somewhat unlikely, and becomes more implausible in the context of consideration of his dominating wish to exonerate himself and Fliess.

Then again on June 4, 1896, Freud wrote of Eckstein: 'there is no doubt that her hemorrhages were due to wishes; she has had several similar incidents,
among them actual simulations, in her childhood. Your nose has once again smelled things correctly. Incidentally, she is doing exceedingly well’ (Masson 1985b: 191). Freud’s confidence in Fliess’s and his own judgement was, with reason, severely shaken by the Eckstein episode. However, emotionally he was still not ready to think such thoughts and could not yet encompass the situation. The response of the conquistador was a retreat into certainty and a distancing himself from any blame towards Fliess, as well as from his earlier sense of personal responsibility and blame towards himself. A rat had been smelled, and the Freud–Fliess nose found Eckstein to be the rat.

There seems little doubt that the problem of Fliess’s and Freud’s culpability in the Eckstein affair can be discerned in the dream of Irma’s injection, especially when we consider certain elements of the dream, such as the examination of the mouth revealing: ‘a big white patch; at another place I saw extensive whitish grey scabs upon some remarkable curly structures which were evidently modelled on the turbinal bones of the nose’. This would seem to be a reference to Emma Eckstein’s supposed nasal disorder, and also to the fact of Fliess’s cauterisation of Freud’s turbinal bones at the same time as the surgery on Emma. Freud confirms the link when he informs us that Fliess’s theory of an intimate link between the nose and the female genital organs is specifically a link between the ‘turbinal bones and the female organs of sex’ (Freud 1900: 117). Like the image of the chemical structure of trimethylamin, the turbinal bones are a direct reference to Fliess, and by implication to Emma. In the dream the turbinal bones appear displaced to the throat, so Irma’s prominent pains in both the throat and abdomen would also seem to fit the idea of a reference to Fliess. In fact, in his associations Freud specifically notes that he had had occasion to refer Irma to Fliess for an opinion as to whether her gastric pains were of nasal origin (Freud 1900: 117), just as he had done with Emma.

A central preoccupation of the dream appears to be the potential for confusion between an organic symptom and a hysterical one. ‘I must be missing some organic trouble’, thinks Freud in alarm in response to Irma’s complaints. As Freud commented, his psychological treatments could not be expected to cure organic problems. But what if Freud is misdiagnosing a psychological problem as an organic problem; in other words Emma’s (and also Irma’s in the dream) probably psychogenic abdominal pain becoming an organic disorder of the throat/nose? Rather than ‘missing some organic trouble’ the dream seems to be suggesting Freud is missing some psychological trouble. What then if an attempt to treat the imaginary organic disorder of the nose by physical means has had life threatening consequences for the patient? Freud’s anxiety that Irma in the dream, and some few months earlier Emma in reality, might succumb to the ‘poison’ seems clear. As Freud commented to Fliess, ‘I am really very shaken to think that such a mishap could have arisen from an operation that was purported to be harmless’ (Masson 1985b: 124), reminding us of his association to his earlier unfortunate patient for whom he prescribed the ‘harmless remedy’ of sulphonal injections (Freud 1900: 111).
Interestingly, the idea of there being one patient, Irma, in the foreground, and another, Emma, in the background is also reproduced in the dream. Freud associates his examination of Irma in the dream with a scene where Joseph Breuer (Dr M) examines a woman patient who Freud comes to conclude is ‘also a hysterical’. The inference here is that if this woman is a hysterical then Breuer’s organic diagnosis, the ‘diphtheritic membrane’, is suspect. Freud concludes Breuer’s diagnosis is one of ignorance. As Anzieu suggests it is the diagnosis of the ‘greenhorn’, but in relation to Emma the ‘greenhorn’ was surely Freud. The disaster of Emma Eckstein’s surgery had revealed Freud himself to be something of an ‘ignoramus’ (Freud 1900: 119) on the subject of hysteria. Freud maintained that the wish expressed in the dream is the wish to exculpate himself in relation to his patient Irma, however as he also acknowledges the logic of the dream thoughts and associations points insistently towards the idea of culpability on his part (Freud 1900: 119).

Clearly, the suggestion in the dream is that there is something wrong in the region of the mouth and nose, but we might ask exactly whose mouth and nose is in question? In 1944, Ronald Fairbairn wrote that he had:

formulated the view that all the figures appearing in dreams represented either parts of the dreamer’s own personality (conceived in terms of ego, super-ego, and id) or else identifications on the part of the ego. A further development of this view was to the effect that dreams are essentially, not wish-fulfilments, but dramatizations or ‘shorts’ (in the cinematographic sense) of situations existing in inner reality. (Fairbairn 1990: 99)

Today, the idea that the personages in a dream can be thought of as reflecting aspects of the dreamer’s psychic world is a psychoanalytic commonplace. One way of approaching dream interpretation is to consider the dream as a kind of stage where the various elements and identifications of the psyche play out their roles, so that each person, animal, relationship, or even object in the dream is a possible representation of an aspect of the internal object world of the dreamer’s mind.

Bringing this perspective to the dream of Irma’s injection, we might consider Irma as standing for an aspect of Freud himself, and that whatever else the examination of her mouth represents, it represents a psychological self-examination on Freud’s part. The dream of Irma’s injection is, I believe, a dream about self-analysis and the unwell state of the patient, Freud himself. As Erikson has pointed out, ‘The “mouth which opens wide,” then, is not only the oral cavity of the patient … It is also the investigator’s oral cavity, opened to medical inspection’ (Erikson 1954). Anzieu has commented: ‘Freud is the patient he himself examines in the dream. In other words, the dream expresses his wish to carry out self-analysis’ (Anzieu 1986: 155). There are other pointers in this direction, in particular the portion of skin on the left shoulder.
which was infiltrated. Freud commented: ‘I saw at once that this was the
rheumatism in my own shoulder, which I invariably notice if I sit up late into
the night.’ This is linked with the ‘dull area low down on the left’ of the chest
(Freud 1900: 113). Of course it is impossible to say with certainty, and we
don’t know if this area was towards the front or the back of the chest, but the
choice of the lower left chest does suggest the heart, and the possibility of
something ‘dull’ there. The association of sitting up late at night might sug-
jest an overemphasis on the head at the expense of the heart. In his letter
of April 20, 1895, Freud wrote to Fliess: ‘With regard to my own ailment,
I would like you to continue to be right – that the nose may have a large share
in it and the heart a small one’ (Masson 1985b: 125). We can take this state-
ment literally, but we might also read a reference to an emotional problem
which Freud does not wish to acknowledge. Where better to displace an emo-
tional problem than to the nose, by identification with Fliess and his theories?

Four of the protagonists in the drama suffer from serious nasal problems.
Freud recognizes the reference to himself in his associations: ‘The scabs on the
turbinal bones recalled a worry about my own state of health. I was making
frequent use of cocaine at that time to reduce some troublesome nasal swell-
ings’ (Freud 1900: 111), and of course, Freud had his turbinal bones cauter-
ized by Fliess on the occasion of Fliess’s surgery on Emma. Fliess himself
suffered a chronic infective rhinitis. Emma Eckstein, whose presence we infer
behind the figure of Irma, is the third, and finally there is Freud’s woman
patient ‘who had followed my example’ in the use of cocaine, and ‘had devel-
oped an extensive necrosis of the nasal mucous membrane’. Of course, both
this woman patient’s and Emma Eckstein’s nasal problems were essentially
iatrogenic. Freud recalls that he had been the first to recommend the wide-
spread use of cocaine, and ‘this recommendation had brought serious
reproaches down on me’ (Freud 1900: 111).

We might reasonably conclude that the nose/mouth that is diseased is in
reality the Freud nose/mouth, rather than the Irma/Emma nose/mouth. We
might also conclude the dream suggests a confusion, or merger, between the
Freud nose/mouth and the Fliess nose/mouth. Freud’s inability to maintain
his independence of mind intact in the relationship with Fliess is, I believe,
clearly represented in the dream. Perhaps the dream is also suggesting a
difficulty with the ‘discriminating’ senses; taste and smell.

There is the suggestion in the dream of damage to the delicate membranes
of the mouth and nose, as a result of Fliess’s cauterisations and surgery, as a
result of cocaine use, and probably also of Freud’s own nicotine addiction.
The dream seems to be representing some addictive self- and other-destructive
activity of the mind, as a state of illness or ‘infection’ which yields toxic con-
sequences. Awareness of the presence of this toxic state of mind leads to panic,
along with a return to and recognition of narcissistic dependence; so Freud
‘at once’ calls Dr M (Breuer), his ‘experienced senior colleague’ (Freud 1900:
111), just as he had done on the previous occasion of producing the toxic and
fatal state in his woman patient. And as, in response to the perceived criticism
from Otto (Oscar Rie), he had written out Irma’s case history with the idea of
giving it to Breuer in order to justify himself.

If Dr M is regarded as a respected senior colleague, he is also being derided as
an ‘ignoramus’ on the subject of hysteria. If Irma represents the patient in need of
treatment, in other words analysis, then Dr M also represents the analyst’s confu-
sion in the face of hysteria. He stands for the ‘greenhorn’ Freud and his uncertainty
in the face of the ‘hysteria’ of his patients, and likewise in the face of his own.

At the point of Dr M’s entry the dream offers another revealing tableau;
that of Otto standing beside Irma while Leopold examines her. Freud com-
ments in his associations:

My friend Leopold was also a physician and a relative of Otto’s. Since
they both specialized in the same branch of medicine, it was their fate
to be in competition with each other, and comparisons were con-
stantly being drawn between them. Both of them acted as my assis-
tants for years while I was still in charge of the neurological
out-patients’ department of a children’s hospital. Scenes such as the
one represented in the dream used often to occur there. While I was
discussing the diagnosis of a case with Otto, Leopold would be exam-
ining the child once more and would make an unexpected contribu-
tion to our decision.

(Freud 1900: 112)

Otto, wrote Freud, was ‘distinguished for his quickness’, while Leopold was
‘slow but sure’, and if in the dream he was contrasting Otto with the ‘prudent
Leopold’, he was ‘doing so to the advantage of the latter’ (Freud 1900: 112).
Freud then remembered an actual incident, ‘The dull area low down on the left
seemed to me to agree in every detail with one particular case in which Leopold
had struck me by his thoroughness’ (Freud 1900: 113). The dream goes on to
make clear that the origin of the toxic infectious state is thought to be an
injection given by Otto. ‘We were directly aware of the origin of the infection. This
direct knowledge in the dream was remarkable. Only just before we had had
no knowledge of it, for the infection was only revealed by Leopold’ (Freud
1900: 115). Finally, the dream concludes with the thought the syringe had
not been clean, and ‘Injections of that sort ought not to be made so thoughtlessly.’
Freud has the thought about Otto: ‘How easily his thoughts are influenced!
How thoughtlessly he jumps to conclusions!’ (Freud 1900: 117).

The tableau of Otto and Leopold, both Freud’s ‘assistants’, and each related
to the other, suggests two different aspects of Freud himself; the quick Otto
‘conquistador’, and the thorough Leopold ‘thinker’, whose fate it is ‘to be in
competition with each other’. The Otto conquistador is gifted and quick, but
he doesn’t always look where he leaps, and moreover his thoughts are easily
influenced, as Freud’s have been by Fliess. Otto doesn’t have a truly independent
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mind; his premature actions are sometimes dangerous, as in the dream he seems to have caused Irma's infection with his unclean injection. It is only Leopold the 'thinker' who can bring a measure of containing understanding, or insight, to the situation. It is the thinker who examines the area of dullness, which in the dream is linked with the area of infiltration in the shoulder, which in turn Freud understood to stand for 'the rheumatism in my shoulder'. The need for cooperation between these dichotomous aspects of the self and the need to bring the thinker to bear on the situation, that is the need for self-examination or self-analysis, is clearly represented.

Dr M, however, provides the apparently absurd reassurance: 'no matter. Dysentery will supervene and the toxin will be eliminated' (Freud 1900: 113). Freud comments that initially this struck him as ridiculous, but nevertheless 'There seemed to be some remote theoretical notion that morbid matter can be eliminated through the bowels'. However his associations at this point suggest that in reality this 'remote' notion belongs to Freud himself. He tells us of a young man with severe psychosomatic bowel complaints that he refuses to take into treatment; instead the young man is sent away on a sea voyage and thereby 'eliminated'. Freud is left with the consequent feeling of guilt, and records, 'I could not help reproaching myself for having put my patient in a situation in which he might have contracted some organic trouble on top of his hysterical intestinal disorder' (Freud 1900: 114); an exact echo of his reproaches towards himself in relation to Emma Eckstein. Freud's anxiety in the dream is that he 'must be missing some organic trouble'; however, as suggested, the real situation the dream points to would seem to be Freud's anxiety that he might be causing some organic trouble through his misdiagnosis of, or mismanagement of, some hysterical trouble.

Freud's letters to Fliess make it clear that he has employed just this evacuative mechanism in order to eliminate awareness of what was felt to be an unpleasant and culpable state of mind, following the disaster of Emma's surgery. Although he responded initially with a shocked recognition of an 'injustice' to Emma, followed by a profound psychosomatic reaction and depression, with time he seems to have distanced himself from this latent awareness and retreated to a kind of delusional merger with Fliess and his theories. In so doing awareness of the 'morbid matter' was also eliminated, at least for the time being.

In the light of this hypothesis how might we then understand the significance of the formula for trimethylamin? Freud's associations link Otto's supposedly chemically toxic 'Ananas' liqueur with its odour of 'amyl' to the dream sequence: 'propyl, propyls... propionic acid', through to trimethylamin. The formula for trimethylamin appears in heavy type as though to emphasize its special importance (Freud 1900: 116). As Freud acknowledged, this is a clear reference to his emphasis on sexuality in the aetiology of the neuroses, and to his relationship with Fliess: 'Trimethylamin was an allusion not only to the immensely powerful factor of sexuality, but also to a person
whose agreement I recalled with satisfaction whenever I felt isolated in my opinions’ (Freud 1900: 117). However, the formula is linked indirectly by association to the toxic liqueur, and directly in the dream to the contents of the injection given by Otto that has led to Irma’s infection and toxic state. Its appearance ‘printed in heavy type’ suggests something far more ambivalent than a simple allusion to the explanatory power of the ‘factor of sexuality’, and the reassurance of Fliess’s support. Could the bold print be underlining a warning; a message something like: ‘No, this identification with Fliess is not the solution, it is potentially toxic like Otto’s bottle of liqueur’, or perhaps: ‘It is your Otto/conquistador identification with Fliess, rather than the bottle of liqueur itself, that is the real source of a toxic state’?

As Freud wrote, Fliess was someone ‘whose agreement I recalled with satisfaction whenever I felt isolated in my opinions’, and he makes this statement in relation to the image of the word trimethylamin, with its reference to the ‘immensely powerful factor of sexuality’ (Freud 1900: 117). It seems likely then, that the ‘certain suggestion’ Freud complained had been rejected by Breuer (Dr M) (Freud 1900: 112), was his theory of the sexual aetiology of the neuroses, perhaps leaving him once again feeling isolated in his opinions.

In Freud’s self-analysis Didier Anzieu has further interpreted a number of elements of the dream, including the trimethylamin, in sexual terms. As he suggests, the examination of Irma’s mouth would also seem to represent a ‘gynaecological examination’ (Anzieu 1986: 145). The turbinal bones and the trimethylamin clearly evoke Fliess’s sexual theories, but we note that the turbinal bones are out of place, and the trimethylamin is potentially toxic. Erik Erikson has also commented on the apparent sexual symbolism of the unclean syringe with which Otto delivers his injection. He has noted that the English translation:

equips Dr. Otto with a “syringe” which gives the dream more professional dignity than the German original aspires to. The German word is Spritze, which is, indeed, used for syringes, but has the colloquial meaning of “squirter.” It will be immediately obvious that a squirter is an instrument of many connotations; of these, the phallic-urinary one is most relevant, for the use of a dirty syringe makes Otto a “dirty squirter.”

(Erikson 1954: 26)

As suggested, in terms of the sexual references we are dealing with something far more than a simple allusion to the explanatory power of the ‘factor of sexuality’, and the reassurance of Fliess’s support. The dream seems to suggest a muddled, if not absurd, aspect to Fliess’s reductionist attempts to frame human sexuality according to somatic parameters, and by inference, to Freud’s attempts to do the same. If we recall that at the time of the dream Freud was in the middle of his own struggle with his Project for a scientific psychology, a
struggle which would eventually lead him away from this kind of mechanistic tie to biology, might not the dream represent some kind of critique of such a reductionist approach?

We might even consider the dream to be offering a critique of Freud's emphasis on the 'sexual' factor itself. It is Otto, the conquistador, who has apparently made the dangerous injection of the sexual factor, trimethylamin. Freud would sometimes become as insistent upon the centrality of sexuality in the aetiology of the neuroses as he was insistent the dream is the fulfilment of a wish. However the dream of Irma's injection appears to locate the primary problem in the mouth and throat. No doubt with his own addiction to cigars very much in mind, Freud would come to the conclusion that all addictions were displacements of masturbatory impulses (Masson 1895b: 287). The basis of addiction was seen as primarily a sexual one. Although, of course, Freud's sexual theory incorporated the stage of oral libido, his idea of addictions being a displaced form of masturbation seems more to suggest their origin in the realm of genital sexuality, an idea which would not in general find favour today. Freud was not at a point where he could grasp, at least not consciously, the essentially oral nature of addiction; that its earliest origins lie in the relationship of the infant with the breast/mother.

Anzieu has interpreted the examination of Irma's mouth as representing an examination of Irma's sexuality, and links what Freud finds there to an image of coitus and conception (Anzieu 1986: 140). However, might not the examination of the mouth also be an unconscious recognition of where dependence and 'sexuality', and therefore also addiction, begin, and as such stand as a latent critique of Freud's genital emphasis in his theory of the origin of the neuroses; a reflection upon his theory's failure to recognize the 'oral' beginnings of much emotional disturbance? In this regard, it is perhaps significant that in Freud's letter to Fliess of June 12, 1895, only six weeks or so before the dream of Irma's injection, Freud commented first on needing a 'lot of cocaine', and second on his having resumed smoking again after an abstinence of fourteen months (Masson 1985b: 132).

Freud wrote that, at the time of the dream of Irma's injection, he had the idea that his responsibility was to deliver the interpretation to the patient, but the rest was up to the patient. The reception of the interpretation had nothing to do with him; all he had to do was, we might say, inject his seminal ideas and his role was over. This is the voice of Freud the conquistador, overinvested in a 'phallic' theoretical solution, and attempting to use such a formulation to make a conquest of the patient. As Freud goes on to say, it is a view he came to regard as inadequate; the emphasis on ideas, he realized, was overlooking some vital element (Freud 1900: 108). Irma's main complaint in the dream is 'pain' but presumably the being in pain, represented in the dream by bodily states and physical symptoms, also represents an emotional situation. If so it is a situation which is being overlooked. It is as if the heart and the 'anima'; the feminine and receptive side, are being passed over. As Freud commented
in his footnote: ‘I was forced to admit to myself that I was not treating either Irma or my wife very kindly in this dream’ (Freud 1900: 110).

In order to form a correct diagnosis which leads to appropriate treatment; in order to avoid a premature and potentially toxic ‘injection’ or interpretation, the physician must remain receptive to emerging evidence, and to the whole situation. This is the frame of mind of the ‘thinker’, who rather than embrace a premature understanding, returns to the patient, like Leopold in the dream, to carry out a further examination. He must follow Charcot’s advice, to keep looking and looking until understanding dawns. Such a thinker is ‘slow but sure’.

Latent behind Freud the conquistador’s wish to exculpate himself, as expressed in the dream of Irma’s injection, would seem to be the thinker’s need to understand his culpability and its origins. From this perspective, Freud’s view that the essence of a dream is an attempt to fulfil a wish looks more like an attempted wish fulfilment in itself; a construction of theory which, at least in the case of this particular dream, doesn’t fully recognize the deepest logic of the dream.
When I had pulled myself together, I was able to draw the right conclusions from my discovery: namely, that the neurotic symptoms were not related directly to actual events but to wishful phantasies, and that as far as the neurosis was concerned psychical reality was of more importance than material reality.

(Freud 1925b: 34)

In 1895, as the Emma Eckstein affair began to settle, Freud took up his Project for a scientific psychology. He then seems to have put the Project aside while taking the family summer holiday, during which time he dreamed the dream of Irma’s injection. After the holiday he returned to the Project, which he would finally abandon towards the end of the year after an intense struggle. In his letters to Fliess he continued to share a blow by blow account of his struggles, and on the surface their relationship appeared strong. However, the fracture lines along which the relationship would come apart were present from the beginning, and the Emma Eckstein affair had produced a definite crack, as reflected in the dream of Irma’s injection.

If we consider that the abnormal turbinal bones, the infiltration in the shoulder, and the area of dullness on the lower left chest seem to identify Freud, and the suggestion that it is the Freud/Fliess nose which is called into question in the dream, then as suggested, we are likely to conclude that the real patient is Dr Freud himself. Freud notes the ‘ridiculous’ suggestion by Dr M, ‘No matter. Dysentery will supervene and the toxin will be eliminated’ (Freud 1900: 107). If Freud’s dream is a warning to himself that he is in the grip of a dangerous and toxic ‘Fliess’ part of his mind, then elimination of awareness of the toxicity by the anal method may be ‘ridiculous’, but would also be very reassuring.

That Freud was anxious about his relationship with Fliess at this time is clearly expressed in the letter he wrote on July 24, the day after dreaming his dream:

Daimonie [Demon], why don’t you write? How are you? Don’t you care at all any more about what I am doing? What is happening to
the nose, menstruation, labor pains, neuroses, your dear wife, you; what will happen if by chance both of us remain healthy for a whole year? Are we friends only in misfortune? Or do we also want to share the experiences of calm times with each other?

Where will you spend the month of August? We are living very contentedly in Himmel.  
Most cordial greetings.

(Masson 1985b: 134)

Himmel (literally ‘heaven’) is the street in which the villa Bellevue was located. Despite Freud’s reassuring himself that he is living contentedly in heaven, his anxiety about the fate of his relationship with Fliess appears intense. From subsequent letters it is clear that for a long time evacuation of awareness of the difficulties immanent in their relationship was exactly what Freud attempted to achieve, and to a large extent succeeded. Poor Emma Eckstein had to be the rat woman; certainly, in Freud’s mind neither he nor Fliess could have been the ratman.

Freud first made the acquaintance of Wilhelm Fliess, an ENT specialist from Berlin, in 1887. Anzieu comments: ‘Fliess had an attractive personality. He was a brilliant talker, inquisitive about a wide range of topics’ (Anzieu 1986: 109). In Ernest Jones’s estimation, his outstanding characteristics were ‘an unrestrained fondness for speculation and a correspondingly self-confident belief in his imaginative ideas with a dogmatic refusal to consider any criticism of them’ (Jones 1953: 318). The relationship, which seems to have been initiated from Freud’s side, developed slowly at first, and was sustained for the most part by an ongoing correspondence. Anzieu suggests that for Freud the correspondence became a substitute for the exchange of love letters with Martha, and ‘The passion manifested by their correspondence, rendez-vous and exchanges of gifts remained on a purely intellectual plane, but, as Freud was later to admit, it was quite clearly fired by latent homosexual tendencies’ (Anzieu 1986: 109). Anzieu’s reference is to Freud’s acknowledgment in a letter to Jones that he himself had concluded there must be some ‘unruly homosexual feeling’ underlying his relationship with, and feelings towards, Fliess (Jones 1953: 348). Freud also wrote to Ferenczi in 1910, that in the ‘overcoming’ of his relationship with Fliess, ‘A piece of homosexual investment has been withdrawn and utilized for the enlargement of my own ego. I have succeeded where the paranoiac fails’ (Brabant et al 1992: 221). Apart from their frequent exchange of letters, Freud and Fliess met from time to time for ‘congresses’, usually of a few days, where they would share their developing scientific ideas and offer mutual encouragement.

There were considerable parallels in their circumstances, and similarities between the personalities of the two men. Both came from the same middle-class Jewish backgrounds, and Anzieu comments: ‘Both of them had received
the same kind of general education, were eager to see psychology in physiological terms, and physiology in physical and mathematical terms, and nursed ambitions of making a great discovery.' He adds 'The narcissistic nature of the object-choice should also be noted. Freud could see himself in Fliess (who was two years his junior) as in a mirror' (Anzieu 1986: 109). However, Fliess was even more of a conquistador than Freud, but much less of a scientist. Fliess’s ‘theories’ were really fixed ideas, essentially impervious to contrary evidence. For Fliess, it seemed, wish fulfilment trumped the reality principle, and he simply found the evidence for what he wanted to believe. He does not seem to have possessed the capacity to relinquish a theory should it prove incompatible with the emerging evidence.

Fliess had three main ‘theories’, all of which were important one way or another, in his relationship with Freud. The first was of an intimate relationship between the mucous membranes of the nose and the female genital organs, which was to prove so disastrous for Emma Eckstein. Fliess believed that dysmenorrhoea, for example, had a nasal origin. His first publication of 1893 also described a so-called ‘nasal reflex neurosis’ whose non-specific symptoms such as headache, circulatory, respiratory and digestive disturbances, could always be relieved by applying cocaine to the nose (Anzieu 1986: 110).

The second was his theory of ‘sexual periods’. These inherent periodicities were, Fliess believed, manifested in all physiological processes. He postulated a 28 day cycle, which was primarily female and corresponded to the length of the menstrual cycle, and a second 23 day cycle, which was primarily male and also corresponded to the interval between the cessation of one menstrual period and the commencement of the next (Sulloway 1979: 140).

Fliess believed these 23 day and 28 day cycles were present in both sexes, and used these time intervals to create explanatory models to account for what he saw as periodic human behaviours. Over time, Fliess’s theory of sexual periods became increasingly complex, and in Sulloway’s words, ‘By 1906 … he had taken to confirming his theories by means of an elaborate use of higher multiples, using not only 23 and 28 from the two cycles but also their sum (51) and their difference (5)’ (Sulloway 1979: 141). With these, and other figures derived from them in turn, Fliess appears to have attempted to construct a periodic explanation for just about anything pertaining to the human life cycle: the length of a life, the time between a woman’s childbirths, the episodes of illness and disease, and so on. He remained impervious to any recognition of the apparent implausibility of his theory of periodicity, and for many years it seemed Freud also failed to seriously question the idea.

The theory of vital periods shared by both sexes leads to the third of Fliess’s major theories, the bisexual constitution of all human beings. This theory has, of course, a basis in biological reality, and perhaps even more basis in psychic reality. As a consequence, it has survived where Fliess’s other theories have not. It exercised a considerable influence on Freud, and today it is Freud’s rather than Fliess’s name which we are likely to associate with this idea.
In 1900 when the relationship between the two men was beginning to disintegrate, Freud, in what presumably represented an expression of unconscious hostility, spoke to Fliess about the idea of a bisexual constitution, claiming it as his own, and forgetting that it was Fliess who had introduced him to it in the first place. Only after this was pointed out to him by Fliess did Freud reluctantly realize that he had expunged the recollection from his mind. The episode is described by Freud as an instance of unconsciously motivated forgetting in *The psychopathology of everyday life* (Freud 1901: 143).

How can we understand, at least from Freud’s side, why this extraordinarily intense relationship developed in the first place? It is clear that Freud was very much in need of a supportive ally. Although Henri Ellenberger, in his exhaustive work *The discovery of the unconscious*, has pointed out that Freud probably exaggerated the extent of his professional isolation in Vienna, nevertheless Freud’s theories had already led to a real degree of estrangement from colleagues. Max Graf, who knew Freud personally for some years from 1900, recalled that at that time his theories had aroused ‘severe opposition’; the ‘neurologists were enemies of Freud’, and the ‘Viennese Society laughed at him’. It was ‘considered bad taste to bring up Freud’s name in the presence of ladies’ (Graf 1942: 468).

By 1895 the heyday of Freud’s neuroanatomical researches and the time spent under Brücke’s wing were far in the past, and the ambivalence that would characteristically disrupt Freud friendships with successive men was making itself felt in relation to Breuer; what had been a sustaining collaboration was breaking down at the same time as Freud became more involved with Fliess. Freud, perhaps rightly, judged that Breuer had not the courage to follow him on his journey of discovery. Certainly Freud wanted to forge ahead; however, in the face of hostility, whether perceived or real, this was not easy to do when he felt so isolated.

Freud was for the first time without the support of a powerful ‘father figure’, but Fliess offered instead the support of a brother conquistador. In 1890, in an early letter to Fliess, Freud wrote: ‘When I talked with you and saw that you thought well of me, I even used to think something of myself, and the picture of absolutely convincing energy that you offered was not without its effect on me’ (Masson 1985b: 27). Later, in October 1895, Freud wrote in response to receiving some ‘scientific reports’ from Fliess: ‘First impression: amazement that there exists someone who is an even greater fantasist than I am and that he should be none other than my friend Wilhelm’ (Masson 1985b: 147). Freud became intensely dependent upon the encouragement and sense of validation that he took from Fliess. His letters to Fliess document the development of all his important theoretical concepts at the time, including the crucial formulation, and later abandonment, of his seduction theory.

The seduction hypothesis was that the aetiology of neurosis lay specifically in the occurrence of premature sexual experience or seduction in early childhood,
and that the unconscious memory of this sexual experience was a necessary
precondition for the later development of what Freud called the ‘psychoneu-
roses’, and in particular hysteria (Freud 1896). Hysteria, as Freud wrote to
Fliess in October 1895, ‘is the consequence of a presexual sexual shock’ (Masson
1985b: 144). From 1893 Freud’s letters to Fliess began making reference to
links between psychological disturbance and childhood sexual traumas and
seductions. On August 20, 1893, Freud comments on the case recorded in
Studies on hysteria, of the young woman Katharina, who took him by surprise
by seeking his opinion at the top of a mountain: ‘Recently I was consulted by
the daughter of the innkeeper on the Rax; it was a nice case for me’ (Masson
1985b: 54). In his account, Freud documented that Katharina had told him
how sexual attempts had been made upon her at age 14 by her uncle, but
which she had been able to resist. Freud conjectured that her symptoms were
linked to these traumatic events. In a footnote added to the case in 1924,
Freud revealed that in his initial description of the encounter, he had in fact
disguised the identity of the father by designating him as an ‘uncle’: ‘The girl
fell ill, therefore, as a result of sexual attempts on the part of her own father.’
He commented further that distortions such as this should be avoided in a
clinical case history (see Freud 1895: 134).

Jeffrey Masson, in his book The assault on truth, has documented that Freud’s
first public statement of his seduction theory was in the French journal Revue
neurologique on March 30, 1896. Masson notes that Freud began by addressing
his paper to the ‘disciples of J.-M. Charcot, in order to put forward some
objections to the etiological theory of the neuroses which was handed on to us
by our teacher’. It is, suggests Masson, as if Freud is asking his late teacher
Charcot: ‘How could you have left this out in your teaching and in your theo-
ries? (For Charcot had been a great defender of la famille névropathique, the
constitutionally tainted family, and of the unique importance of heredity in
the etiology of neuroses.)’ (Masson 1985a: 90). Masson emphasizes the real
element of discovery that lay behind Freud’s new theory, namely that in all
Freud’s cases there was evidence suggestive of an emotionally significant
trauma. This was indeed a far cry from Charcot’s theory of hereditary vulner-
ability being the crucial factor in the aetiology of hysteria.

Then in April 1896 Freud read his paper The aetiology of hysteria to the
Society for Psychiatry and Neurology in Vienna. Freud formulated his aeto-
logical theory:

I therefore put forward the thesis that at the bottom of every case of
hysteria there are one or more occurrences of premature sexual experience,
occurrences which belong to the earliest years of childhood but which
can be reproduced through the work of psycho-analysis in spite of
the intervening decades. I believe that this is an important finding,
the discovery of a caput Nili of neuropathology’

(Freud 1896: 203)
Freud was in conquistador mode, but apparently others were less enthusiastic. He wrote to Fliess:

A lecture on the etiology of hysteria at the psychiatric society was given an icy reception by the asses and a strange evaluation by Krafft-Ebing: “It sounds like a scientific fairy tale.” And this, after one has demonstrated to them the solution of a more-than-one-thousand-year-old problem, a caput nili [source of the Nile]! They can go to hell, euphemistically expressed.

(Masson 1985b: 184)

Masson has suggested that Freud’s perception of an ‘icy reception’ is supported by the finding that the Wiener klinische Wochenschrift (Viennese clinical weekly records) cited only the title of Freud’s paper, and neglected its usual practice of giving a brief summary of the content and of the ensuing discussion (Masson 1985b: 184). Perhaps the reality was more complex. Krafft-Ebing, despite his scepticism about Freud’s theory, nevertheless apparently remained supportive of Freud and proposed Freud’s nomination for a professorship the following year (Masson 1985b: 229).

Writing to Fliess on December 6, 1896, Freud elaborated his theory further: ‘It seems to me more and more that the essential point of hysteria is that it results from perversion on the part of the seducer, and more and more that heredity is seduction by the father’ (Masson 1985b: 212). Freud was suggesting that the hereditary disposition to hysteria believed to exist by many observers was apparent rather than real. The pattern of generational transmission was dependent upon seduction by the perverse father. Freud was far from the position that he had once adopted in Studies on hysteria, particularly in relation to Emmy von N and her daughter, namely that constitutional and hereditary factors must be operative in hysteria. Freud the deductive analytic thinker had, for some years, been aware that an aetiological theory that placed emphasis on hereditary disposition was not an adequate one; now he grasped hold of a pattern of sexual trauma that was emerging in the stories of many of his patients, in order to formulate his alternative, seduction theory.

Freud’s letters at this time reveal his theoretical formulations in a constant state of flux, as he attempts to accommodate new clinical facts being yielded up by his psychoanalytic investigations, and achieve a synthesis of his ideas. However, this letter of December 1896, a little less than a year before his abandonment of the seduction hypothesis, is particularly interesting, because despite some brilliant ideas elaborated by Freud, the letter conveys the impression that he is desperately trying to make things fit together. There is a sense of the strain in Freud’s theoretical system and of his attempting to patch over emerging weaknesses. Behind the assertions of the conquistador is the sense of Freud’s vulnerability, revealed in particular in his attempts to incorporate Fliess’s inherently implausible ideas about sexual periods into his formulations.
SEDUCTION OR SELF-ANALYSIS

He writes, for example: ‘I cannot suppress the conjecture that the distinction between neurasthenia and anxiety neurosis, which I detected clinically, is connected with the existence of the two 23-day and 28-day substances’ (Masson 1985b: 212). A more plausible conjecture would be that in the face of unacknowledged insecurities both about his own formulations, and about Fliess in the aftermath of the Eckstein affair, he was needing consciously to cling all the more tightly to Fliess’s ideas.

The seduction theory would prove to be a premature ‘synthesis’, but in contrast to Fliess, Freud the thinker possessed the capacity, at least at crucial moments, to relinquish a theory that had proved incompatible with the emerging evidence. Once it had dawned upon him that a theoretical position was acting as a block to further progress he was able to abandon it. In 1897, when Freud did abandon his seduction hypothesis, Fliess was naturally the first person to know. On September 21 Freud famously, or infamously depending on one’s point of view, wrote to Fliess:

And now I want to confide in you immediately the great secret that has been slowly dawning on me in the last few months. I no longer believe in my neurotica.

(Masson 1985b: 264)

‘Neurotica’ here refers to Freud’s seduction theory of the aetiology of the neuroses.

In the introduction to the complete Freud–Fliess letters Masson writes:

It is not illuminating to claim, as some have done, that this intense relationship was one of transference – that it was a necessary forerunner of Freud’s own self-analysis. Every love relation, which this one certainly was, contains an essential mystery that defies comprehension.

(Masson 1985b: 2)

Thinking about the transferential or projective elements within the Freud–Fliess relationship is not, of course, equivalent to assuming that the mystery at the heart of such a love relationship can be reduced to or explained by a psychoanalytic formulation, and contrary to Masson’s assertion it is very illuminating to consider these elements. Frank Sulloway is another commentator who, from a different perspective, has been reluctant to recognize the element of emotional ‘transference’ at work. He argues that it is the forgotten scientific context, and ‘not Freud’s intellectual and emotional “bondage” to Fliess, that really explains Freud’s high interest in, and acceptance of, Fliess’s scientific work’ (Sulloway 1979: 147).

However, we have only to examine Freud’s letters to find abundant evidence of very intense transferential and projective forces at work, and there seems little doubt that for Freud at least, these constituted an emotional ‘bondage’. Immersed, as Fliess was, in speculation about regions which were felt to be
taboo or marginalized, his apparent strength of conviction and single-mindedness acted as a powerful reinforcement for Freud’s confidence, and Fliess was quickly cast, at least consciously, in the role of an idealized fellow conquistador. Freud’s need for reassurance from Fliess points to his largely unacknowledged insecurity and uncertainty. However, only through Freud’s conscious acceptance of this uncertainty, of his not knowing, would it become possible to create a space for the thinker.

Sulloway has pointed out the tendency of commentators to dismiss Fliess, and portray him as something of a crackpot; to view Fliess but not Freud as the flawed one in the relationship. Sulloway suggests this is unfair to Fliess; that despite the eccentricity of his ideas in general and the fact they have not stood the test of time, some of his thinking was consistent with the current vogue, and some of his core ideas, particularly the theory of the link between the nasal mucosa and the genital organs, enjoyed considerable acceptance at that time (Sulloway 1979: 152).

If we accept that when two people become intimately involved this inevitably reflects aspects of the emotional life of both, and also accept Sulloway’s contention that it is not quite fair to Fliess to simply paint him as the sole cracked pot, then we must accept that the relationship also revealed a significant crack in the pot of Freud’s self. The following comment from Freud near the beginning of the correspondence is revealing. In 1887, he wrote to Fliess: ‘I still do not know how I won you; the bit of speculative anatomy of the brain cannot have impressed your rigorous judgment for long’ (Masson 1985b: 16). First, the tone of the love letter that Anzieu has noted is clear. Second is the way Freud diminishes his own capacity, specifically his own judgement, and Fliess is the one who possesses ‘rigorous judgment’. Time would, of course, reveal Freud’s judgement to be far more rigorous than Fliess’s. Quite apart from any capacities of his own, Fliess is being given, and asked to accept, a projected potency; becoming thereby the infallible judge. And then, alongside the self-deprecation, is Freud’s clear need to impress and receive praise from Fliess. If we consider idealisation as a defence against envy, or as the ‘first stage of envy’ (Symington 2007: 285), it is not surprising that this setup of projections, presumably mutual, could not survive, and that envy and competition would ultimately break through.

Freud’s idealisation of Fliess reflected the real vulnerability of Freud’s judgement, and in turn could only increase that vulnerability. At the most intense, the relationship between the two seemed to develop into a shared seduction, and as suggested in Chapter 5, a sort of folie à deux – a shared madness or delusion. Masson has made this suggestion in relation to the ‘unnecessary operation’ on Emma Eckstein, ‘performed because of a folie à deux on the part of two misguided doctors’ (Masson 1985a: 99). Freud’s emotional ‘bondage’ to Fliess is abundantly clear. It was a bondage which would take a number of years to dissolve. As late as Freud’s letter of June 27, 1899, we continue to find the same elements of self-deprecation, and Freud disowning and
projecting his own competence: ‘As you see, I have nothing to write about, am not cheerful, and do not want to distract you from your beautiful findings by telling you about my small neurotic interests’ (Masson 1985b: 357). But something is different, a tone of petulance and barely concealed hostility seems to have crept in.

While Freud and Fliess shared certain ‘crackpot’ elements, the essential difference between the temper of their minds is evident in Freud’s undertaking of his self-analysis. If Fliess was impervious to change, then separation from the identification with him would become necessary for Freud in order to reclaim his own mind. This process of separation was intimately linked to Freud’s self-analysis, and the nature of their relationship was a part of what made the self-analysis necessary. Freud was capable of confronting truth and ‘learning from experience’, to use Bion’s phrase, in a way that Fliess was not.

As Freud wrote to Fliess in October 1897, ‘Being totally honest with oneself is a good exercise’ (Masson 1985b: 272). The events surrounding the final split between the two men are complex and not completely known. What is clear is that Freud did not simply reject Fliess and the final loss of the relationship was painful to him. Freud had already abandoned his ‘seduction theory’ of neurosis, but his abandonment of the real seduction with Fliess would prove to be a more difficult task.

In the terms used in the Introduction, the essence of psychoanalytic activity is the attempt to explore and discover what already exists. In the dream of Irma’s injection there existed a psychoanalytic interpretation which Freud in 1895 was not ready to grasp. In his ‘dream book’ Freud began his interpretation of his ‘specimen dream’, but I think deeper layers of meaning remained to be discovered, and further understanding of the dream would depend on the progress of his self-analysis. Probably much of the import of the dream could not become evident to Freud until after the separation from Fliess.

Freud’s initial attempt in 1895, incomplete though it may have been, to analyse his specimen dream may be roughly taken as marking the beginning of his systematic self-analysis. He pursued this task intensively over a number of years, and subsequently more intermittently, but analysis is inevitably an interminable task. One obvious problem with the whole idea of self-analysis is the difficulty of maintaining a disinterested position. As the joke goes, the problem with self-analysis is the countertransference. Freud wrote to Fliess on November 14, 1897, ‘I have realized why I can analyze myself only with the help of knowledge obtained objectively (like an outsider). True self-analysis is impossible’ (Masson 1985b: 281). Two minds are naturally better than one, and the discrepancy between what is apprehended by the patient and what is apprehended by the analyst constitutes a vital part of the creative potential of the analytic process. On the other hand, as Freud suggested in The outline of psychoanalysis, even in the face of ‘hallucinatory confusion’ and a withdrawal from reality of psychotic dimensions, an element of a self-analytic stance may still survive and function somewhere in the mind. Following recovery one
may learn from such a patient that all the time there had been ‘in some corner of their mind…a normal person hidden, who, like a detached spectator, watched the hubbub of illness go past him’ (Freud 1940: 201).

Any success in self-analysis will depend upon the individual being able to listen to the voice of this disinterested and ‘objective’ inner observer. Given the necessary limitations of self-analysis, what conclusions can we come to about Freud’s attempt and its outcome, and to what extent was Freud able to find a synthesis of the divided elements within his own mind?

Sulloway has suggested that Freud’s self-analysis has now entered the realm of myth (Sulloway 1979: 208). However, Freud’s letters to Fliess have survived, and they offer a point of reference to return to in order to re-examine something of the reality behind the myth. The letters help clarify the many problems Freud was struggling with. They detail Freud’s affliction with a variety of somatic symptoms. There were headaches and severe migraines for example in 1899 he writes of recovering from ‘a migraine from which I thought I would die. It is the third of this kind and is absolutely awful’ (Masson 1985b: 357). There was the chronic sinusitis and empyema of the sinuses, resulting from time to time in large purulent discharges. As noted, Fliess also suffered chronic headaches as well as suppurative rhinitis. There were episodes of shortness of breath on climbing stairs (Masson 1985b: 116), even though Freud was generally quite fit and enjoyed mountain walking expeditions when on holiday. There was pain in the heart region, tachycardia and palpitations. An acute episode of cardiac symptoms in 1894 led Freud to wonder if he might die. There were also a variety of gastrointestinal complaints (Anzieu 1986: 43).

The ‘cardiac’ episode of 1894 is particularly interesting because the acute exacerbation of Freud’s symptoms occurred after a period, of several days or more, of abstinence from cigars. On April 19, 1894, three weeks after having stopped smoking, he wrote to Fliess who had been encouraging him to give up:

Soon after the withdrawal, there were some tolerable days…then suddenly there came a severe cardiac misery, greater than I ever had while smoking. The most violent arrhythmia, constant tension, pressure, burning in the heart region; shooting pains down my left arm; some dyspnea, all of it essentially in attacks extending continuously over two-thirds of the day; the dyspnea is so moderate that one suspects something organic; and with it a feeling of depression, which took the form of visions of death and departure in place of the usual frenzy of activity.

(Masson 1985b: 67)

Freud continued the letter:

It is too distressing for a medical man who spends every hour of the day struggling to gain an understanding of the neuroses not to know
whether he is suffering from a logical or a hypochondriacal mild depression. He has to be helped with this. So I actually turned to Breuer last night and told him that in my opinion the heart trouble was not consistent with nicotine poisoning; rather, I presume I have a chronic myocarditis which does not tolerate smoking.

(Masson 1985b: 67)

Having admitted the possibility of a neurotic explanation to be ‘too distressing’, Freud narrows the field down to two alternative organic explanations. In an earlier letter to Fliess, from 1893, he wrote that he had ‘the impression that the whole business [his cardiac and other symptoms] is organic and cardiac; something neurotic would be much harder to take’ (Masson 1985b: 63).

Freud’s dilemma as to whether he should consider his own condition organic or neurotic seems to prefigure the scenario of the dream of Irma’s injection, where Freud and then Dr M examine Irma’s mouth, and also the scene of Dr M’s examination of Irma’s friend which Freud associates to the dream. As suggested, Freud and the Dr M/Breuer figure in the dream can be seen to stand for the self-analyst Freud who is ‘taken in’ by the hysteria.

Freud continued his letter of April 19, 1894, bringing Fliess up to date with other matters, and near the end wrote, without a hint of irony: ‘Otherwise I have nothing new on the theory of the neuroses; but I keep collecting material and expect it will turn out to be something’ (Masson 1985b: 67). Indeed!

Freud would appear to have been collecting a great deal of material, but preferred to consider his own condition to be organic rather than neurotic in origin. In Freud’s account, Breuer had been non-committal between the two organic options, telling him ‘it might be the one thing or the other’ (Masson 1985b: 67). Not surprisingly perhaps, Freud gives the impression that he was happy enough with this ‘organic’ uncertainty. The fact that Freud’s acute and intense symptoms did not develop steadily following his cessation of smoking, but came on rather abruptly after an unknown interval which seems to have been several days or longer, does not seem to suggest nicotine withdrawal as the primary factor, but rather as a contributory factor. In fact there are details in Freud’s letter of April 19, 1894, suggestive of an acute episode of anxiety and depression. Freud reported experiencing ‘a feeling of depression, which took the form of visions of death and departure in place of the usual frenzy of activity’ (Masson 1985b: 67). Although much has been speculated about Freud’s heart condition, and Freud’s physician, Dr Max Schur, apparently suggested that he had suffered a small coronary thrombosis, or post-infectious myocarditis at this time (Clark 1980: 142), it seems doubtful that Freud was suffering a primarily organic affliction. His apparently complete recovery in the long term is not suggestive of a serious organic pathology. Probably the primary factor was an exacerbation of neurotic anxiety precipitated by the withdrawal of the substances of addiction, cigars and nicotine. Little wonder that Freud found his interest so engaged by hysterical phenomena.
Freud the thinker would seem to have had some intuitive and ‘unconscious’ knowledge about the nature of the problem, while Freud the conquistador preferred to banish anxiety and uncertainty by narrowing conscious awareness to an ‘organic’ explanation.

At the time of beginning his self-analysis Freud seems to have had some recognition that his drug use, his dependence on cocaine and his addiction to nicotine, had become a problem for him. Didier Anzieu has termed this Freud’s ‘biochemical solution’ (Anzieu 1986: 45). At least in relation to cigars Freud had received sensible advice from Fliess, who appears to have regularly exhorted him to give up smoking. It was more than Freud could manage, and the letters document how his attempts to cut down or stop always ended in relapse, in particular his return to the habit in May 1895 after 14 months of abstinence (Masson 1985b: 132). A short life seemed preferable to a long one without nicotine. As he wrote to Fliess ‘do you really consider it a remarkable boon to live a great many years in misery?’ (Masson 1985b: 61). As we now know, Freud was only postponing the misery, not escaping it; he would suffer years of painful torment as a result of the oral cancer almost certainly resulting from his nicotine addiction, and which also shortened his life. In retrospect, an uncanny and disconcerting aspect of the dream of Irma’s injection is the way the ‘white patch’, or ‘leukoplakia’, in Irma’s throat seems to anticipate Freud’s developing a ‘leukoplakia’ later in life which would lead to the diagnosis of oral cancer.

The extent of Freud’s on-going use of cocaine is unclear, but there appears to have been a pattern of self-medication for his various symptoms sustained over a number of years. In 1893 he recorded interrupting a ‘severe migraine’ with cocaine (Masson 1985b: 49), and as noted in Chapter 5, in June 1895 he recorded feeling well but commented that he needed ‘a lot of cocaine’ (Masson 1985b: 132), presumably in order to maintain this state.

In 1895 Freud was engaged in a tormenting struggle within his own mind, much of which was expressed and experienced somatically. Self-medication with nicotine and cocaine was one approach, but if his new techniques of investigation worked with his patients, why not apply them to himself? His self-analysis was driven by both a real interest to understand his mind and his urgent need to heal himself.

Freud was facing a further problem; for all his belief in his new psychoanalytic methods he was not succeeding in bringing his patients’ analyses to a satisfactory conclusion (Masson 1985b: 264). It would seem likely that Freud’s capacity for disinterested observation remained compromised by the conquistador’s investment in theoretical constructs such as the seduction theory, and by his need to conquer through interpretation. He did not, however, really doubt or abandon his essential method of investigation; rather he began to realize that either some elements of his theory, or something within his own person, might be standing in the way. Freud was more and more looking inward to understand the blocks.
Then in October 1896 his father died. Freud soon found himself deeply affected. He felt ‘quite uprooted’ as if his ‘whole past has been reawakened by this event’ (Masson 1985b: 202). This event marked the real beginning of Freud’s self-analysis; it shifted the self-analysis from a somewhat intellectual pursuit, and took Freud much more deeply into his emotional reality. Anzieu has commented: ‘Mourning set in motion a process of intense psychical work in Freud’ (Anzieu 1986: 175). Anzieu makes the point that mourning:

proves the existence of an internal reality of the mind which cannot be reduced either to the functioning of the brain or to conscious thought. If a specifically psychical work takes place within us in this way, at once against our will and with our assent, it must mean that a purely psychical apparatus exists in order to produce it.

(Anzieu 1986: 182)

We can imagine that one of the effects of the conscious process of mourning was to focus Freud’s mind beyond the somewhat reductionist economic and conflict models of the mind which he had been entertaining up to this point. This was a primary emotional process of a different order. Perhaps its impact helps explain, in part at least, why the later essay Mourning and melancholia (Freud 1917a) is one of Freud’s most brilliant works. While Freud suggested that insights such as contained in The interpretation of dreams can be expected but once in a lifetime, the insights contained in Mourning and melancholia might be judged as equivalent to those of The interpretation of dreams, and are certainly expressed with a far greater economy. Presumably some of the seeds of these later insights were sown at this time, following the death of his father.

In the dreams that followed Freud was also able to trace the existence of a deep ambivalence towards his father: ‘For the first time, the parricidal dimension of the Oedipal organization is foreshadowed’, comments Anzieu (1986: 172). Freud was in the process of discovering both the extent of his unconscious hostile feelings towards his father and his own Oedipus complex.

1897 was the crucial year. In July, Freud wrote ‘I have been through some kind of neurotic experience, curious states incomprehensible to Cs., twilight thoughts, veiled doubts, with barely a ray of light here or there’ (Masson 1985b: 254). And in the next letter to Fliess:

I still do not know what is happening in me. Something from the deepest depths of my own neurosis set itself against any advance in understanding of the neuroses, and you have somehow been involved in it. For my writing paralysis seems to me designed to inhibit our communication.

(Masson 1985b: 255)

Ambiguous though these comments are, they suggest Freud’s growing awareness of ambivalence towards Fliess; of the part of himself that wished to
withdraw from the correspondence and the identification. One thing however is clear; Freud no longer sees himself as struggling with a mysterious physical affliction; the problem is one which has its origin in his mind, and he is wholly engaged in the struggle with what he refers to as ‘my own neurosis’.

Then in August:

The chief patient I am preoccupied with is myself. My little hysteria, though greatly accentuated by my work, has resolved itself a bit further….The analysis is more difficult than any other. It is, in fact, what paralyzes my psychic strength for describing and communicating what I have won so far. Still, I believe it must be done and is a necessary intermediate stage in my work.

(Masson 1985b: 261)

Freud had begun to grasp how intimate the connection was between understanding his patients and understanding himself, and that a deeper understanding of the neuroses would be contingent upon understanding his own.

If we follow Freud’s theoretical formulations through the letters, towards the middle of 1897, moments emerge where Freud communicates a sense of firmer grasp and developing clarity. For example, he begins a theoretical note which accompanies a letter of May 31: ‘Hostile impulses against parents (a wish that they should die) are also an integrating constituent of neuroses. They come to light consciously as obsessional ideas’ (Masson 1985b: 250). This is a clearly stated and accurate intuition; presumably, at least in part, an outcome of the self-analysis. As well as being a brilliant insight, we have a different impression from the earlier one of Freud the conquistador striving to make his observations fit together and confirm a theory. There is more the sense of an understanding which has floated free from the observations themselves. Such a conceptual formulation suggests more the work of the thinker. It has the quality of a ‘selected fact’ (Bion 1962), having emerged out of sustained and careful observation over time, and of coherence created within the field of observation. In this particular theoretical note there is also the further sense that Freud’s theoretical formulations are beginning to become organized into a somewhat more coherent ‘scientific deductive system’ (Bion 1962); alongside the psychological realm a ‘metapsychological’ realm is beginning to emerge. Strachey has, in fact, linked essential ideas in *Mourning and melancholia* back to this particular theoretical note (Strachey 1957: 240).

The inward focus of the work of mourning appears to have helped Freud towards greater reliance upon the intuitive and synthetic capacity of his own mind; the thinking capacity that creates understanding through the apprehension of the ‘selected fact’. This growing recognition of the primacy of the creative capacity of the mind, and of the role of inner ‘phantasy’, would in turn contribute to his beginning to question his more concrete historical etiological formulations, a process which would culminate in his abandonment
of the seduction hypothesis. At the same time, Freud the analytic and deductive thinker was also recovering his strength; in the famous letter to Fliess of September 21, 1897, Freud considers his seduction theory in relation to his own case, and his relationship with his own father:

Then the surprise that in all cases, the father, not excluding my own, had to be accused of being perverse – the realization of the unexpected frequency of hysteria, with precisely the same conditions prevailing in each, whereas surely such widespread perversions against children are not very probable.

(Masson 1985b: 264)

Freud had previously concluded his father must have been ‘perverse’ on the basis of his perception of ‘hysteria’ in his siblings, and presumably within himself. He had written to Fliess on February 8, 1897, ‘Unfortunately, my own father was one of these perverts and is responsible for the hysteria of my brother (all of whose symptoms are identifications) and those of several younger sisters’ (Masson 1985b: 231). If, as Freud was coming to realize during 1897, his assessment of his own father must be unrealistic, how could he be so sure about the seduction accounts offered by his patients? Perhaps he had even suggested to his patients, and elicited from them, some of the very material he was seeking; a possibility he later admitted in his Autobiographical study: ‘I was at last obliged to recognize that these scenes of seduction had never taken place, and that they were only phantasies which my patients had made up or which I myself had perhaps forced on them’ (Freud 1925b: 34). He goes on to suggest, however, that he had not so much forced these phantasies upon his patients, but rather elicited them, and that in doing so he had ‘stumbled for the first time upon the Oedipus complex’ (Freud 1925b: 34).

In the crucial letter of September 21, 1897, Freud commented on ‘the certain insight that there are no indications of reality in the unconscious, so that one cannot distinguish between truth and fiction that has been cathexed with affect’ (Masson 1985b: 264). If we wanted to point to a eureka moment when Freud ‘discovered’ psychoanalysis, this would surely be the best candidate. Janet Malcolm has commented: ‘traditional accounts of the emergence of psychoanalysis all agree that Freud’s realization that his [seduction] theory was wrong was the fulcrum of his momentous discovery of the cornerstones of psychoanalytic theory: infantile sexuality and the Oedipus complex’ (Malcolm 1997: 21). This ‘traditional’ view may be true enough, but it is not so much the reality of infantile sexuality or the theory of the Oedipus complex in themselves that were fundamental to Freud’s new perspective; it was the understanding that, as Freud himself wrote, ‘there are no indications of reality in the unconscious’. What was at issue was that Freud had grasped that the mind is active in creating meaning out of the circumstances of its own experience, and that the privileging of unconscious phantasy would be necessary to
achieve a deep understanding of the mind; he had grasped the essential nature of unconscious psychic reality. In 1924, Freud added a footnote to The aetiology of hysteria, the paper in which he had presented his theory of an aetiology dependent upon the actual occurrence of physical sexual seduction or trauma: ‘it must be remembered that at the time I wrote it I had not yet freed myself from my overvaluation of reality and my low valuation of phantasy’ (see Freud 1896: 204). As Robert Caper has suggested, Freud’s new perspective on the link between traumatic experience and neurosis was that what mattered in the unconscious was not the actual events themselves, but ‘how the patient had experienced them’; that is their subjective meaning. This shift towards meaning was also linked with a move away from a conceptual framework based on the ‘physiological impact’ of traumatic events upon the ‘mental apparatus’ (Caper 1988: 10).

Freud had been thinking long and hard, first on the problems of his patients, then on his own difficulties, and was realizing they were but different sides of a coin. A profound process would seem to have been taking place within his mind, and essential elements had come together; the fertilization would constitute the basis of something entirely new. From this conception would grow, in the abstract, psychoanalysis, and more concretely, The interpretation of dreams. In the letter of September 21, 1897, he wrote, ‘In this collapse of everything valuable, the psychological alone has remained untouched. The dream [book] stands entirely secure and my beginnings of the metapsychological work have only grown in my estimation’ (Masson 1985b: 266).

In the 1908 preface to the second edition of his dream book, Freud had this to say:

> For this book has a further subjective significance for me personally – a significance which I only grasped after I had completed it. It was, I found, a portion of my own self-analysis, my reaction to my father’s death – that is to say, to the most important event, the most poignant loss, of a man’s life. Having discovered that this was so, I felt unable to obliterate the traces of the experience.  

(see Freud 1900: xxvi)

Freud’s view of the origin of neurotic phenomena might appear to have changed rather abruptly, but the thoughts that came together in 1897 had been evolving for some time. With the abandonment of the seduction hypothesis more than an aetiological theory was being rejected; the move reflected a fundamental shift that was taking place in his conceptualization of the human mind, and of course his own mind. It is as if he realized that in the end his ‘thinker’ was necessary in order to approach the ‘truth’, and no real success would come without this help. Freud the ‘conquistador’ needed not so much the support and reassurance of a fellow conquistador, but rather the help of the thinker. The conceptual shift represented by the abandonment of the
seduction hypothesis was also linked to the beginning of a more realistic appraisal of his relationship with Fliess, and in turn facilitated the process of separation between the two men. Freud would slowly struggle towards a clearer perception of Fliess, and a recognition that the seducer that really mattered was the one in his own mind. As noted, Freud wrote to Ferenczi in 1910 that he had withdrawn a ‘piece of homosexual investment’ from his involvement with Fliess, and utilized this ‘for the enlargement of my own ego’ (Brabant et al 1992: 221).

Whatever the nature of the experiences that lay behind his patient’s account of seduction or abuse, or behind the clinical material that was suggestive of seduction or abuse, Freud now realized that such material needed to be thought about primarily as revealing of the patient’s unconscious phantasy. Freud the thinker was beginning to understand that the ‘psychoanalytic’ meaning of the narrative must be grasped in a different way. The culmination of this understanding today is the psychoanalyst’s suspension of judgement in relation to the patient’s accounts of external events, the characteristics of the significant others, and so on. This position is sometimes misunderstood as equivalent to ‘not believing’ the patient’s story. However, for the most part it is not a question of believing or disbelieving; it is a matter of listening to the patient’s communication as a reflection of how the person constructs their inner world; their ‘unconscious phantasy’. The abandonment of the seduction hypothesis reflected Freud’s process of learning to listen in a new way. He was moving towards his eventual recommendation for the ‘physician’ to listen with ‘evenly suspended attention’; a recommendation not to try to find understanding, but rather to wait to be found by it (Freud 1912: 111). The abandonment of his seduction hypothesis was also a step towards Freud’s later contention that ‘biographical truth does not exist, and if it did we could not use it’ (Freud, E. 1970: 127).

Freud’s abandoning his seduction hypothesis was, of course, destined to become a highly contentious issue. In 1984 Jeffrey Masson published The assault on truth: Freud’s suppression of the seduction theory (Masson 1985a), in which he argued that Freud’s abandonment of his hypothesis, far from being a necessary conceptual development, was in fact a fearful retreat from recognition of the impact of reality upon the small child, and in particular a retreat from recognition of the impact of sexual abuse.

Masson had been appointed Director of the Freud Archives in 1980, and since his appointment had been working on a new and comprehensive edition of Freud’s letters to Fliess. The complete letters of Sigmund Freud to Wilhelm Fliess 1887–1904 was eventually published in 1985. As noted, the original volume of Freud’s letters, The origins of psycho-analysis (Kris et al 1954), had contained an expurgated selection of Freud’s letters to Fliess. Masson was a Sanskrit scholar who had qualified as a psychoanalyst with the Toronto Institute, but appears to have had an ambivalent relationship to psychoanalysis and never established a clinical practice. According to Janet Malcolm he came to
consider himself not suited in temperament for the role of clinician (Malcolm 1997: 34). Masson had offered to Anna Freud to undertake a complete edition of the letters to Fliess, but Anna Freud was initially hesitant. After he gained the support of the then Director of the Freud Archives, Kurt Eissler, Eissler was able to convince Anna Freud of Masson’s qualification for the job. Having been appointed Director of the Freud Archives, Masson thereby gained access to Freud’s London home, Maresfield Gardens, at the time Anna Freud’s residence and the repository of the archives (Malcolm 1997: 34).

The complete edition of Freud’s letters to Fliess is a work of scholarship, which would, in itself, have justified the trust placed in Masson. However, to the shock of those responsible for his appointment, in 1981 two articles by Ralph Blumenthal appeared in the New York Times based on interviews with Masson, in which Masson asserted his view that Freud’s seduction theory had been correct in the first place. As a result of Masson’s promulgation of this view, and some provocative public comments about psychoanalysis, it was only a matter of months before Masson was relieved of his position with the Freud Archives (Malcolm 1997: 23).

In The assault on truth, Masson cites the evidence that in his view, Freud was wrong; rather than signifying the birth of psychoanalysis, Freud’s abandonment of the seduction hypothesis spelt the death of psychoanalysis. The book was certainly felt by many to be an assault on psychoanalysis; one from which the establishment is smarting to this day. Many of those involved came to the conclusion that it was Masson’s personality rather than Freud’s abandonment of the seduction theory that was the issue, a perspective supported by Janet Malcolm’s account of events in her book In the Freud archives. In response to these criticisms of himself Masson wrote a preface to the Penguin paperback edition of The assault on truth. Here he stated, with some justification, his view that the debate had become hijacked into one about his own personality, and concluded:

I can only look forward to a time when the whole matter can be discussed in a more scholarly fashion, when objections to my position will be based on a different understanding of the documents, rather than a dislike for the subject matter or the imagined personality of the author.

(Masson 1985a: xx)

In researching for her book, Janet Malcolm interviewed Jeffrey Masson in 1982, prior to his publication of The assault on truth. After their meeting, Masson delivered copies of some essential background documents to her, including Max Schur’s 1966 paper Some additional ‘day residues’ of ‘The specimen dream of psychoanalysis’, the first publication to identify the link between the dream of Irma’s injection and the Emma Eckstein affair. In Janet Malcolm’s assessment, Schur had come close to suggesting a link between ‘Freud’s wish to believe that Fliess’s horrendous error had never happened…and his
repudiation of a theory that traced hysteria to actual body- and soul-damaging events in favor of one emphasizing the power of fantasy’. This, says Malcolm, was the connection that ‘Masson pounced on’ (Malcolm 1997: 51). In Malcolm’s account of her interview, Masson asserted, ‘Freud abandoned the seduction theory because he couldn’t face the truth about what Fliess had done to Emma’ (Malcolm 1997: 52). Although clearly correct in recognizing that Freud had not been able to ‘face the truth about what Fliess had done to Emma’, the evidence does not favour Masson’s conclusion that this explained Freud’s abandonment of the seduction hypothesis.

The overall context of Freud’s decision to abandon the seduction hypothesis, namely the progress of his self-analysis and his attempts to explore his own psychic reality, make clear that this was not a defensive move. However, more specifically the letters to Fliess reveal a crucial ‘economic’ situation. There is, as suggested in Chapter 4, clear evidence that to a significant extent, Freud’s investment in his *Project for a scientific psychology* constituted part of a manic defence, and further, as noted in Chapter 5, Freud’s investment in the *Project* grew in the wake of the disaster of Emma Eckstein’s surgery. The ‘manic defence’ of the *Project* would seem, in part, to have been a defence against recognition of his own guilt in relation to Emma. But the letters then make clear a further development of this economic situation, namely that Freud’s investment in his seduction theory grew inversely to his disappointment in his hopes for the *Project*; the seduction hypothesis appears to have become a replacement for the abandoned *Project*.

Freud’s letter to Fliess of October 15, 1895, makes clear this further development. In this short letter, Freud apologizes for not having written earlier to Fliess, because ‘For two weeks I was in the throes of writing fever, believed that I had found the secret, now I know that I still haven’t, and have again dropped the whole business’ (i.e. the *Project*). He then goes on to assert:

> Nevertheless, all sorts of things became clear or at least sorted themselves out. I have not lost heart. Have I revealed the great clinical secret to you, either orally or in writing?
> Hysteria is the consequence of a presexual *sexual shock*.

(Masson 1985b: 144)

He concludes the letter by offering an equivalent and linked formulation to explain the origin of obsessional neurosis.

A few days later, Freud had a brief, and it appears final, surge of conviction that his *Project* might, after all, be realized. He documented this experience in the letter of October 20:

> the barriers suddenly lifted, the veils dropped, and everything became transparent – from the details of the neuroses to the determinates of consciousness. Everything seemed to fall into place, the cogs
meshed, I had the impression that the thing now really was a machine that shortly would function on its own... Naturally, I can scarcely manage to contain my delight.

(Masson 1985b: 146)

This is the letter in which the element of ‘manic defence’ inherent in the Project finds clearest expression, and it is interesting to note that Freud begins his account of this episode of elation: ‘During an industrious night last week, when I was suffering from that degree of pain which brings about the optimal condition for my mental activities’. Freud’s reference to ‘pain’ here is unclear, but he had earlier commented that he has been suffering from a ‘three-day migraine’.

As has been noted, Freud’s resurgence of conviction in his Project was short lived. On November 8, he recorded throwing the manuscripts into a drawer and, ‘I rebelled against my tyrant’ (Masson 1985b: 150). Then on November 29, the state of mind in which he had ‘hatched the psychology’ now seemed ‘to have been a kind of madness’ (Masson 1985b: 152).

At the same time as Freud is admitting ‘defeat’ with the ‘whole business’ of the Project, he is claiming to have solved the aetiological riddle of hysteria and obsessional neuroses. The seduction theory took over where the Project was left off, with Freud remaining very much in ‘conquistador’ mode. Freud had been in need of a grand scheme, whether the Project or the seduction theory, that would, as he put it, lead him to the source of the Nile. He would then become the explorer who had discovered the caput Nili, and recognition and fame would be rightly his. On such a journey he remained very much in need of his fellow conquistador, Fliess. Freud’s identification with Fliess, his ‘seduction’, was inextricably woven into the manic defence.

However, as Freud’s self-analysis took hold, absorbing his attention and energy, his focus shifted inward towards getting to know himself. For a period he became less concerned with the unsolved riddles of mankind, and more concerned with the unsolved riddle of his own mind. By the time Freud was facing the problematic nature of his seduction theory, he was shifting into a less defended state of mind, and was less in need of a substitute solution. He was sufficiently able to face the uncertainty that lay behind his need for an answer on a grand scale, and had found within himself a greater capacity to remain in this uncertainty; to be able to wait and apply Charcot’s method of looking ‘again and again at the things he did not understand, to deepen his impression of them day by day, till suddenly an understanding of them dawned on him’ (Freud 1893b: 12). With this shift he gradually came into greater possession of an independent mind, and his felt need for Fliess’s support began to diminish. Slowly, a clearer view of Fliess would begin to develop and his bondage to his friend would begin to dissolve.

It remains, of course, a possibility that having abandoned his seduction hypothesis, Freud then underestimated the extent to which his patients’
histories of seduction and abuse were based in reality. It is clear, however, that Freud was never suggesting that real acts of sexual abuse and incest do not occur. If we consider Freud’s account of Katharina from *Studies on Hysteria*, at the time of writing Freud took her account of events as a more or less accurate one, and there is no suggestion that such an assumption on Freud’s part changed as a consequence of his later abandoning his seduction hypothesis. In a 1906 paper on the part played by sexuality in the aetiology of the neuroses, he concluded he had ‘over-estimated the frequency of such events’, although ‘in other respects they were not open to doubt’ (Freud 1906: 274). What Freud had concluded was that a memory, however sincerely reported, may not always be a reliable pointer to an historical event.

Freud’s account of the origin of his seduction hypothesis suggests that it was only after considerable initial reluctance that he had come to take his patients’ accounts suggestive of premature sexual experiences at face value: ‘Only the most laborious and detailed investigations have converted me, and that slowly enough, to the view I hold to-day’ (Freud 1896: 199). If Freud had been at first unwilling to entertain the idea, he had been able to overcome this reluctance in order to formulate his theory. The real reason for abandoning the seduction hypothesis was not that it was distasteful, but as suggested, Freud was moving towards a deeper understanding of the nature of psychic reality, and gradually he came to recognize the inherent elements of implausibility. It seems more likely that the real difficulty for Freud would have been in letting go of a theory that he had become highly invested in. It was his own and original theory, and we might reflect how difficult it is to abandon a cherished point of view, even when the evidence is against us.

In his letter to Fliess of October 27, 1897, not long after announcing the abandonment of the seduction hypothesis, Freud expressed his awareness that rather than having arrived at an endpoint, he was still on the journey. The letter conveys something of his experience during the self-analysis:

> I have nothing to tell you about except analysis…I live only for the “inner work.” I am gripped and pulled through ancient times in quick association of thoughts; my moods change like the landscapes seen by a traveller from a train…

And also first fright and discord. Many a sad secret of life is here followed back to its first roots; many a pride and privilege are made aware of their humble origins. All of what I experienced with my patients, as a third [person] I find again here – days when I drag myself about dejected because I have understood nothing of the dream, of the fantasy, of the mood of the day; and then again days when a flash of lightning illuminates the interrelations and lets me understand the past as a preparation for the present.

(Masson 1985b: 274)
The tone of this letter is very different; the conquistador’s ‘pride and privi-
lege’ of having all the answers is relinquished in favour of a more humble
uncertainty. We sense the engagement with a more complex emotional real-
ity; insights come like flashes of lightning, but these are the illuminations of
a moment; they have to be worked on and linked together. Depression and
confusion have to be tolerated in order for deeper understanding to grow.

This letter makes clear, I think, how completely Freud was immersed in the
process that has come to be known as his ‘self-analysis’. The word analysis can
suggest something solely intellectual, possibly even mechanistic, but Freud’s
account reveals that, whatever we call it, this process had a life of its own; a
necessity arising from the depths of his being. Henri Ellenberger, in his book
The discovery of the unconscious, suggests the process might be considered as a
‘creative illness’:

It is our hypothesis that Freud’s self-analysis was one aspect of a com-
plex process (the others being his relationship with Fliess, his neuro-
sis, and the elaboration of psychoanalysis), and that this process was
an example of what may be called a creative illness.

(Ellenberger 1994: 447)

The experience of psychoanalysis is, at its best, a living thing, we might
say a kind of ‘categorical imperative’ from within the person. It seems that
wherever it has not been killed or deformed, there remains within the indi-
ardual a ‘thinker’ with a wish to know the ‘truth’ and to create, along with
the intuitive knowledge that real creativity is grounded in a movement
towards truth.

When Frank Sulloway refers to the ‘myth’ of Freud’s self-analysis he appears
somewhat diminishing of its importance, specifically its importance in the
shaping of Freud’s theory, but in this I think he has seriously misunderstood.
In Freud’s self-analysis, Didier Anzieu concludes that the self-analysis had a
considerable, although limited, effect upon Freud’s mind; it was ‘no more and
no less than a mental working over of depressive anxiety. Persecutory anxiety
led him to seek a solution of a second kind – a biochemical solution’ (Anzieu
1986: 45). Certainly Anzieu is right in suggesting that there were parts, or
depths, of Freud’s mind, depending upon how we conceptualize these things,
that were not radically altered through the self-analysis, but overall there is
some evidence that the experience touched and impacted at a deep level within
Freud. His various psycho-somatic affl ictions, for example, appeared to have
been greatly improved after the self-analysis. This was already evident in
1897, when Freud wrote to Fliess, ‘Under the influence of analysis my cardiac
symptoms are now very frequently replaced by gastrointestinal symptoms’
(Masson 1985b: 276). In fact from this point Freud makes no further mention
of cardiac symptoms (Anzieu 1986: 250). In 1913, Freud would write to
Ferenczi that he had suffered a ‘terrible migraine’, but adds that they are ‘a
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rarity with me’ (Brabant et al 1992: 485). The letters to Fliess suggest they were far from a rarity prior to Freud’s self-analysis.

It is also clear, especially from Ellenberger’s account, that during the course of the self-analysis Freud was regressed to a felt position of isolation in a hostile environment (Ellenberger 1994: 448); in other words regressed to a somewhat paranoid or persecutory position, and that he emerged from this as a significantly changed and more confident person. It is perhaps not so clear that Freud’s ‘persecutory anxiety’ was completely untouched by the self-analysis, as Anzieu suggests.

In 1899 Freud wrote to Fliess, with an assessment of the progress of his self-analysis:

The main result of this year’s work appears to me to be the surmounting of fantasies; they have indeed lured me away from what is real. Yet all the work has been very good for my own emotional life; I am apparently much more normal that I was four or five years ago.

(Masson 1985b: 347)

The impact of his systematic attempt to pay attention to his own mind had borne fruit. Ellenberger concludes that Freud’s experience of creative illness and self-analysis had transformed the ‘unsure young practitioner into a self-assured founder of a new doctrine and school, convinced that he had made a great discovery, which he saw as his mission to give the world’ (Ellenberger 1994: 459). The ‘self-assured’ Freud had less need of a manic defence than the ‘unsure young practitioner’.

This is not to say that by 1899 Freud had achieved a stable integration between ‘conquistador’ and ‘thinker’, but Freud’s characterisation of himself as ‘nothing but a conquistador’ in the letter to Fliess of February 1, 1900, (Masson 1985b: 398) suggests a sharp awareness of the influence of this side of himself. The degree of integration he had achieved out of his self-analysis would seem to have been sufficient to allow a greater working relationship between these two sides of his mind. It had become more possible for Freud to step out of his conquistador identity and in doing so to create a space for the thinker.

The conquistador was, of course, far from completely tamed and would continue to make his presence felt, sometimes intrusively. Having abandoned his seduction hypothesis in September 1897, Freud did not fully relinquish his search for the source of the Nile. He would continue looking, with a certain obsessional preoccupation, in the area of sexuality. By December 1897, he reported to Fliess that he was in ‘good spirits again’, and that:

The insight has dawned on me that masturbation is the one major habit, the “primary addiction,” and it is only as a substitute and replacement for it that the other addictions – to alcohol, morphine,
tobacco, and the like – come into existence. The role played by this addiction in hysteria is enormous; and it is perhaps there that my major, still outstanding obstacle is to be found, wholly or in part.

(Masson 1985b: 287)

Again, we sense Freud buckling under his own pressure to find an answer; a solution to the riddle of the sphinx. But again we also find that, within the obsessional preoccupation, he is slowly moving towards a deeper grasp, so that by October of 1899 he would write to Fliess:

Oddly enough, something is at work on the lowest floor. A theory of sexuality may be the immediate successor to the dream book. Today several very strange things occurred to me, which I do not yet properly understand at all. As far as I am concerned, there is no question of deliberation. This method of working moves along by fits and starts.

(Masson 1985b: 379)

More and more Freud was coming to have faith in what was taking place on the 'lowest floor'.

Psychic change is invariably more difficult than we imagine; perhaps more difficult than we can imagine. Clinical psychoanalysis is always an imperfect experience of uncertain outcome. Incomplete though Freud’s self-analysis undoubtedly was, we might consider the changes he brought about within himself to be a significant outcome for any clinical psychoanalysis. The fact that Freud was able to achieve this much in self-analysis testifies to the unusual temper of his mind, and a determination to achieve integration within his mind in order to realize his own genius.
FROM MELANCHOLIA TO MOURNING

The analysis of melancholia now shows that the ego can kill itself only if, owing to the return of the object-cathexis, it can treat itself as an object – if it is able to direct against itself the hostility which relates to an object and which represents the ego’s original reaction to objects in the external world.

(Freud 1917a: 252)

In the early years of the twentieth century, Freud was preoccupied with the battle for the cause of his new science of psychoanalysis. The publication of the *Three essays on the theory of sexuality* (Freud 1905) had bought him recognition amongst his medical colleagues (Makari 2008: 151) and a degree of fame. Freud’s reputation was growing steadily, and in Vienna a group of followers had been meeting regularly at his house since 1902, to discuss psychoanalytic and related ideas (Freud 1914b: 25). They would become known as the Wednesday Psychological Society. The opposition forces were the detractors and sceptics from many different positions, including mainstream psychiatry and academic psychology. As the ranks of the Wednesday Society swelled with those interested in and attracted to Freud and his thinking, clashes of personalities and theory within the group were inevitable, but in cases of dissent and conflict Freud seemed to have retained the final word (Graf 1942: 471). A second psychoanalytic campaign front had opened at the Burgholzli hospital in Zurich, with Eugene Bleuler and Carl Gustav Jung seeming to take up the cause. Such apparent unity of purpose could not last. Eventually, as disagreements and division intensified within the Vienna group, and cracks began to appear with the Zurich group, the fracture lines spread into the newly formed International Psychoanalytic Association and the ‘defections’ began; Adler, Stekel, Bleuler and Jung would all decide to go their own directions.

When the First World War broke out in 1914, Freud was already in campaign mode. His theory of the centrality of psychosexuality in the aetiology of the neuroses had become an article of faith for the conquistador. In *Memories, dreams, reflections*, C. G. Jung claimed to vividly recall how Freud had exhorted
him ‘never to abandon the sexual theory. That is the most essential thing of all. You see, we must make a dogma of it, an unshakable bulwark’ (Jung 1989: 150). As the split with Jung was deepening, and having completed the first essay of *Totem and taboo* (Freud 1913) in January 1912, Freud was afflicted with self-doubt in relation to the work; a self-doubt which would come and go until the middle of 1913. In the background of *Totem and taboo*, and stated explicitly in the preface (Freud 1913: xiii), is Freud’s ongoing conflict with Jung. He wrote to Ferenczi in February 1912: ‘Must I really always be right, always be the better one? In the long run it becomes downright improbable to one’ (Brabant *et al* 1992: 340). The conflict had led to a significant emotional uncertainty, and one result appears to have been the creation of a space to question dogmatism; more space it would seem for the thinker. The uncertainty, however, could not last, and at the beginning of 1914 Freud was again in conquistador mode as he set about writing *On the history of the psycho-analytic movement*; a subjective account of the development of his thinking and the central findings of his psychoanalytic investigations. Freud began by asserting that psychoanalysis was his creation:

> I consider myself justified in maintaining that even to-day no one can know better than I do what psycho-analysis is, how it differs from other ways of investigating the life of the mind, and precisely what should be called psycho-analysis and what would better be described by some other name.

(Freud 1914b: 7)

In essence, *On the history of the psycho-analytic movement* is a polemical work, written in order to differentiate Freud’s psychoanalysis from the theoretical ideas of the defectors Adler and Jung. ‘After exercising so much self-restraint in not coming to blows with opponents outside analysis, I now see myself compelled to take up arms against its former followers or people who still like to call themselves its followers’ (Freud 1914b: 49). As has often been commented, Freud’s fantasy scene in the fourth essay of *Totem and taboo* (Freud 1913) of the sons of the primal horde rising up to murder the domineering father seemed to capture the threat felt by him to his control over the psychoanalytic movement. Makari writes: ‘In penning this fantasy of civilization’s origins, Freud acutely described his own tragedy. As father of a movement, he had created a community in which he was repeatedly accused of being tyrannical’ (Makari 2008: 288).

Then, with the declaration of the First World War, Freud the conquistador was quickly engaged on another new front. Much of the population of Austro-Hungary, including many foremost intellectuals and writers, was gripped by an enthusiasm for the conflict; an enthusiasm which Gay has described as ‘a contagious war psychosis. It was a telling instance of how susceptible to collective
regression presumably sensible and educated people can be’ (Gay 1988: 349). Freud, then aged 58, was also enthusiastic in his support for Austria-Hungary and Germany, and expected a swift military victory. Ernest Jones has written that on the declaration of war, Freud was carried away by the news, and distracted from his work. As Freud put it: ‘All my libido is given to Austria-Hungary’ (Jones 1955: 192). He also evinced a surprisingly naïve attitude about the likely consequences of the conflict, expecting that the combat might be conducted in something like a civilized manner. Jones had identified ‘an unmistakable militaristic phase’ (Jones 1953: 25) during Freud’s childhood, and this would seem to have experienced a resurgence 50 years later at the outbreak of real warfare. Not until Freud was forced to come to terms with the realities of the war would a process of dissolution of the idealized elements of this ‘militaristic’ frame of mind really occur.

The scene was set for a further struggle between conquistador and thinker. By November 1914, Freud’s attitude was shifting. He wrote to Lou Andreas-Salomé:

I do not doubt that mankind will survive even this war, but I know for certain that for me and my contemporaries the world will never again be a happy place. It is too hideous. And the saddest thing about it is that it is exactly the way we should have expected people to behave from our knowledge of psycho-analysis.

(Pfeiffer (ed) 1963: 21)

Perhaps, but the ‘psychoanalysis’ Freud referred to was his own psychoanalysis, and the fact was that he had not at all predicted the stark reality of the war. By March 1915, when Freud wrote The disillusionment of the war, the first of two essays grouped together under the title Thoughts for the times on war and death (Freud 1915), Freud would acknowledge that he had been under the sway of an illusion; the illusion that the war might be conducted as ‘a chivalrous passage of arms’. Such a conflict would be limited:

to establishing the superiority of one side in the struggle, while as far as possible avoiding acute suffering that could contribute nothing to the decision, and granting complete immunity for the wounded who had to withdraw from the contest, as well as for the doctors and nurses who devoted themselves to their recovery. There would, of course, be the utmost consideration for the non-combatant classes…

Then the war in which we had refused to believe broke out, and it brought – disillusionment. Not only is it more bloody and more destructive than any war of other days,…it is at least as cruel, as embittered, as implacable as any that has preceded it.

(Freud 1915: 278)
However, he added, if we embrace our illusions in order to spare ourselves ‘unpleasurable feelings’, we are hardly justified in complaining at the destruction of an illusion. ‘We must not complain, then, if now and again they come into collision with some portion of reality, and are shattered against it’ (Freud 1915: 280).

Recognition of the real situation had become unavoidable. The disillusionment of the war was a part of Freud’s working through; of coming to terms with the stark reality of the carnage resulting from the attempted military solution, and mourning the loss of his own illusions. The reality of humankind’s capacity for aggression and destruction had proved a shock to the man who had prided himself on his understanding of what was primitive and instinctual within the human mind. It would take Freud still longer to question his optimism about a victory for Austria-Hungary and its allies, and his belief in the Austro-Hungarian cause as justifying the conflict.

In Our attitude towards death, the second essay of Thoughts for the times on war and death, Freud suggested that the war had also swept away the conventional treatment of death: ‘Death will no longer be denied; we are forced to believe in it’ (Freud 1915: 291). If death becomes a daily reality, we are forced to confront it, but, suggested Freud, there is also a gain in this. It is only by giving death its due place in our lives and our minds that we can take the truth more into account and escape from illusion; thus our experience of life becomes more complete (Freud 1915: 299).

About seven months later, in November 1915, Freud wrote his short essay On transience (Freud 1916). In it he recounts an occasion before the outbreak of the war when he went for a ‘summer walk through a smiling countryside in the company of a taciturn friend and of a young but already famous poet’. The poet felt no joy in the beauty of nature, because he was ‘disturbed by the thought that all this beauty was fated to extinction, that it would vanish when winter came, like all human beauty and all the beauty and splendor that men have created or may create.’ Freud reflects that all life and all beauty is transient and fated to extinction, but ‘I did dispute the pessimistic poet’s view that the transience of what is beautiful involves any loss in its worth.’ On the contrary, asserts Freud, transience can only increase the value of what is beautiful: ‘Limitation in the possibility of an enjoyment raises the value of the enjoyment’ (Freud 1916: 305), and ‘A flower that blossoms only for a single night does not seem to us on that account less lovely’ (Freud 1916: 306).

These considerations, says Freud, seemed to him incontestable but made no impression upon either the poet or Freud’s friend. Freud thought there must be ‘some powerful emotional factor’ which was ‘disturbing their judgment’, and on later reflection concluded: ‘What spoilt their enjoyment of beauty must have been a revolt in their minds against mourning’ (Freud 1916: 306). He goes on to speculate on the nature of mourning, and although he does not spell it out, infers that the poet cannot value these transient objects because to do so would be to invest ‘libido’ in them, in other words to ‘love’ them.
But this anticipates the possibility of loss and so entails potential pain, and ‘the mind instinctively recoils from anything that is painful’ (Freud 1916: 306). Although Freud does not use the word, the impression he creates is that the young poet is in a melancholic frame of mind.

Freud then states that his conversation with the poet took place in the summer before the war, and:

A year later the war broke out and robbed the world of its beauties.
It destroyed not only the beauty of the countrysides through which it passed and works of art which it met with on its path but it also shattered our pride in the achievements of our civilization, our admiration for many philosophers and artists and our hopes of a final triumph over the differences between nations and races. It tarnished the lofty impartiality of our science, it revealed our instincts in all their nakedness and let loose the evil spirits within us which we thought had been tamed for ever by centuries of continuous education by the noblest minds.

(Freud 1916: 307)

But, questions Freud, have these lost things ‘ceased to have any worth for us because they have proved so perishable and so unresistant?’ He does not think so, and suggests that those who do are in a state of mourning for what is lost. But mourning takes its course and ends spontaneously, and ‘When it has renounced everything that has been lost, then it has consumed itself, and our libido is once more free’, and can ‘replace the lost objects by fresh ones equally or still more precious’ (Freud 1916: 307). It is only in the face of an inability to mourn that the reality of transience leads to a lasting despondency.

In On transience Freud had found a new voice and a different frame of mind from Thoughts for the times on war and death. Unlike his somewhat melancholic companions, he experiences the freedom to appreciate the natural beauty he encounters. There is a sense in the essay that Freud feels his own libido is ‘once more free’; freed, we might infer, from attachment to illusory ideals such as the ‘lofty impartiality of our science’ and the idealized state of mind he described in The disillusionment of the war.

Matthew von Unwerth has suggested the likely identity of the ‘young but already famous poet’ of Freud’s account to be Rainer Maria Rilke, and the likely identity of the ‘taciturn friend’ to be Lou Andreas-Salomé (von Unwerth 2006: 4). Whatever may be the reality of the people and events documented in On transience, Freud’s narrative suggests a kind of psychoanalytic allegory of internal objects. There is one figure, Freud, who the text suggests possesses the capacity to mourn, and another figure, the poet, who it seems has not realized such a capacity within himself; but perhaps both represent aspects of Freud himself in the summer before the war, when their conversation took place. Then the war ‘robbed the world of its beauties’. This will potentially
initiate a process of mourning, but after the mourning has run its course, ‘it will be found that our high opinion of the riches of civilization has lost nothing from our discovery of their fragility. We shall build up again all that the war has destroyed, and perhaps on firmer ground and more lastingly than before’ (Freud 1916: 307). An experience of loss is necessary to initiate mourning, and an experience of mourning may increase the emotional capacity of the mind, especially of a mind in which there has been resistance to mourning. A loss that is recognized and experienced could potentially transform a melancholic mind, or a melancholic part of the mind, into one more capable of mourning, and then the mind will find itself ‘on firmer ground and more lastingly than before’. A possible inference is that the experience of the war initiated a process of mourning, which had a transformative effect upon the ‘melancholic’ Freud.

Freud’s realization of the realities of the war did, in fact, precipitate a depressive state of mind and a significant experience of mourning in late 1914, although this does not seem to have taken on the deeper melancholic shades of some earlier depressive experiences. As noted, he wrote to Lou Andreas-Salomé in November: ‘for me and my contemporaries the world will never again be a happy place. It is too hideous’ (Pfeiffer 1963: 21). On December 11, he wrote to Abraham:

After some good results, my own work has plunged into deep darkness; I go on because one cannot remain without ‘something to do’ (que haces, as the Spanish say), but often without enthusiasm and with only slight expectation of solving the very difficult problems.

(Abraham H. C. and Freud E. L. 1965: 204)

As in the past, his state of mind also found somatic expression; in the same letter he complains of being ‘tormented by my own particular intestine’. Then, in his next letter to Abraham, of December 21: ‘You are right, I need someone to give me courage. I have little left’, and ‘The only thing that is going well is my work’ (Abraham H. C. and Freud E. L. 1965: 205). Freud’s depressive frame of mind appears to have led into a process of mourning such as he described in *The disillusionment of the war*. The depression was, it seems, less profound and relatively short lived, but as at the most intense period of Freud’s self-analysis, his associated experience of insecurity and uncertainty appears to have been conducive to the emergence of new understanding. In pursuing his work with ‘only slight expectation’, Freud was both exploring and creating a way through the negation of his own state of mind. Freud the thinker was, in fact, entering one of the most creative periods he would experience in his lifetime, and the result would be a flood of new formulations and writings, including his ‘metapsychological’ papers, the most significant of which would be *Mourning and melancholia* (Freud 1917a).
FROM MELANCHOLIA TO MOURNING

It is often pointed out that the precipitous decline in Freud's clinical hours as a result of the onset of the war created the time necessary for him to begin to formulate and document the recent developments in his thinking. No doubt this was an important consideration; however, a more important factor helping to create space for the thinker may have been this relatively circumscribed experience of depression and mourning in response to the onset of the war, and the more sombre, if not bleak, vision of the potentials of the human mind that Freud found himself forced to contemplate. We might say Freud had to come to terms with the loss of an ‘ego ideal’ and this would seem to have initiated a subtle, but significant, inner shift. According to Strachey, Freud wrote a first draft of Mourning and melancholia in February 1915 (Strachey 1957: 239). Freud was therefore writing Thoughts for the times on war and death and his draft of Mourning and melancholia almost concurrently, as he emerged from the period of depression at the end of 1914. Mourning and melancholia effectively links the threads of analysis from both the essays of Thoughts for the times on war and death. Disillusionment as to the capacity of human beings and their institutions of civilization to restrain human destructiveness, suggested Freud in The disillusionment of the war, may entail a painful process of mourning but the result is a fuller relation with reality. Similarly, in Our attitude towards death, he suggested that recognition and acceptance of the reality of death allows life to become fuller and more complete. As Freud wrote in Mourning and melancholia, in the normal course of events, ‘respect for reality gains the day’ (Freud 1917a: 244). Psychic development remains blocked in the melancholic person, or in the ‘melancholic’ part of the mind, because the reality of a loss or a ‘death’ has not been mourned. This fact, as Freud realized and elaborated in Mourning and melancholia, was inextricably linked with the reality of human ambivalence; that is, with the hostile, aggressive, and destructive wishes and impulses which make love so problematic, and can paralyse the mind. As Freud makes clear, the war had forced upon him an awareness of the reality of human destructiveness and very much sharpened his awareness of its importance as an organizing ‘principle’ in the mind.

This is not to suggest that Mourning and melancholia was, in its essence, simply a response to the war. It continued a shift of emphasis that was already in evidence; the extraordinary insights that seem to appear rather abruptly in Mourning and melancholia had in fact been accumulating for some time. Strachey (1957: 240) has traced some of the essential ideas of Mourning and melancholia as far back as the theoretical manuscript included in the letter to Fliess of May 31, 1897. Freud wrote:

Hostile impulses against parents (a wish that they should die) are also an integrating constituent of neuroses. They come to light consciously as obsessional ideas. In paranoia the worst feature of delusions of persecution (pathological distrust of rulers and monarchs)
corresponds to these impulses against parents. These impulses are repressed at periods when compassion for the parents is aroused – at times of their illness or death. On such occasions it is a manifestation of mourning to reproach oneself for their death (so-called melancholia) or to punish oneself in a hysterical fashion, through the medium of the idea of retribution, with the same states [of illness] that they have had. The identification which occurs here is, as can be seen, nothing other than a mode of thinking and does not make the search for the motive superfluous.

(Masson 1985b: 250)

Later, at the end of this theoretical note, Freud speculated that such repression of hostile impulses tends to result not so much in anxiety, but rather depression, that is 'melancholia' (Masson 1985b: 252).

Another stimulus can be traced back to Abraham’s 1911 paper Notes on the psycho-analytical investigation and treatment of manic-depressive insanity and allied conditions (Abraham 1979: 137). In Ernest Jones’s view, Mourning and melancholia drew heavily on Abraham’s conclusions (Jones 1955: 367). Abraham’s paper is replete with surprising and original contributions, including his exploration of the importance of ambivalence in psychological disturbance. In considering similarities between obsessional neuroses and melancholic states, he concluded: ‘In every one of these cases it could be discovered that the disease proceeded from an attitude of hate which was paralysing the patient’s capacity to love’ (Abraham 1979: 143), and ‘As a result of the repression of sadism, depression, anxiety, and self-reproach arise’ (Abraham 1979: 147). As Abraham reminded Freud in his letter of March 31, 1915, commenting on a draft of Mourning and melancholia, ‘I strongly stressed the importance in melancholia of the former [sadism] in my paper of 1911’ (Abraham H. C and Freud E. L. 1965: 216).

Also in 1913 Freud published Totem and taboo, in which he speculated that primitive taboos as well as more sophisticated social and cultural institutions are organized predominantly around the need to suppress the social manifestations of human ambivalence, particularly anti-social impulses to murder and aggression. The impact of these institutions of social compromise, whether primitive or sophisticated, upon the individual could be distinguished from specifically neurotic illnesses which were predominantly a matter of repressed sexual impulses, and to which the individual ‘civilized’ man or woman remained vulnerable. Conflicts due to ambivalence might originate ‘from the combination of egoistic and erotic elements’ (Freud 1913: 74), but having arisen, could not be reduced to them. In terms of economics, Freud in 1913 was focused less exclusively on the centrality of psychosexuality, and engaging more with the question of the fate of aggressive forces within the mind.

Ernest Jones (1955: 368) has claimed that Freud expounded the theme of Mourning and melancholia to him as early as January, 1914. It seems that Freud
had formulated an essence of his theory of melancholia and its link to mourning before the outbreak of the war, while other elements of intuitive understanding appear to have been latent within his mind. Freud's mind was 'saturated' with the elements of understanding that would precipitate out as a relatively coherent new theory. The emotional experience of having to come to terms with the realities of the war appears to have acted like a crystal which 'seeded' precipitation in an already saturated chemical solution. It also seems that Freud's experience of mourning for the loss of his illusions created a reality of experience which has permeated the very text of *Mourning and melancholia*, and was a vital factor contributing to Freud's finding the full expression of his genius in this work.

The aggressive forces unleashed by the war, along with their destructive and sadistic manifestations, constituted evidence that such impulses were just as subject to 'repression' and 'suppression' in response to the institutions of civilized man as were sexual impulses. The recognition that melancholic states are manifestations of aggressive and destructive forces within the mind seems to represent a 'selected fact' in *Mourning and melancholia*, which leads in turn to remarkable new insights. In the expressions of the melancholic patient, Freud recognized the manifestations of a hostile attitude between parts of the mind; a self-attack. He speculates that the melancholic's attitude of hostility towards a part of his own ego is an aggressive force which has been turned back upon the self, as a result of identification with an 'object'; a lost or disappointing, and abandoned object:

> If the love for the object – a love which cannot be given up though the object itself is given up – takes refuge in narcissistic identification, then the hate comes into operation on this substitutive object, abusing it, debasing it, making it suffer and deriving sadistic satisfaction from its suffering. The self-tormenting in melancholia, which is without doubt enjoyable, signifies, just like the corresponding phenomenon in obsessional neurosis, a satisfaction of trends of sadism and hate which relate to an object, and which have been turned round upon the subject's own self.

(Freud 1917a: 251)

The most extreme manifestation of this situation is suicide, which can occur only if the ego 'can treat itself as an object – if it is able to direct against itself the hostility which relates to an object and which represents the ego's original reaction to objects in the external world' (Freud 1917a: 252).

Freud's speculations about the nature of human ambivalence within relationship and within the self, the centrality of the capacity to mourn, the conceptualization of an alive relationship between differing parts of the mind, or conversely the deadening of the internal world in melancholia, and the way in which melancholic and manic states seem to represent a kind of inversion of
each other, together constitute the beginning of a coherent ‘theoretical deductive system’ and fully justified Freud’s description of his project as ‘metapsychological’. Contained in *Mourning and melancholia* is the sketch outline of a new model of the mind, in sufficient detail to be convincing, while hinting at new possibilities and pointing out new directions for psychoanalytic enquiry. The conception Freud presented in *Mourning and melancholia* of a dynamic relationship between different aspects of the mind, due to the internalization of an ‘object-relationship’ (Freud 1917a: 249), constituted, as Meltzer (1978: 108) and Ogden (2005: 43) have remarked, the origin of contemporary ‘object relations theory’.

The conquistador’s ‘articles of faith’ do not greatly make their presence felt in *Mourning and melancholia*, and this would seem to reflect the state of mind in which Freud was writing. Freud’s libido theory remains central to the conceptualization of the origins of hate and ambivalence, but for the moment Freud himself puts aside his narrower sexual theory. In *Totem and taboo*, Freud had previously suggested two formative ideas: first, that human ambivalence, ‘the simultaneous existence of love and hate towards the same object’, might be an acquired phenomenon that finds its origins in the ‘father complex’. He would add in a footnote, that ‘parental complex’ would be more accurate, suggesting, it seems, that the mother might occasion the appearance of this ambivalence. However, at this point he still seems to have considered the ambivalence as being directed primarily towards the father (Freud 1913: 157). The second idea was that in the act of devouring the father, the sons of the primal horde ‘accomplished their identification with him’ (Freud 1913: 142). In *Mourning and melancholia* he introduces the new possibility that identification is a narcissistic and ‘preliminary stage of object-choice’, and that the ambivalence that characterizes such a relationship might be traced back to ‘the oral or cannibalistic phase of libidinal development’, in which “The ego wants to incorporate this object into itself’, and ‘wants to do so by devouring it’ (Freud 1917a: 249). Freud also suggests that melancholia is a narcissistic state, and ‘the disposition to fall ill of melancholia…lies in the predominance of the narcissistic type of object-choice’ (Freud 1917a: 250), so that loss of the ‘object’ can precipitate a regression to narcissism. Freud’s argument seems to hinge on the idea that the susceptibility to establishing this form of ‘narcissistic’ relationship depends upon the outcome of the ‘oral or cannibalistic phase of libidinal development’. There is no mention of a mother, but Freud has introduced her into the picture, at least in the background; that is, he has introduced the feeding and devouring infant, and by inference the mother upon whom the infant depends. We might conjecture that, at this point, Freud was struggling with some ambivalence of his own.

The emphasis on the ‘oral or cannibalistic phase’ would appear to have been a significant consequence of Abraham’s influence. In his letter of March 31, 1915, commenting on the draft Freud had sent him, Abraham emphasized the ‘infantile basis of this process: the child wants to incorporate its love-object,
to put it briefly, it wants to devour it.’ He agreed with Freud in all essentials of his draft but added, ‘I think sadism and oral erotism should be added’ (Abraham H. C and Freud E. L. 1965: 217). In the final version of *Mourning and melancholia* Freud conferred only a passing acknowledgement: ‘Abraham is undoubtedly right in attributing to this connection the refusal of nourishment met with in severe forms of melancholia’ (Freud 1917a: 250). While Freud had grasped and made use of Abraham’s insights, the conquistador seems to have remained reluctant to acknowledge the debt.

For some time Freud had, it seems, struggled with the problem of human aggression and how this was to be accommodated within his instinct theory. In his 1909 case history of ‘Little Hans’ he had written: ‘I cannot bring myself to assume the existence of a special aggressive instinct alongside of the familiar instincts of self-preservation and of sex, and on an equal footing with them’ (Freud 1909: 140). Freud’s comment apparently reflected some uncertainty about how much weight to give human aggression in conceptualizing the economics of the mind. The question became acute as a result of his experience of the First World War. Then finally, in 1920, with the publication of *Beyond the pleasure principle*, Freud would put forward his theory of the death instinct; a theory which did, after all, seek to explain human aggression and destructiveness, amongst other phenomena, on the basis of a separate instinct or drive (Freud 1920: 53). However, at the time of writing *Mourning and melancholia* Freud was able to put aside the ongoing difficulty with his instinct theory; the theoretical question of the origin of aggressive wishes and impulses is present, but on the sideline. What Freud does focus on is the careful observation of the dynamic processes that appear to be taking place within the mind in states of mourning and of melancholia, and he reconstructs from these observations a preliminary theory of the nature and origins of both states, particularly melancholia, in terms of the vicissitudes of the experiences of previous relationships. Rather than invoking the instincts or drives as the focus of his theory, it is the residues of previous formative or important relationships, the ‘identifications’, and the vicissitudes of love and hate, that are invoked in his explanatory formulations. Meltzer has identified the shift of emphasis discernible in Freud’s writings at about the period of the First World War, from the libido theory to an ‘ego psychology and object relations psychology’; a move away from an ‘energetics principle’ to considering the mind as ‘an instrument for the manipulation of meaning’ (Meltzer 1978: 108).

Earlier in 1914, with *On narcissism: an introduction* (Freud 1914c), Freud had once again emphasized the necessary priority of observation over theory; theoretical formulations ‘are not the foundation of science, upon which everything rests: that foundation is observation alone. They are not the bottom but the top of the whole structure, and they can be replaced and discarded without damaging it’ (Freud 1914c: 77). In *Mourning and melancholia* there is a return to ‘first principles’. The phenomena themselves must remain the beginning of understanding, and it is the dynamic processes within the mind which are the
centre of attention. By observing and noting in melancholia the reality of a kind of rage or hatred against the self, and by inference against others, Freud is able to recognize the way in which this force operates with considerable independence within the mind. His further understanding then builds upon the recognition of hate as an equivalent, if opposite, force to love.

*Mourning and melancholia* exemplifies again Freud’s strengths as scientist of the mind; that is, his capacity for accurate observation, for the intuition of meaning and valid inference from his observations, and for the building of a coherent theory from these inferences. So many of Freud’s formulations in *Mourning and melancholia* are convincing not only because of the quality of observation and the compelling logic of argument, but also because Freud is able to communicate his understandings in a language which does not negate the emotional realities of human experience. Freud had long seemed to struggle to integrate the rather mechanistic conceptions and language of his psycho-biology with his more intuitive conceptions of emotional processes, and his ‘common sense’ psychological understandings. In *Mourning and melancholia* the mechanistic language of his psycho-biology that is heard insistently in many of the earlier writings gives way to language which comes closer to the ordinary expression of emotional experience; that of love and hate.

At the same time we find that those elements of Freud’s theory that today seem most problematic also seem least essential to the integrity of his argument. For example, Freud’s definition of a state of ‘primary narcissism’ (Freud 1914c) and his linked suggestion, in *Mourning and melancholia*, of the oral phase of the libido as a narcissistic state *a priori*, leads to unnecessary ambiguity in the meaning of ‘narcissistic’ and a doubtful attribution of characteristics to the infant. The essence of the myth of Narcissus suggests a self-preoccupied and potentially destructive state of mind and a turning away from life, which is difficult to reconcile with the obvious tendency of the infant and small child to turn towards the mother. Such ambiguities, however, lie outside the development of the main argument in *Mourning and melancholia*, because as reader, we grasp what is essential to this part of his argument, and for which Freud makes such a convincing case: that melancholic states are to be conceptualized as narcissistic ones in a pathological sense. Again, we see how the idea of ‘primary narcissism’ is present in *Mourning and melancholia* as a theoretical preconception imposed upon observation, and how this contrasts with the arrival of those understandings, or conceptions, that would seem to have emerged as valid inferences directly from observation.

Ogden has commented that Freud, “in many of his most important books and articles, including “Mourning and melancholia”’, was one of those writers, who ‘think what they write. The latter seem to do their thinking in the very act of writing, as if thoughts arise from the conjunction of pen and paper, the work unfolding by surprise as it goes’ (Ogden 2005: 27). If Freud had thought many of the thoughts in *Mourning and melancholia* before he began to write, the very act of writing seems to bring about a new synthesis; as if, as
Ogden suggests, the writing and the thinking are no longer two separate acts. Freud the observer has noted certain clinical facts and certain linked ideas, but in the act of writing Freud the thinker is looking at ‘the same things again and again until they themselves begin to speak’ (Freud 1914b: 22) and understandings begin to cohere. From these understandings, Freud allows the reader to follow his trains of thought as he attempts to formulate his ‘metapsychological’ synthesis.

That Freud’s essay linked together so many clinical observations and theoretical inferences, and the fact that it has proved so fertile for psychoanalysis, are evidence that in it Freud achieved a profound synthesis of understandings; this in turn suggests his essay to have been the realization of a process of ‘psychosynthesis’ within himself. Soon after the end of the war, in 1919, Freud wrote:

In actual fact, indeed, the neurotic patient presents us with a torn mind, divided by resistances. As we analyse it and remove the resistances, it grows together; the great unity which we call his ego fits into itself all the instinctual impulses which before had been split off and held apart from it. The psycho-synthesis is thus achieved during analytic treatment without our intervention, automatically and inevitably.

(Freud 1919: 161)

Today we might prefer to replace Freud’s phrase ‘all the instinctual impulses’ with ‘all the parts of the mind’.

The First World War appears to have precipitated a second important period of working through of the inner division Freud had struggled with in his self-analysis, and that I have characterized as between the ‘thinker’ and the ‘conquistador’, following Freud’s own formulation in his letter to Wilhelm Fliess, of February 1, 1900. Freud’s identification was with the omnipotence of the conquistador, but such omnipotence, he recognized, was always subject to collapse: ‘Such people are customarily esteemed only if they have been successful, have really discovered something; otherwise they are dropped by the wayside’ (Masson 1985b: 398). As has been suggested, the identification contained elements of a ‘manic defence’, and the depressions Freud experienced intermittently throughout his life would seem linked with the collapse of this identification. Consistent with this idea, Freud frequently experienced depressive self-doubt following the completion or publication of a particularly significant work, but especially The interpretation of dreams (Freud 1900), The ego and the id (Freud 1923b), and The future of an illusion (Freud 1927). At such times he could turn upon himself with fierce self-criticism. Gay has described these states of mind as ‘a mixture of postpartum depression and a rather superstitious defensiveness’ (Gay 1988: 524). Perhaps Freud’s dropping his finished work ‘by the wayside’ before anyone else represented a kind of
attempt to pre-empt criticism and rejection from others. There seems little doubt that the rejecting object that threatened existed in large part within Freud himself.

An experience of depression may or may not lead into an experience of mourning; of ‘working through’. Freud’s process of working through in response to the events of the war appears to have initiated a significant shift within his mind, forcing him to finally relinquish an illusion, including something of his idealization of the military conqueror and hero. The disillusionment, depression, and mourning that resulted appear to have created a space for the thinker to intuit an essence of what was taking place within his own mind, to perceive a link with his clinical observations of melancholic patients, and to formulate the beginning of a radical new conception of the mind. As the death of his father in 1896 had stimulated Freud’s self-analysis and led him to a realization of the depth of his ambivalence towards his father, so the advent of the war would seem to have confronted him with the reality of the aggressive forces latent within the human mind, and presumably led to a deeper consideration of the ambivalence within his own. Freud seemed to have been gradually confronting his own resistance to looking beyond the ‘father-complex’, and moving towards the realization that the intensity of human ambivalence and the manifestations of human destructiveness were not to be completely explained by ambivalence towards the father, as suggested in Totem and Taboo (Freud 1913: 157).

As Freud wrote in 1919, the removal of resistances allows the mind to grow together and then a ‘psycho-synthesis’ can occur, whereby the ‘ego fits into itself all the instinctual impulses which before had been split off and held apart from it’ (Freud 1919: 161). Although in this passage, Freud returned the emphasis to ‘instinctual impulses’, the process of ‘psycho-synthesis’ that occurred within him at the time of writing Mourning and melancholia would appear to have depended, amongst other things, upon his stepping aside from his investment in and preoccupation with his instinct theory. Freud had already been moving towards a re-evaluation of human drives or instincts, and towards placing more emphasis on the importance of hostile and aggressive forces within the mind. The impact of the war added an emotional force to this movement. But his experience of depression and mourning also appears to have helped create a critical degree of freedom. Freed from some of his defensive need for the ‘unshakeable bulwark’ of psycho-sexuality, and stimulated by his new realizations, Freud’s mind was more open not just to a re-configuration of elements of his existing instinct or libido theory, but to the beginning formulation in Mourning and melancholia of a new kind of theory.

When, in Beyond the pleasure principle (Freud 1920), Freud did return to the problem of the instincts in an attempt to reformulate his theory, he seemed to take both one step forward and one big step back. His theory of the ‘death instinct’ seems an advance, in that by seeking to explain the phenomena of human aggression and destructiveness on the basis of a separate instinct or
drive, it confers a degree of independence to these phenomena and a new emphasis upon them. Against this, there is a sense that in returning the focus to the instincts, he had stepped back from some of the intuitions of *Mourning and melancholia*. The ‘death instinct’ becomes something of a catch-all biological explanation or ‘solution’, while Freud seems for the moment to relinquish the attempt to understand destructiveness within the mind in terms of the experienced vicissitudes of ‘object relationship’.

Despite striking intuitions and flashes of genius on Freud’s part throughout *Beyond the pleasure principle*, a satisfactory coherence does not emerge; certainly the work does not achieve the sense of integration we experience in reading *Mourning and melancholia*. Although Freud repeatedly acknowledged the uncertainty of his speculations on the nature of the instincts, there is a sense in *Beyond the pleasure principle* of the conquistador once again trying to impose a theory; that is, impose ‘coherence’ rather than being able to tolerate the uncertainty necessary in order for a deeper coherence to emerge; being able to wait and allow an inner process of ‘psycho-synthesis’. Freud’s comment about one of his own lines of argument seems relevant to the work as a whole: ‘It looks suspiciously as though we were trying to find a way out of a highly embarrassing situation at any price’ (Freud 1920: 54). *Mourning and melancholia*, with its recognition that the avoidance, or failure, of a process of mourning results in an arrested and narcissistic state of mind that defends against the conscious experience of psychic pain, and the recognition that knowledge of this psychic pain will be necessary to allow further development, had already taken us ‘beyond the pleasure principle’ well before Freud’s work of that name, and I think much more convincingly.

In the final section of *Mourning and melancholia* Freud embarks on some tentative attempts to conceptualize the nature of mania, and the ‘most remarkable characteristic of melancholia…its tendency to change round into mania’ (Freud 1917a: 253). Ogden (2005: 39) has noted Freud’s lively evocation of the initiation of a manic state, as when:

some poor wretch, by winning a large sum of money, is suddenly relieved from chronic worry about his daily bread, or when a long and arduous struggle is finally crowned with success, or when a man finds himself in a position to throw off at a single blow some oppressive compulsion, some false position which he has long had to keep up, and so on.

(Freud 1917a: 254)

At this point, remarks Ogden, the language and images suggest:

Freud’s own understandable magical wishes to have his own “arduous struggle…finally crowned with success” or to be able “to throw off at a single blow [his own]…oppressive compulsion” to write prodigious
numbers of books and articles in his efforts to attain for himself and psychoanalysis the stature they deserve.

(Ogden 2005: 39)

Latent within the text is, I think, an expression of Freud’s personal struggle with the melancholic and manic dimensions of his own mind. We are reminded of his earlier struggle with his *Project for a scientific psychology*, and the eventual collapse of his grand ambition; ‘I rebelled against my tyrant. I felt overworked, irritated, confused, and incapable of mastering it all. So I threw everything away’ (Masson 1985b: 150). Of course, Freud didn’t and couldn’t throw everything away, but the act of rebellion against the single-mindedness of the conquistador was necessary for Freud the thinker to be able to call a retreat; to step back and find another path towards understanding. The convincing coherence of Freud’s radical new formulations in *Mourning and melancholia*, their imaginative evocation in the text, and the essay’s economy of expression make it a crowning success of his ‘long and arduous struggle’.
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One rational voice is dumb. Over his grave
the household of Impulse mourns one dearly loved:
sad is Eros, builder of cities,
and weeping anarchic Aphrodite.

W. H. Auden In Memory of Sigmund Freud (d. Sept. 1939)

At the beginning of analytic work, a patient may sometimes bring a highly significant dream which offers a kind of preliminary chart of the territory that patient and therapist will need to explore together. We might call such a dream a ‘screen’ dream, the full significance of which may not be grasped for many years. Did Freud unconsciously choose the dream of Irma’s injection as his ‘specimen dream’ for psychoanalysis because it constituted just such a ‘screen’ dream; a representation of the emotional dilemmas and elements of his mind which were the landmarks on a preliminary chart of the territory? The dream potentially drew Freud’s attention to these landmarks, and also to a tendency to attempt to avoid certain emotional realities, based on ‘some remote theoretical notion that morbid matter can be eliminated through the bowels’ (Freud 1900: 114). For a number of years Freud would have to struggle with this pull in his mind; his wish to avoid awareness of the toxic elements in his defensive identification with Fliess, and a manic defence organized against awareness of the damaging consequences of the relationship for himself and others, in particular for Emma Eckstein. It was a struggle he would have to pursue alone, and it was Freud’s determination to come to a realistic understanding of his situation that constitutes the heroic dimension of his struggle.

We do not know what final understanding of his dream Freud came to. At the time of writing his ‘dream book’ Freud stated that in the case of every dream of his own there came a point at which considerations of discretion restrained him from documenting further interpretive work (Freud 1900: 121). In 1908 Freud also acknowledged that the personal significance of The interpretation of dreams had only became clear to him after completing it: ‘It
was, I found a portion of my own self-analysis’ (see Freud 1900: xxvi). It seems probable that a deeper understanding of the significance of his ‘specimen dream’ required him first to separate from Fliess, and Freud did not, of course, choose to record his later understandings in full.

When, in December 1936, Freud learned that his letters to Fliess had survived, he made every attempt to gain possession of them with the clear intention of destroying them. As he wrote to Marie Bonaparte (January 3, 1937), who had obtained the letters from a Mr Stahl, an art dealer, who had in turn purchased them from Fliess’s widow, Ida Fliess:

Our correspondence was the most intimate you can imagine. It would have been highly embarrassing to have it fall into the hands of strangers. It is therefore an extraordinary labor of love that you have gotten hold of them and removed them from danger,…

I do not want any of them to become known to so-called posterity. (Masson 1985b: 7)

Marie Bonaparte recorded that, in February or March 1937, Freud told her he wanted the letters burned and that she refused (Masson 1985b: 9). Clearly Freud was anxious as to what might come to light about his personal relationship with Fliess. Perhaps at the time of writing The interpretation of dreams, Freud would have felt more reluctant to commit himself to print if he had had a fuller grasp of the significance of the dream of Irma’s injection. Whatever the case, at that time Freud was willing to give us the dream, and it was a generous gift; one which has proved invaluable in many ways, including in any attempt to understand something of Freud’s personal need to discover psychoanalysis.

One reason to invent a ‘lie’ is to fill a gap in our understanding. As Bion has suggested, such a formulation is presented as a ‘fulfilment rather than a striving for fulfilment’. It is felt to be desirable because of the ‘intolerance of the pain associated with feelings of frustration’ (Bion 1962: 49). At the time of the Emma Eckstein affair Freud was confronted with realities that appear to have been too painful to face. He seems to have responded by inventing, or strengthening, a ‘lie’ about the nature of his relationship with his friend Wilhelm Fliess; a ‘lie’ which he would cling to for a number of years. After a long personal struggle and through the process of his self-analysis, Freud would shift closer to a ‘K’ position (Bion 1962: 47) in his relationship with Fliess, and the grip of his identification with Fliess began to loosen. Alongside the seduction with Fliess, Freud was powerfully invested in his own ‘seduction theory’; however, as it gradually became clear to him that the theory was being used to patch over an explanatory gap and had become an impediment to further understanding, he abandoned it. Whatever elements of truth were contained within it, Freud was able to relinquish the ‘lie’ of his seduction theory, in which as explorer and conquistador he had invested his hope of a great discovery, just as he had previously been able to relinquish his investment in his
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Project for a scientific psychology, the project which he had hoped would lead to a comprehensive neuro-biological theory of mind. This became possible, it seems, as his self-analysis led to a degree of integration, or synthesis, within his mind, and in particular between those dichotomous aspects that, following Freud himself, I have characterized as ‘thinker’ and ‘conquistador’. As pictured in the dream of Irma’s injection, Freud was able, to some extent at least, to realize the need to bring the thorough, Leopold thinker within his mind to bear on the clinical task of understanding himself. There was more mental space for the ‘thinker’, and as a result Freud was able to harness the energies of the ‘conquistador’ more effectively in pursuing his goals. Part of this process was his writing The interpretation of dreams, which would draw so much on his own emotional experience and his developing understanding of himself. Through the experience of his self-analysis and the writing of his ‘dream book’, Freud found himself steering a new course. The conquistador would continue to pursue his journey of conquest, but the thinker now had a firmer hand on the tiller, and the greater co-operation would result in many future discoveries.

Freud’s mourning the death of his father led to an experience of psychic pain; that is, of a dimension of psychic reality not readily reducible to the mechanistic and economic models of function that Freud had largely relied on up to this point to conceptualize the working of the mind. This experience had a profound impact upon him (Anzieu 1986: 182). The deepening of Freud’s self-analysis which occurred at this time, in turn, reflected in a deepening of his conceptual grasp. A rather different, but I think linked, period of mourning for the loss of an ideal took place in response to the First World War, and seems to have initiated a second period of ‘working through’ of the division within himself. That this experience of disillusion was also ultimately liberating seems to be captured in his short essay On transience. Again, the experience would lead to a further degree of freedom from some of the more restrictive and mechanistic elements of his theory, and a deepening of his intuitive and conceptual grasp. This opening up of Freud’s thinking was manifest in particular in Mourning and melancholia. This is not to suggest that following either the self-analysis or the First World War, conflict between conquistador and thinker was at an end. As Freud would later suggest, analysis is a lifelong and ‘interminable’ process (Freud 1937) and his struggle with these dichotomous aspects of his mind would, to some extent, continue to the end of his life.

In 1900 Freud had framed the dichotomy within his mind as being between the ‘conquistador’ on the one hand, and the ‘thinker’, ‘observer’ and ‘scientist’ on the other. However, his identity ‘scientist’ was often co-opted by Freud the conquistador. As argued in Chapter 4, by the time of writing The project for a scientific psychology the conquistador was attempting to co-opt the particular ‘scientific’ vision of the Project to his goal of conquest. Freud’s ‘scientific’ vision in the Project served a vital transitional function in allowing him to shift focus from brain and neurology to mind and psychology, but the instinct-drive aspect of this vision remained something like an article of faith for the
conquistador, and over time became more and more of a straitjacket, restricting the freedom to think. Throughout his life Freud would return to elements of this reductionist vision as part of his programme of conquest, and the voice of The project can usually be heard somewhere in his subsequent formulations, whether in the background or to the fore.

Even though Freud had, with brilliant intuition, opened a new door with Mourning and melancholia, when in subsequent writings he begins to explore the latent possibilities of this essay, he often seems to block himself by returning to insist on the overriding importance of economic factors arising from the instincts. In The ego and the id Freud puts forward the idea of the ego being given shape by the sum of its identifications, particularly those with the parents as a result of the resolution of the Oedipus complex, while at the same time insisting:

in both sexes the relative strength of the masculine and feminine sexual dispositions is what determines whether the outcome of the Oedipus situation shall be an identification with the father or the mother. This is one of the ways in which bisexuality takes a hand in the subsequent vicissitudes of the Oedipus complex.

(Freud 1923b: 33)

In other words, it is in the end a constitutional ‘economic’ factor, the strengths of the sexual dispositions, that will determine the sexual identifications. Whenever Freud passed through the door he had opened in Mourning and melancholia he does not seem to have been able to remain long on the other side.

Finally, as the end of his life approached, Freud seemed in Analysis terminable and interminable (Freud 1937) to be closing the door; returning to an earlier and narrower vision. In this essay Freud reviewed what he thought analysis could achieve. He wisely acknowledged the apparent limitations of the procedure as therapy, and pointed to the analyst’s need to maintain realistic expectations. He then goes on to suggest that the main factors determining these limitations are constitutional and biological, especially the strength of the instincts, and even the constitutional endowment of the ego. The instinctual ‘quantitative factor’, claimed Freud, has an ‘irresistible power’ (Freud 1937: 226), and is of ‘paramount importance’ (Freud 1937: 234). It is upon the strength of the instincts that the therapeutic outcome depends (Freud 1937: 225). Logically, of course, analysis must remain impotent in the face of predetermined factors of this nature. This return to biology and constitution is an insistent theme, and Freud ends his essay by taking up the theories of ‘penis envy’ and ‘masculine protest’, suggesting that their basis in biology renders further analysis fruitless:

We often have the impression that with the wish for a penis and the masculine protest we have penetrated through all the psychological
strata and have reached bedrock, and that thus our activities are at an end. This is probably true, since, for the psychical field, the biological field does in fact play the part of the underlying bedrock.

(Freud 1937: 252)

Just at the point, ‘penis envy’ and ‘masculine protest’, where we might think a search for meaning should really begin, Freud advocates abandoning his analytic project.

The voice of The project for a scientific psychology comes starkly to the fore again in Analysis terminable and interminable. The outcome of an analysis is conceptualized in terms of an essentially mechanistic model based on the ‘economics’ of mental forces, and turns on what Freud conceptualizes as the limiting constitutional factors of instincts or drives. Freud does comment in passing, ‘we must not forget that the analytic relationship is based on a love of truth’ (Freud 1937: 248). How did Freud’s concept of ‘truth’ here encompass ‘psychic truth’? Implicit in the concept of psychic truth is the dimension of meaning; a dimension which is difficult, if not impossible, to find by tracing the instincts and their vicissitudes. Similarly implicit in the concept of mourning is the reality of the psychic pain of loss, which exists in a dimension beyond the satisfaction or frustration of an instinctual impulse. Freud does refer in Analysis terminable and interminable to psychic pain, but only as an impediment to analysis: ‘The ego’s whole interest is taken up by the painful reality and it withholds itself from analysis, which is attempting to go below the surface and uncover the influences of the past’ (Freud 1937: 232). As Meltzer (1978) has suggested, Freud’s inability to move decisively into the area of ‘meaning’ and to remain there eventually proved the critical factor limiting the development of his psychoanalysis. Nowhere is this more evident than in Analysis terminable and interminable. The one element that Freud explored in a new way in Mourning and melancholia, and that he did not lose sight of subsequently, is the reality of the human potential for destructiveness. However, even here Freud’s need to encompass this within his instinct theory would seem, in the end, to have acted as a powerful restriction on the further development of his thinking.

A sense of pessimism has often been identified in Analysis terminable and interminable. Freud cautions against unrealistic therapeutic optimism, and against attempts to shorten the duration of treatment, and concludes that a psychoanalysis once begun is in essence an interminable process continuing after the treatment itself is ended. There is perhaps a certain ambivalence here; the categorical concept of cure was attractive to the conquistador, but had proved disappointingly elusive. Meltzer has suggested that Freud’s pessimism in Analysis terminable and interminable arose because, while he was observing the limitations of the outcomes of his psychoanalytic therapy in practice, at the same time he was writing of his ‘analytical method and analytical theories as if they were complete’ (Meltzer 1978: 137). Meltzer also
points out that Freud would have ‘absolutely denied’ any such claim, and of course, Freud often did deny any claim to completeness in his theory. There is, nevertheless, a powerful sense in *Analysis terminable and interminable* of Freud delivering his final and authoritative word. If Freud the conquistador regarded his theory and method as virtually complete, from that vertex, the source of failure, and hence pessimism, must logically be located in predetermined factors in the patient, rather than in any limitation in theory and technique. At a conscious level Freud’s pessimism was linked to what he believed were constitutionally determined limitations of the human mind.

At a deeper level it seems possible that Freud’s pessimism can be understood as an outcome of some sense of incompleteness, within both his theory and himself. I think Freud remained divided within his mind; that Freud the thinker did in fact intuit that a great deal remained to be understood, and that his discovery of psychoanalysis was much less complete than he wished to believe. For the thinker this would have been felt as a loss and a painful source of disappointment, especially as the end of life was near. Perhaps Freud was also aware of a painful sense of incompleteness within himself, and a disappointment in the limitations of his self-analysis. But none of this would have been a cause for pessimism. To understand the pessimism we must consider Freud’s ‘identification’; for the conquistador such incompleteness would have been felt as a failure and a reality he would have wished to repudiate. The conquistador Freud had never completely relinquished his belief in, and wish to discover, the source of the Nile. As the end of his life approached and he stoically bore the terrible sufferings imposed by his oral cancer, Freud the conquistador expounded the ‘final word’ of *Analysis terminable and interminable*; it would seem that this side of him remained disappointed, if not bitter. At the same time Freud the thinker knew that there could be no final answer, no *caput Nili*; no end to uncertainty and analysis.

The elements that, in retrospect, appear to us to have been obviously mistaken in Freud’s theories are often used by the critics of psychoanalysis as a basis for attempting to discredit psychoanalytic theory and the psychoanalytic endeavour in general. This is simply unbalanced. Just as the maps produced by the first cartographers of the New World show isolated sections of coastline somewhat distorted and unexplored sections sketched in from imagination, Freud’s maps of the mind were approximations subject to revision. We would not think to criticize the early cartographers because their maps were not 100 per cent accurate; what was important is that they functioned as the best available aids to navigation, and would allow more accurate maps to be made in the future. Our personal scientific theories are invariably an idiosyncratic mixture of truth and invention. No doubt, once he had drawn a map Freud was reluctant to rip it up, but nevertheless he was able to do so on a number of significant occasions. Freud did possess a capacity to ‘rethink’, and Charcot’s dictum, *La théorie, c’est bon mais ça n’empêche pas d’exister*, always remained in the background of his mind, as foil to the possible excesses of his idealism.
Freud biographers and commentators fall into all positions, from depicting Freud as the hero at one extreme, to demonizing him at the other. I have tried to keep this short portrait of Freud to the psychoanalytic ‘radical centre’; that is to say not an ideological middle ground, but rather centred on the evidence such as I find it. I am in sympathy with the depiction of Freud as hero, because an essential quality of the hero is the capacity to confront the inner demons. Experience has taught me, first, that the true nature of the psychotherapist’s clinical task, and often therefore of the clinical task faced by the psychiatrist, cannot be discovered without psychoanalytic understanding, and second, that psychoanalytic understanding is hard to come by. It is in one way easier for us today than it was for Freud because there are psychoanalysts to consult and psychoanalytic trainings available. However, neither consulting an analyst nor completing a psychoanalytic training is any guarantee of the acquisition of psychoanalytic knowledge. As suggested in the Introduction, I believe Shakespeare had it in good measure without the benefit of either. The acquisition of such knowledge is ultimately a personal choice, because as Bruno Bettelheim (Bettelheim 1985) has pointed out, it is knowledge about ourselves. So, in another way, the task we face is likely to prove as laborious as it did for Freud. Perhaps fortunately, there are no short cuts.

In *The discovery of the unconscious*, Ellenberger quotes from an account of a visit to Freud later in his life, by a German psychiatrist called Schultz:

> Schultz called Freud an extraordinarily gifted man with a harmony of personality. “You do not really believe that you are able to cure?” Freud asked him. Schultz replied: “In no way, but one can, as a gardener does, remove impediments to personal growth.” “Then we will understand each other,” Freud answered.

(Ellenberger 1994: 461)

In the best of his thinking and writing Freud was, as W. H. Auden wrote, ‘one rational voice’. The truly rational voice, that of the ‘thinker’, possesses the capacity to integrate. Such a voice does not speak at the expense of the heart, or ‘the household of Impulse’, but lives with ‘Eros’ and ‘anarchic Aphrodite’ under the same roof. The loss of such a rational voice is always a loss to be mourned.
For years he had had a longing to go there, and it played an extensive part in his dream life... Was it a feared object as well as a wish fulfillment? It seems he identified himself with the Semitic Hannibal and his attempt to gain possession of the 'Mother of Cities'.

Freud in the old-world spa of Vienna, 19 Berggasse: he talks little, dreaming of antiquities, of a visit to the 'Mother of Cities'. A walker in the park, he is reading the sex of flowers, the divination of birds – under curls of cigar smoke, the dream is all his care. Clients with words and watch-chains cross the alps; doffed black hats in a row, they wait for Freud to pass along the gravel path. In his wake they fall into place, they stroll under the dark parasols of the trees, they talk of putting wings on the unspeakable; five minutes to the hour, the circuit is
complete, the gates swing shut, we see:
trains that haul them to the frontier;

we see: not Oedipus but Hannibal the
Semite looking up at the city gates.

Michael Harlow
[from Vlaminck’s tie; Auckland University Press and Oxford University Press,
1985]
All texts from the Standard edition of the complete psychological works of Sigmund Freud are dated, as printed in the Standard edition, according to the original year of publication. Freud’s prefaces to editions subsequent to the original, and footnotes added to texts in subsequent editions, are also referenced under the year of publication of the original edition of the text, as printed in the Standard edition.
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